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Enrollment
rises to13,702
Credit hours increase
by 1.7 percent
is an increase in student service fees
and an increase in revenue for the
university.
This semester, students paid a
maximum of $9.98 per credit hours,
up to 12 hours in student service
fees. Students enrolled for less than
12 hours paid less. Last fall students
paid $9.07 per credit hour in student service fees.
"Student fees is the only one that
levels off, " Elvie Davis, assistant
dean, said. Other fees like the building usage fee increase as students
enroll for more hours.
This revenue is used by student
services .
When the Student Affairs Advisory Committee meets, "we get a
projection on how many accounts
request an increase," Davis said.
"We prioritize and fund new accounts. We increase accounts that
are doing real well, or (if) there's a
need," she said.
Student Health Services and student activities received an account
increase this semester.
"The only time we don't recommend an increase is if there is a
deficit (in -an account)," Davis said.

Arminda Mufi.oz
Managing Editor

Fall enrollment inches forward
with a three percent increase from
last fall, according to figures from
the Office of Admissions and
Records.
Headcount for Fall 1993 is 13,702,
compared to 13,298 last fall.
Enrollment for all classifications
increased except for a slight decrease in the freshman category
which includes special and entering freshmen.
Freshman popluation went down
.5 percent, from 5,431 in 1992, to
5,402 in 1993.
The sophomore class increased
The Pan American/Laura Kay Kertesz
2.3
percent, from 2,559 to 2,618.
Bad circuit wiring was considered to be the cause of a small gallons of water a minute," Mario Requenez, freshman· engiThere
was a 6.6 percent rise with
fire yesterday, about3 p.m. on the third floor of the Liberal Ans neering major and volunteer for the Edinburg Fire Depanment,
juniors,
from 1,726 to 1,840. The
building, Richard Drewry, Edinburg Fire Marshall, said. Work- said. Classes were canceled for the night, UTPA police said.
seniors
had
the largest increase with
room 344, for the sociology depanment, sustained fire and About 200 faculty and students gathered to watch the incident.
a
7.5
percent
growth, from 2,148 in
water damage. "Two sprinkler heads opened, releasing 16 A complete story will follow in next week's Issue.
Fall 1992, to 2,31 lin Fall 1993.
Graduate students went up .4
percent from 933 to 937.
Also, enrollment in credit hours
increased 1.7 percent. Students are
currently enrolled in 139,757 hours
this fall, compared to 137,366 hours
Another student said the doc- last fall.
chair of the department of school business doctoral will begin with
President Miguel Nevarez finalArminda Munoz
administration and supervision, said. five courses: statistical, interna- toral program would benefit the
With a rise in credit hours, there izes all recommendations, she said.
Managing Editor
Thirteen Valley education admin- tional economics, international Valley.
"It'll give a boost to the (Valley)
The Texas Higher Education istrators are currently enrolled in a marketing, finance topics and maneconomy,"
Edward M. Wylie,
UT-Austin
program
with
many
agement
topics.
Board approved the first two docSturges, who supports the doc- sophomore from Pharr, said. "There
toral programs in the Valley last courses taught in Edinburg by Austoral, said he came to UTPA be- will be more education opportuniweek with classes to begin at UTPA tin faculty.
ties and more jobs."
"We
will
have
a
very
positive
cause
of the program.
summer and fall.
Wylie said he plans to get his
"One
of
the
factors
for
coming
to
he
said.
"We
will
be
track
record,"
The board gave the go-ahead to
able
to.show
the
Coordinating
Board
UTP
A
was
because
a
(doctoral
prodoctorate
as soon as he completes
a doctoral program in international
his
undergraduate
work.
was
in
the
horizon,"
he
said.
gram)
that
the
students
who
already
have
business and a cooperative proFreshman
Karla
Trevino
said she i Telephone registration
The
majority
of
undergraduate
received
their
degrees
are
making
gram in education leadership.
• Phone registration
appointments are by
The cooperative degree is the an impact in the school districts." international business students in- is looking forward to the program.
is
available on camclassification
and
last
"I'm looking forward to it," she
While the cooperative doctoral dicated support for the doctorate
first in a three-step process that
pus
in Student Serwould eventually see UTPA offer- begins next summer, students seek- and said they would eventually said. "I hope the university gets name. Lines are open on
Mondays, Thursdays and Frivices Building 108,
more doctoral programs."
ing the degree independently. The ing a doctoral in international busi- join the program.
She
also
said
if
the
program
had
'Tin
surprised
they
took
so
long
days
from
7
a.m.
5
p.m.,
and
ness
must
wait
until
Fall
1994.
Monday thru Friday
program is a cooperative effort
"The international business doc- to get (the doctoral)," junior Saul not been approved she would have onTuesdays and Wednesdays
with UT-Austin.
from 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
The approval of the first step in toral program offers an opportunity Garcia from Pharr said. "Most to move to obtain a doctorate. · from 7 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. Stu"I would have gone to San Anto- dents may register on or af- -I':':';:;';;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
the doctoral program does not en- for a graduate degree for students schools have (them). I think there
has
not
been
previously
availis
a
need
for
it
because
of
the
large
that
sure approval of the final steps
ter their assigned date. Free
see Program, p. 7
number of international business
which lead to an independent doc- able," Dr. David Sturges said.
days, which include SaturIn Sept. 1994, the international majors."
toral program, Dr. J.C. Nichols,
days (Oct. 30-Nov. 20) from 9

First doctorals approved by education board
Courses commence in summer and fall

Students voice opinion about police
Adan Gomez
Sta.if
Student responses to campus
police policies vary, from the new
parking stickers to an alleged lack
of visibility.
Students around campus recently
shared their opinions regarding
theUTPA police department. A majority of students expressed discontent with the new parking stickers
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Espinoza, a social work junior.
An education senior agreed.
"I think the stickers are a waste of
money because a lot of people can't
afford to get a sticker for every car,"
Sandy Ruiz said. "The police should
use that money (spent on stickers)
for something more useful."
Another student said the stickers
are an inconvenience for stuoents
who carpool.
"There are students I know who

are unable to buy parking permits
on their own. They get together
with friends and they all pitch in for
the permit and carpool," said La
Verne Pena, a nursing sophomore.
"They're having to transfer the new
stickers from car to car with tape.
The permits were better."
While some students had plenty
to say about parking stickers, others

see Police , p.9

Teleconference features computer info

Get your flu shot today, CAS
first floor from 3:30-7 p.m.;
$5, students: $10, faculty.

English sophomore
plucks strings for
Lonesome Dove.

that were admininistered this semester. Many said the stickers were
both expensive and inconvenient
to use.
"The stickers and permits are too
expensive," said Letty Sanchez, a
social work junior.
"Permits are better because you
can trade them to other cars. Many
students have to share cars with
family members and would need to
buy more than one sticker," said]oe

2
6
4
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Melissa Mata
Staff
A live national satellite teleconference will address the impact of
new computer technology on
people, business processes, and
information systems, from noon to
2 p.m., Wednesday in ASB 1.104.
"The teleconference will let us
hear from national experts and how
to take advantage of the information technology, " Dr. Ron Thorn,
associate professor of computer
information systems, said.
"Information technology is soon
going to be an integral part of all

companies in the future," he said.
"The teleconference is a chance for
students to see experts in the field
and gain a little bit of knowledge
for free and ask them questions
(via-satellite)."
Panelists will include:
• Nancy H. Bancroft, vice president with Bancroft-Brite and Associates, a management consulting
firm specializing in organizational
change involving both technical
and non-technical systems;
• Cheryl Currid, founder and
president of Currid & Company, a
research and consulting firm that
helps clients assess and apply new
information technology in business;

• Dean Crutchfield, an information technology professional with
broad experience in networking,
software development, and management.
Anyone interested in learning
about current computer and information technology may attend. All
non-CIS faculty and staff must pay a
$25 conference fee .
The event is sponsored by the
Computer Television Network, the
Association of Information Systems
Professionals, and the Public Broadcasting System together with the
Data ProcessingManagementAssociation.

a.m.-4 p.m., have been designated for those who need to
register or make changes by
phone . *Friday, Nov. 26 is

considered a free day.

Sophomores
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4, Thursday

A-D

5, Friday

J-M

8,Monday
9, Tuesday

S-Z

N-R

• If students fail to
register on the
scheduled dates,
they may register
late at arena registration; however, a
$25 late fee will be

Freshmen
Nov. 10, Wednesday
Nov. 11, Thursday
Nov. 12, Friday
Nov. 15, Monday
Nov. 16, Tuesday
Nov. 17, Wednesday
Nov.• 18, Thursday
Nov. 19, friday
Nov. 22, Monday
Nov. 23, Tuesday
Nov. 24, Wednesday
Nov. 25, Thursday
Nov. 26, Friday

H-L
Ga-Gf
Gg-Gz
D-F
A-B

C
M
N-Q
R
S
T-V
W-Z

*

ASSIST
Phone#
381-3000

Registration Personal ID
Action Code
Number
733942#
0000#
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College is for non-humans striving for education
he enormous brick structures
stood erect like proud monuments against the colorful panorama of the setting sun. Delicate flowers of all colors lined the sidewalks, which encircled cobblestone fountains bubbling with energy. The day was
peaceful and serene as I strolled through
the breathtaking unfamiliar territory.
Never before had I imagined that one
day ! would become a part of the immense and mysterious place, a world
separate from others, a labyrinth of hidden obstacles and undue anguish: a
college campus.
Many people who consider acquiring
a college education believe it is an
unobtainable dream. One lesson I learned
quickly is that college not only demands
discipline, but also is a dehumanizing

T

experience. I became one of the many to
proceed through the lengthy, calloused
journey of campus bureaucracy. Quickly
sifted out were those who could not become desensitized by the monotonous and
always chaotic procedures, which must be
endured like doses of repugnant medicine.
One hot August day, registration lines
extended into the distance. People were
crowded together with no regard for human dignity. Like cattle to slaughter, one
by one the next victim was let in for the
unavoidable confrontation: registration itself.
My soaking red shirt clung to my tired
torso as I stood faithfully in the blistering
sun. Sweat flowed about my burning eyes,
and a crumpled Kleenex tissue was the
only savior of my vision.
"A step forward will eventually come. I

Guest Column
Gina Tiano Saxena
must be patient," I thought to myself as I
stood motionless.
ll at once through my burning
eyes, I saw a most disturbing
sight.
The line next to mine extended even further onto the sweltering
blacktop parking lot. As I stood in shock
at the vision I beheld, I knew there was no
mistaking the reality of the situation. A
young blonde woman stood unmoving,
her four- or five-year-old child was huddled
desperately beneath her legs, seeking
relief from the unyielding heat. In hightop sneakers, blue jeans and a black tshirt, the little boy's blonde hair was

A

darkened by the saturation of his own
perspiration; his fair skin was beaming
from the sun's vengeance.
The lifeless woman stared •into the
distance without emotion, completely
oblivious to the needs of her child. All at
once, she jerked her arm. I couldn't
believe my eyes: the boy was propelled
upward and away from the cover of her
legs by a leash attached to his wrist!
He stood directly in the sun's harmful
rays while my eyes remained fixed on the
braided atrocity which linked the innocent with the unmerciful. Slowly, the boy
regressed back into his crouched position
while the unmerciful returned to her
inanimate state, her insensitivity shockingly apparent.
Now I look at the enormous brick
structures in all their splendor. They are,

without a doubt, magnificent, and the
beautiful landscape kisses my view in
awesome majesty.
ave I been dehumanized? Oh
yes, as many times as I have
been herded through the numerous bureaucratic procedures.
Am I desensitized? Definitely so. I have
stood in lines for hours in the summer
heat.
1 struggled coming into this world, and
r will struggle to get through this life--to
get through college; however, I will never
neglect the needs of my children "':'hile in
the process of attaining an edu~at10n.
College is definitely labonous and
unyielding. College is meant for those of
us who can maintain their priorities while
being dehumanized. It can be done!

H

Editorial

We must speak up now

T

here have been recent rumblings around the cou.n~ to censor differe~t
mediums and, in particular, college campus publications. Our campus 1s
no different, but before that subject is dealt with, a framework of how
important discussion is to our society must be discussed.
It is the public's right to speak its mind that has helped shape America into what it
is now: A country that is not perfect, but a country that does not have the ethnic strife
that other countries have.
We do have race problems and class problems. And it is these problems and others
that need to be discussed and debated. Everyone should voice their ideas in the great
m~rket place of ideas. Our newspapers, magazines, radios, and TVs provide that
market place.
What is frustrating, though, is that those people who wish to censor have no
understanding what it is they wish to destroy. They wish to destroy the American
public's ability to communicate with each other.
The ability that helps us understand each other is through communicating, even if
it is a slow process. re allows us to listen to those voices that may help move our society
to a better place. A place that may not be reachable through violent means.Violence
will not solve society's ills in the long run, but a society able to think and take in
different perspectives will: Perspectives that can be expressed in a public form, such
as in letters to the editor, the letters or voices that are expressed on this page and the
next one. These voices have become part of the great debate and discourse that helps
the rest of us take in different ideas and stimulates us to think.
(Thanks for all the letters and the continuance of public dialogue and debate.)
A little closer to home, and one issue which most students and faculty don't know
about, is a move by the university to censor Rio magazine. It is a move spearheaded
by Elvie Davis, assistant dean of students. The same Davis who went off the record
during a public meeting to inform a reporter about how to cover that meeting, and
then went back on the record to conduct the meeting.
The meeting was a student union transition team meeting. Our reporter was
covering an issue that Davis and the team seem to wish to throw at students in a quick
referendum so that students cannot make an informed vote. Our coverage is
paramount.
·
It is the same Davis who wishes to censor Rio by cutting its funding completely. A
move that will indirectly demolish The Pan American because of its direct working
he recent scandal involving
relationship with the magazine. We share reporters and photographers.
Beavis and Butt-head is beThese voices and outlets for voices should not be silenced because people in
ginning to annoy me. We
authority wish to control the flow of information, such as Davis tries to do. The free
were all saddened by the death
flow of information and opinions is paramount to the fabric of our society. A society of the little girl who died in a house fire set
that needs to talk to each other. A society that should not allow people in power to by her 8-year-old brother whose parents
dictate how America should be run. A society that should debate and hear each other say was influenced by Beavis and Buttand come to some sort of compromise.
heads' fascination with fire (Fire!,Fire!).
Become a part of the great discourse between citizens of this country and deal with
The cartoon, shown regularly on MTV,
the issues that are important to you.
is filled with semi-adult language (young
This is needed because when a civilized country can help solve its problems through adult?), adult situations, adult humor, etc .. .'
discourse instead of violence, which unfortunately is happening too much, it is a Do we see some flags going up here folks
society that can survive.
(big, bright red ones)? It's an adultOutlets of anger should be part of a publication. A publication should not be the oriented cartoon! We adults like it, bePR piece for those in authority. But more importantly these outlets should be paid cause we can identify (sadly enough) with
attention to because these are the voices of our neighbors.
some of its content. Now, how any parent
Voices are allowed to be heard and are being heard through your letters in this can let a child watch this show is beyond
paper. Voices are being heard in Rio. Any move to censor one voice like Rio or The me. It is not geared toward a young
Pan American is a move to deny the rest of us the ability to hear that voice.
audience! But God forbid we should
But more importantly it is a move to erode the very fabric of our society. A society deprive our kids of something they like,
built around talking to each other to help solve its' problems. A society at this point even if it's for their own good!
and time that can not afford to become silent.
Let them get mad folks, they'll understand later.
We need to start taking responsibility
for ourselves and our childrens' actions!
The University of Texas - Pan American
Too many parents out there are busy not
1201 W. University Drive UC 322
being parents. And when something
Edinburg, TX 78S39
tragic like this little girl's death happens,
(210) 381-2541 • FAX (210) 381-2268
the first thing they do is to try and find
Editor. ....................................... .. .................................. ................... Trinidad Gonzales
somebody or something to blame on.
Managing Editor. ..................... .. ........... ............ .... ........... .. ...........Arminda Munoz
Well, these parents need to look at
Copy Editor ............... .. ..................................... .. .... .. ....... .... .. ......... Melissa Downey
themselves first. That is as far as they'll
Arts & Entertainment Editor..............................................................Alvaro Rodriguez
have to look.
Sports Editor....... ........................................ .. ....................................... ....David Hunter
This little girl's death infuriated me. It
Assistant Sports Editor. ............. ....................... .................... ... .. ... .. .....Melissa Vasquez
should never have happened. But is it
Adviser.. ... .................. ................. ..... ............... ....... ................... .................Joyce Prock
really the fault of Beavis and Butt-head?
Secretary.................................................. .............. .............................Juanita Sanchez
If something on te levision or radio ofAdvertising Manager. ........................... ............. ............ ............. Joseph Ma~ -;in Jr.
fends you, then the simplest thing you can
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Parental supervision is a necessity

T

The Pan American

The Pan American ls a publication of The University of Texas-Pan Amerlcar. Student
Publications. The Pan American ls published every Thursday except during examination

periods, vacations and holidays. It Is under the Department of Student Affairs, Judy
Vinson, dean of students; and Joyce Prock, adviser. Views presented are those of the
writers and do not necessarily reflect those of the university administration. Subscriptions are $6 per year or $3 per semester and can be made by contacting Student
Publications, University Center 322.

Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than one page, double spaced and typed . Guest columns should be no more than
1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run . Letters and
guest columns can be ed ited for style, length , libel, grammar and punctuation, but wri.ter's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Deadline for letters and guest columns will be
at s p.m. the Monday before that week's publication. Letters can be brought to University
Center Room 322 o r mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, UC 322,
Edinburg , TX 78539.

·

What's Up With That?
Mike Luna
do is (all together now) CHANGE THE
STATION! Every time something like this
happens, the scapegoat is either Rock-nRoll, television, or society, as long as the
people who are supposed to be responsible for their own children don't have to
take responsibility for their actions.
And we put up with it! When this
finger-pointing starts, then our First
Amendment rights are in trouble.
The Texas Penal Code states that as
parents, we are responsible for our children until they reach the age of 17. That
law, apparently, has gone straight out the
window.
n my experience as a law enforcement officer, first with the
Hidalgo County Sheriffs' Department, and now with the Edinburg
Police Department, I see first hand how a
lot of parents apparently don't care what
their kids do, or where they are at any
given time of the day or night.
What ever happened to parental supervision? Just because somebody is a single
parent, or on welfare, or lives in a certain
section of town is not an excuse for letting
their kids run rampant.
Why don't we teach our children the
difference between right and wrong anymore?
By teaching I don't mean telling them
once and then forgetting about it. Say it

I

a hundred thousand times if you have to.
And teach by example, don't be a hypocrite.
ut even knowing all this, we
still pick up 8- to 16-year-old
kids at 2 a.m. on a school night,
high on spray paint (their favorite color is gold) and breaking into
cars, businesses, houses, or just hanging
out at a local park.
Governor Terry Branstad (R-Iowa) has
decided to block out MTV from his household because he has young children at
home, and he doesn't think that Beavis
and Butt-head is an appropriate program
for his children to watch. That's called
parental supervision.
Taking the responsibility for his family
takes a lot of courage. It would be a lot
easier to just wait around until something
bad happened and then blame it on Beavis
and Butt-head.
We all need to follow his lead. I for one
enjoy watching the "little weinerheads."
When I watch the show, however, I make
sure that my 11-month-old son is either
asleep or out with his mother or grandmother. If I know he 's going to be around
at the time of the show, I'll tape it.
See, it's not that difficult to do, we just
have to do it.
The same goes for movies that are rated
R or PG-13, or any music that we don 't
think is appropria te for our children.
We don't have to get rid of it, just
monitor it. Let's bear the responsibility of
raising our childre n. It shouldn't be anybody e lse's.

B

Letters to the Editor

Prof says student
mistook advice
rn last week's issue, you printed a letter
fro m a student who complained about my
advice to her. As usual, there are two sides
to a story--something your le tters' column
doesn't provide withou t a considerable
time lag. Here is my version of the Oct. 21
te lephone conversa tion.
Whe n the student called, I was with
another student who had an appointment

for advisement. As is my usual practice, I
took the incoming call so that I could take
a phone number, explain that I am in a
meeting and inform the calle r when I will
return the call.
She said she is a soph omore majoring in
Communications. She added tha t she only
wanted her pin numbe r (for phone registration) and had "a couple o f questi ons."
I told her that I was with ano ther student,
that I did not have her pin numbe r in front
of me, and that she really neede d to come
in for mandatory advisement.
The caller said she could not schedule

an appointme nt becau se she w orKed
during my regular o ffice hou rs. I told her
I would be happy to schedule an appointme nt. I suggested we meet Friday, the
next day. She said she worked days and
would be unavailable. Sh e then asked if she could take an
u pper division Communication course next
semester because it was the only one that
would meet her schedule. I told her that
would not be possible because of univer-

See Letters p. 3
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Letters from p. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -sity restrictions and department
prerequisites.
She repeated her request to receive her pin number and then
asked whether there would be more
evening Communication courses
in the future. Again, I informed her
that I was with another student and
that I did not have her pin number
readily available.
I told her that more courses would
be available in late afternoons in
the future, but that it probably
would not be possible for her to
major in Communications by planning to take only late afternoon or
evening classes.
I did suggest that she consider
another major if she planned to
continue working full time during
regular week days. She apparently

Writing Services: Essays, research

papers and resumes. Composition,·
mechanics, grammar. Call 380-1563
rush jobs.
Typing Service: Research papers,

reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proofreading & editing. More than
10 years experience. Call 585-2838.
Pump up theJaJI1 with Dan the man.
Sexy, exciting, fun, male dancer.
Call 630-9090.

Notice to Contractors ofProposed
work. The Texas Department of
Transportation, District Office, 600
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas
will accept sealed bids for (LAND-

SCAPE MAINTENANCE (HIDALGO
CO., US 83) will be received at the
600 We~ Expressway 83, Pharr,
Texas at 10:30 a.m., November 24,
1993. Prospective bidders are encouraged to attend a pre-bid conference which will be held at 10:30
a.m., November 10, 1993 at the above
mentioned address. Proposals and
specifications may be obtained at
the pre-bid conference or by contacting the District Maintenance Office at 210-702-6132 in Pharr after
the pre-bid conference date.
Need help with research papers?
Essays? Qualified Tutor, B.S.,M.A.
630-3492.
Earn up to $10/Hour. Motivated
students needed for P/f marketing
positions at your school. Flexible
hrs. Call today! 1-800-950-1037

did not care for my responses.
In her letter to you last week, she
described me as "...someone that is
supposed to guide students toward
their educational dreams, but only
disappoints them."
Guiding students toward their
dreams is only part of my job.
As lab assistants working in the
Helping them deal with reality is new Academic Services Building,
another. Both are important, but so we would like to comment on the
is a student's responsibility and my statement that was made in the Oct.
obligation regarding mandatory 28 issue concerning the inefficiency
advisement.
of the computer labs.
I am willing to meet almost any
First of all, this is a new building
time with students and help them that is still being worked on; stuanyway I can, especially with ad- dents and professors alike cannot
visement. I believe journalism stu- imagine all of the organizing and
dents in this department will attest planning that is being done each
to this commitment.
day in this building. For the past
Bob Rollins month, we have received numerCommunication department ous pieces of computer equipment
that has to be set up, installed and
tested. We do admit that our old
computer equipment is inefficient;
however, one must realize that all
Notice to contractors of proposed

Lab assistants
make duties
clear at labs

work. The Texas Department of
Transportation, District Office, 6ooWest
Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed bids for LANDSCAPE
MA1NfENANCE (Hidalgo Co., Us 281)
(SP 241) will be received at the 6oo
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas at
10:30 A.M., November 24, 1993. Prospective bidders are encouraged to
attend a pre-bid conference which will
be held 10:30 A.M., November 10,
1993 at the above mentioned address
proposals and specifications may be
obtained at the pre-bid conference or
by contacting the District Maintenance
Office at 210-702-6132 in Pharr after
the pre-bid conference date.

the new computer equipment will
soon be accessible. At that time,
students will have more access to
computers and printers. Perhaps a
tour of the building is required to
see all of the new equipment that
has already .been set up.
In response to the hearsay regarding lab assistants' duties, we have
several facts that students are not
aware of. Technology Resources is
not a teaching facility. Rather we are
a service unit providing technical
support to the university community. Specifically, lab assistants are
not allowed to make decisions on
homework assignments. The Computer Science and Engineering Programs have generously provided
consultants to assist their students.
Other faculty have strongly requested that lab assistants refer students with homework questions to
their professors. As to lab assistants
stating "that is not my job," we are

just stating the limits in our job
description. Our primary functions
include the security and maintenance of the equipment in the labs.
The Academic Services building
is expected to be completed in time
the university community to gear
with us as we all grow in this
transition.
Alzi Vasquez
Chemistry senior
Patty Gomez
Communication seniors

: Correction

317 S. Broadway
• Downtown McAllen
686-7435

I

On the October 21 issue on page
3 the story "New LRC director to
improve library system this spring"
in incorrectly slated that the LRC
has plans to stay open until midnight.

-

chronic heart disease.
There arc over 300 chemicals that
are produced by a burning cigarette. Cigarettes contain nicotine
which raises the pulse rate and the
blood pressure. Tar is a product of
cigarette smoke. Tar contains at
least 30 cancer causing irritants.
Carbon-monoxide is yet another
product of cigarette smoke. Prolonged exposure to carbon-monoxide can result in a heart attack.
If you are lucky enough to escape getting cancer from smoking,
you may still find yourself fighting
emphysema, bronchitis, arteriosclerosis, headaches, gingivitis, ulcers
or a host of other ailments.
Research is also showing the
harmful effects of second-hand
smoke. Second-hand smoke is the
smoke those around you inhale into
their lungs when a cigarette is burning.
No matter how you look at it,
nicotine is bad news. Nicotine is
such an addicting drug that quitting
is difficult; how~ver, it'can be done.

Surveys show that up to 80 percent of smokers would like to quit.
\'v'hen you do decide to quit, your
body will go through withdrawal
symptoms. Withdrawal is the body's
way of cleansing itself. This is a
temporary condition and once
through withdrawals, you will feel
healthier because you are healthier.
There are several ways to make
quitting easier. Quite with someone
else; try one of the many aids on the
market to help you quit; become
aware of your triggers (when, where,
and how often you smoke); seek
professional help; or try cuning
back on how much you currently
smoke.
Remember, if you decide to "kick
the habit," be patient, reward yourself, and keep a positive attitude.
The American Cancer Society has
designated November as the time to
join the crowd and quite for good!
If you would like more information on this topic or if you would
like help, stop by UC 303 or call
381-3676.
''

Collecting information on trends and
current events abroad isn't just a job for
a secret agent.

d

r. ear sley's
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• Catholic Campus Ministry will
celebrate mass during activity period in the campus chapel. The
prayer will be led by Rev. Pat Sietz.
• Mariachis will perform a concert from 1 to 2 p.m. in the Fine Aits
Auditorium. Student admission is
$2.
Society for Human Resource
Management will sponsor a stress
management seminar during activity period in BA 223 The event is
open to all students.
• REHAB will meet during activity period in NB 2.110.
• Anthropology Club will meet
during activity period in LA 125.
Rabbi Brian Daniels will speak about
the "Evil Eye and Jewish Tradition."
• Psychology Association will hold
a bake sale from 3:30 to 7:30: p .m.
in the Education Building.

UTPA observes Smo-ke-Out in November

--- -

D B

Today

9

ADAPSays

Do you smoke your first cigarette
within 30 minutes of waking up in
the morning? Do you smoke one
pack (20 cigarettes) or more each
day? At times when you can'tsmoke,
or when you dori't have a cigarette,
do you crave o ne?
Is it hard for you to go more than
a few hourswithoutsmoking?When
you are sick enough to stay in bed,
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-PHARRDISTRICT. Call do you still smoke?
If you answered yes to two or
for applications for the section 16
more
of these questions, it is likely
grant program-elderly and/or disabled
grants to assist with public transpor- that you have a strong nicotine
tation. The section 16 program is a addiction.
federal grant which provides capital
November is host to the Great
assistance for public transportation to American Smoke-Out. Now is the
non-profit organizations that serve
time to learn the facts and make the
elderly and/or disabled persons. For
right
choice.
more information, contact Irma Flores,
The
Surgeon General has stated
Public Transportation Coordinator at
that
smoking
is responsible for one
(210-702-6100.
out of every six deaths in the United
States. Smoking is responsible for
Cruise ships now hieing - Earn up
to $2,000+/month + world travel. 30 percent of all cancer deaths,
Summer and career employment including 87 percent of lung canavailable. No experience necessary. cer, 21 percent of coronary heart
For more information call 1-206-634disease, 18 percent of stroke deaths
0468 ext. C5863.
and 82 percent of deaths from

ONE HOUR SERVICE!

i,Oue Pasa?
November

Super Clinic
700 S. 10th • McAllen
• Across from Pep Boys
682-3126

If you're planning ·to attend college, or
are presently a full-time or graduate
student, you could be eligible for a CIA
internship and tuition assistance. You
don't have to be an aspiring missile
warhead specialist or Kremlinologist. We
need knowledgeable, dedicated men and
women from a variety of backgrounds
and fields.
Leading engineers, computer

FREE STUDENT
TEXTBOOK
Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy

CALL 686-4241

Christian Science
Reading Room
911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Texas
OPEN Mon.-Frl.

11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

specialists, economists, foreign area
experts and intelligence analysts are just
a few of the professionals you'll get
hands-on experience working with ...and
a head start on your career.
Join one of the country's largest
information networks-because an
experience like this .doesn't only happen
in the movies.

a

OUR BUSINESS
IS KNOWING THE WORLD'S BUSINESS.

For information about student programs and career opportunities write to: CIA Employment Center; P.O. Box 12727, Dept UTP, Arfington, VA
22209-8727. All applicants must be U.S. citizens and successfully complete a medical and security background investigation, including a polygraph
interview. An Equal Opportunity Employer. ©1993 Central Intelligence Agency
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Lady Broncs defeat SW Louisiana,
lose to La. Tech~ UTSAin close matches
Melissa Vasquez
Assistant Sports Editor
The excitement and enthusiasm
of the crowd kept the Lady Broncs
going last weekend as they defeated
the University of Southwestern
Louisiana on Friday here.
The ladies played four straight
sets winning the first two 20-18 and
16-14. Southwestern La. came back
in the third match and stomped the
· ' ladiesl 5-2. That didn't stop the Lady
Broncs as they won the fourth set
15-9.
"Going into our second
conference match with USL, we
knew we were competent enough
to do the things we were capable of
doing and we were very focused,•
Oscar Segovia, head volleyball coach
said..
Leading the team in assists was
Ida
Pena who totaled 35 with 24
The Pan American/Laura Kay Kertesz
digs. Tara Gallagher had 30 kills
Lady Broncs Dawn Beachler and Brandl Lietz tangle with Dean Acosta and John Winter
throughout the match with a total of
during last week's Midnight Madness. UTPA defeated the media 'all-stars' 29-11.
31 digs.
"We had a big crowd," he said. "I
think we had 250 people. Those
things are a major plus for us coming
out, and being so aggressive and
not giving up on any rally just
Both teams finished in the exact shows how competitive we are and
Graciela 'Gracie' Salinas ran the the Lady Broncs.
last two miles wearing one shoe
Individually, Elizabeth Ortega spot they did a year ago at the Sun how good we can be."
and a muddy sock to finish 11th of finished a strong fourth for UTPA, Belt Conference CC championships
On Saturday the women had the
65 runners Monday, and inspired covering the 5000 meters (3.1 miles) in McAllen. After Robles, the top home court advantage again as they
UTPA to third place in the women's in 18 minutes, 24 seconds. Broncs in the field of 66 were Wille played Louisiana Tech. It proved a
•division of the Sun Belt Conference Jacksonville's Alison Wilfong won Carriaga (26th), Pedro Trevino disappointing game as the Lady
Cross Country Championships.
the race in 17:54.
(27th), Michael Hernandez (33rd) Techsters demolished the Lady
"I was running near the end of
South Alabama swept both team and Jose Vasquez (37th).
Broncs in three straight sets, 15-5,
No rain fell during the races but 15-8, 15-8.
the first mile when I came to a titles, Terry Weir of USA took the
puddle of mud," Salinas said. "My 8000m (5 mile) men's race in 25:02, the Blue Cypress Golf Club and
Pena totaled 15 assists and eight
left shoe stuck in the mud and andJose Robles lead the Broncs by Country Club course was soaked digs, while Gallagher had six kills
came off."
finishing 20th in 26:26.
and muddy in many spots.
and 29 total attempts. Also with six
·Ortega earned UTPA's only allSpectators wore coats against the kills was Nicole Noble.
"First I wanted to stop, go back,
and get it, but I decided, 'no. ' I conference honor, which is based near-freezing weather. The 31Coach Segovia said La. Tech had
decided to go on because my on a top-10 finish. Salinas missed degreetemperaturewasthecoldest a lot of height which UTPA was
adrenaline was pumping and I earning all-conference recognition day in Jacksonville in two years.
lacking.
wanted to finish. Then, I wanted to by less than nine seconds. She
Paced by a 2-3 finish from Coleen
On Tuesday the Lady Broncs
take off the other shoe, but it was finished the race in 19:09 despite Kenedy and Barbara Walker, South hosted UT-San Antonio Lady
too cold.
the accident.
Alabama collected 34 points to win Roadrunners in a non - conference
"So I yelled 'Coach, I lost my
Jessica Garcia grabbed 12th for the women's division, followed by match that went a total of five sets.
shoe!' and coach (Reid) Harter said UTPA, lessthantwosecondsbehind Jacksonville with 72.
The ladies went down in the first
The Pan American/Laura Kay Ke1esz
'Don't worry about it!. .. That's OK, Salinas!·~ Amy Sanchezrtoom.27tl1" ' The Jaguars als'lY\tb'oft the m'eM,,.,,1game 1 H 0 the J Lady :R,0a-Mrunners
Elizabeth Yanez rlsB HFgh fe>ffll!:iiUI to:ald1the1Br-4MtJS n
just go on!"'
and Valerie Morales 30th; all rqe titlewith35points,edgingWestern downedtbem15-7.TheLadyBroncs a four set win over Southwestern Loulslanna on Friday
Salinas, an 18 year-old freshman top half of the the powerful field. Kentucky which finished three came back in the second set to
Leading
in kills were Gallagher tied with the Lady Broncs for sixth
from Alamo, said she had been
After the race, Salinas retrieved points back at 38 points. Arkansas- defeat them 16-14, however, UTSA
and Noble, who each totaled 26 place in the conference.
running since she was 10, but never her shoe from the mud puddle.
Little Rock was third with 91 points. bounced back to win the third set
On Saturday they are in South
without a shoe before. Harter said
She said a Lamar runner had told Louisianna Tech was ahead of the 15 -7. In the fourth game the ladies kills. Pena led the team in assists
Alabama and then return home on
with a total of 26 and 21 digs.
heneverhadseenoneofhisrunners her, "Itwasstilltherewhenlpassed Broncs with 120.
nipped the Roadrunners 15-12
The Lady Broncs are on the road Tuesday for their final game of the
finish without a shoe in 16 years of it."
The Broncs travel to Denton next allowing the match to go into the
again this Friday as they travel to season against Texas A&M coaching.
"Graciemadeatremendouseffort week for the Distict VI fifth where UTSA edged the Lady
New Orleans, who are currently Kingsville.
·
The shoe was tied but the mud to keep her concentration after championships next week.
Broncs_}_S-l_l __ _
pulled it loose.
losing her shoe," Harter said. "But
Salinas' courageous effort in bitter it didn't surprise me because that is
cold--it was 31 degrees at dawn, the way she is all the time."
"Our women ran well, but our
and frost had formed on the car
windshields--saved third place for men ran well, too"Harter added.
for Students & Faculty
LA CASA :@.DEL TACO

Lady Broncs take 3rd, Broncs take 5th
at Sun Belt CC Championships

A/C Repairs
Tune-Ups
Brake Repairs

JOE'S
&
wI I
TEXACO

U-HAUL

501 N. Closner
Edinburg, TX
383-1882 • 383-4133
Beeper 318-6137

U~A~L

~~~
The Nail Salon
Certified

Massage Therapist

-. On staff • by.appointment only

Authentic

,f

SPECIAL PRICES

Mexican Food

4to 10pm

.

showU.T.P.A. ID.

Monday: 2 Tacos Bistek, Rice & Beans
Tuesday: 2 Tacos (chicken fajitas), Rice & Beans
Wednesday:2 Tacos de Fajitas, Rice & Beans
Thursday: 2 Tacos (pork), Rice & Beans
Friday:
2 Tacos Bistek. with cheese, Rice & Beans

$3.25
$3.25
$3.25
$3.25
$3,S0

321 W. University • Edinburg • 383-0521 • 383-7360

Student Cut $5

Regular Cut $7

Open Monday-Saturday • 8:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

380-2239

STUDERT HEAITII CERTER

.

....

OPEN: MWF- 9 am-6 pm • TT - 9 am -9-pm
Saturday - 9 am -3 pm
Wolle-Ins Welcome
10% ciscount
on fills W/UTPA I.D.

380 • 6588

2002 W. Universi , Ste. 2 • Edinbur

GREASE
RELIEF.

• Health care for all currently enrolled UTPA students.
• Full-time doctor and three full-time nurses.
• Pharmacy
• Laboratory
• Immunizations
• Insurance
• Confldentlal Pregnancy Testing
• PAP Smears
• Sexually Transmitted Disease Information
• Contraceptive Information
• Medical treatment for: colds, flu, sore throats,
ear aches, gynecological problems,
urinary tract problems, digestive tract problems,
minor injuries.

Flu Shots Now Available
Students $5.00 • Faculty & Staff $10
Good-bye greasy kid stuff. Get a real meal at Subway.
Get a big, meaty 6" or footlong Subway sub made
fresh, one at a time with the free fixin's you choose.
Who needs greasy burgers? Try a fresh Subway sub.
.~
.,. - ..,
102 S. 2nd st. • Edinburg
•

r.

i

- ,, . ; ,..,, ·
..

,

380-2625
618 N. loth • McAllen

380-2625

:

CLINIC HOURS: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
DOCTOR'S HOURS: Monday-Thursday 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 11 :30 p.m.
Located in Emilia Schunlor Ramirez Hall, ·Room 103
For more Information call 381-2511

Saturday Nov. 6

Llive by Satellite
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Teams, fans
get crazy at
'Madness'
Last Friday's 'Midnight Madness'
was a success for both the players
and the fans. The first official
practice for the men's and women's
basketball teams went smoothly
despite winter-like conditions.
In front of about 1000 spectators
the two team played scrimmages
and had a dunk and three-point
contest.
Both the cheerleaders and the
new Bronc dance team, the
"Blazers", came out to show their
stuffwith dance routines and cheers.
The event was a success despite
a winter-like cold front that came in
during the night.
The Lady Broncs played the
"Media All-Stars" with valley
celbrities including DeanAco.5ta and
John winter and notables from B 104.
The Lady Broncs won easily 29-12.
The Bronc men played an intrasquad scrimmage with the green
team, led by eight points from last
year's NCAA Division I scoring leader
Greg Guy, prevailing over the
Whites, 37-33.
This year's men's and women's
teams both showed a higher level
of athleticism and unity over last
year's squads.
In
the
slam
dunk
competition.Jonathon Gaston, a
sophomore transfer from West Texas
Junior College, dethroned Chris Clay
as the Bronc's Champion.

Soccer team defeats Ambassador 6-0, falls to SMU 4-1

Sun Belt Conference
Championships start today
The soccer team played well over
the weekend defeating Ambassador
College 6-0 but losing to Southern
Methodist University 4-1. The
Broncs are tuned up and ready to
begin the Sun Belt Conference
Soccer Championships today at
12:30 p.m. against University of
Arkansas-Little Rock.
The crushing of Ambassador was
no problem for the Broncs but soccer
coach Eloy Moran saw the matchup against SMU as preparation for
the championships.
The Mustangs hit the Broncs early
scoring all four goals in the first half
of the game and all within five
minutes. In the second half, though,
the Broncs used a different strategy
and kept SMU from scoring.
"The team played extremely well,"
Moran said. "Especially in the
second half. Being able to not
allow SMU to score and to shut
down their all-american, that shows
a lot."
The Broncs prevented SMU goals
with a 20-30 mile an hour wind and
were able to score the only goal of
the second half . Mario Ribera
forced the SMU goalkeeper to come
out after Ribera charged him
following a turnover in the final six
minutes of the game.
Goalies Albert Flores andJonathan
McCurely stopped 13 SMU shots on

Advertisement

Advertisement

goal. SMU goalkeeperTomPrestius
stopped 18 UTPA shots.
One Mustang was ejected in the
70th minute and Ribera was one of
two Broncs to draw a yellow card.
There were 19 fouls by UTPA and
16 by SMU.
The Broncs dropped to 3-7-1 in
their final warm up before being
host to the Sun Belt Conference
championship.
Moran said that the games over
the weekend would definitely help
the team.
"There's nothing like ending on a
positive note. It would have been
worse if we would have shut them
down in the first half and then in the
second half allowed them to score.
At least they were able to forget the
first half."
In the conference tournament the
Broncs are seeded last but still have
high hopes to do well.
The first game against UALR will
be tough for the Broncs. Their last
meeting ended in a 3-2 Trojan victory
."We know how Arkansas-Little
Rock plays--we lost to them 3-2 at
their place" said Coach Eloy Moran.
"But we know we can do better,"
he said.
"The last time against UALR we
lost Arnoldo Cardenas the first 10
minutes to a red card. We played a
man short for 80 minutes.

"One reason I know we can do
better," Moran continued, "is that
we beat Southwest Missouri 3-2 at
their place and they went to UALR,
and won by the same score. It's just
a question of being able to play at
the level ofintensity we are capable
of playing."
The Bronc's record, at 3-7-1 ,
remains highly deceptive.
Close losses, injuries and ejections
hurt them. One of those close
losses was played at home.
"A lot of people know that our
record· does not show what we're
capable of," Moran said. "I think it
is up to us. If they play at their same
potential well then they're are going
to beat us if we do not rise to the
occasion."
Now the thick grass of the UTPA
soccer field will be a factor to which
the visitors must adjust. Good
crowds could also help spur the
Broncs to better performances.
They are 0-1 officially at home.
That was a hard 3-2 loss to St.
Edward's University of Austin.
"Like anything else if there are
people there yelling for you
supporting you it helps," Moran
said.
"The main thing that I'm trying to
make them (the team) understand
is to focus . That's a primary concern
of mine. If they cannot focus from

Advertisement
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Virtual Reality is coming to Pan American at 1 p.m. Nov. 19, in the
Science Quad as part of Bronc-Olympics, sponsored by the University
Program Board. Remaining UPB events this semester are :
Date
Nov. 11

Event
Comedian-Ed Marquez

Time

Place

Noon

U.C. Atrium

Division of Student Affairs

Nov. 13

Student Organization
Road Rally

All Day

3-on-3 basketball starts Nov. 12;
Flag teams eye Turkey Bowl

Nov. 19

BroncOlympics
Virtual Reality
Band

1 p.m.

The intramural recreational sports department is gearing up for the
annual Turkey Bowl this month. lntramurals offers many opportunities
for students, faculty and staff to enjoy themselves this November and
December. The following are date entries due for the games in
November and December :
Activity

3-on-3 Basketball

Entries Due

Games Begin

Nov. 12

Nov. 16

Turkey Bowl-UTPA vs. TSTC
Flag Football UTPA Campus
Table Tennis

Nov. 24

Division

M,F

Nov. 23*
Dec. 1

. ····:·:·:·:·:.

:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!

To--~~
S Western Kentucky::;:=:=w::::q:::::=
:,ffiid''$ fior UIPAstudents with
6 Texas-Pan American
a valid ID•

the start then its going to be hard."
The Broncs played spectacularly
however, in playing a man short the
entire second half to stun the
unbeatenMonterreyTechofMexico,
5-4.
The Broncs still have a semisecret weapon, Mario Ribera, the

sophomore from Bolivia who ranked
No. 2 in national scoring, NCAA
Division I, as a freshman a year ago.
Top seeds No 1 South Alabama
(14-5) and No. 2 North Texas (7-7)
play Friday.
The Broncs will meet one of them
on Thursday.

Advertisement

Advertisement

Advertisement

UPB to offer Virtual Reality event
at BroncOlympics Nov. 19

Campus in

1993 Tournament Schedule

U,C.Parking Lot

Science Quad

Placement Office announces test dates
The Placement Office announces the following test schedule for
November and December:
Test

Test day

LSAT
GRE
ACT National

Dec.4
Dec. 11
Dec. 11

Receipt date

Deadline
Postmarked

Past due
Nov. 5
Past due

Nov. 2
Nov. 12

For more information call 381-2243.

Talent Search schedules skills program

Continuing to recruit outstanding students , the Talent Search Office
is inviting 120 high school seniors to campus for a Freshman Survival
Skills Program. This event, which will include conferences, campus
Food Drive
orientation, interviews and more, is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Dec. 1O
Pool & Ping Pong
1 p.m.
UC RecRoom
Nov. 18.
Tournament
Some 200 high school freshmen will be on campus for Cultural and
Self Awareness Activities. This event, which will include several
Tues./Thur. Movies - 4 recent
9 a.m. &1 p.m.
U.C.319
student orientation activities, will be from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.,Dec. 9.
releases per week
Concluding activities this semester, TSO will have 80 junior high
school students and their parents on campus for a Parentship and
For more information call: 381 -2260.
Decision making Program. This event will be held from 8:30-2:30 p.m.
Dec. 11.
Student Health Center continues
For more information call: 381 -3651.
Nov. 15-24

University wide

All Day

U.C. Lobby

monthly screening labs

M,F

Orientation, Recruitment list
workshops, orientations

Student Health Center will continue to offer the Executive Profile Lab
the first Monday and Tuesday of each month; Dec. 6 and 7 is the next
time, so mark yourcalendars. Remember you must fast 12 hours before
Mandatory clinics for 3-on-3 Basketball team captains will be at 2 the lab test for accurate results. The cost to students is $20 and $28 for
p.m. Nov. 12 in UC 320.
faculty and staff. Appointments are also available.
The Orientation and Recruitment Office announces the following events:
Also, flu shots are available every day in November and December at
, Regional Tourneys for campus Champs
the Health Center. They cost $5 for students and $10 for faculty and Dec. 7
USF&G National Invitational Flag Football Championship
Annual High School
8:30 a.m.
Ballroom
staff.
Dec. 27-Jan. 1, New Orleans, La.
Counselor Workshop
Other health events are :
Official entry forms, which must be used, may be obtained in the
Orientation for
5 p.m.
Media Theater
Housing and Recreational Office, UC 320. For additional information
Blood Drive
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
LAC Lobby Dec. 8-9
Nov. 2, 3, 4
Entering
Freshmen
call: 381 -3673 .
PAP Screening in Nov. and Dec. ( Schedule still pending. )
*Tentative Date

Financial Aid Re-ap forms
have been mailed
Students who received financial aid this year should receive
Financial Aid applications for next year by the middle of this month.
Scholarship applications for the 1994-95 school year will also be
available in the financial Aid Office the middle of this month.
Students who applied for financial aid in the current academic year
will receive a Financial Aid Renewal Application for the 1994-1995
academic year in the mail beginning mid-October through midNovember.
Each student must update the information but should not mall It until
after Jan. 1. If the Renewal Application is mailed before that date, It
will be voided.
To update the income information, the student and/or parent must
use their 1993 Income Tax Return Form.
Anyone not currently receiving financial aid can pick up applications for 1994-1995 in the Financial Aid Office, SS 186, as of Jan. 3,
1994.
It is suggested that Financial Aid applications be mailed by Feb.
28, to assure that students who qualify will receive awards on time to
pay tuition by the required date this summer. If students need
assistance with their applications, several workshops will be
conducted in February.
The scholarship deadline for 1994-1995 will be Jan. 14,1994.
" All majors are encouraged to apply," Nikkie Ricoy of the financial
Aid Office said.
For more information please call : 381 -2501 .

Advertisement
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For more information call : 381 - 2511 .

Dec. 11

Orientation
for Transfer Students

9 a.m.

Media Theater

T ASP Schedule

TASP registration schedule for next two tests is as follows:
Test Date

Nov. 13
Feb. 26, '94

Deadline Regular
Registration

Oct. 15
Jan. 28

\Emergency
Reg lstratlon

Late Registration

(by phone only,
additional fee)
Oct. 18-Nov. 3
Jan. 31 -Feb. 16

For more information contact Student Services Building, SS 513, or call:
381-3541.

Admissions deadline is Nov. 15;
payment due Dec. 15

(additional fee)
Nov. 4-Nov. 10
Feb. 17-Feb. 23

Admission applications deadline

Arena Registration

Nov. 15, 1993
For more information cal: 381-2574.

Registration & payment deadline

Full time substance abuse counselor
available on campus daily
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program reminds all students that the
service of a full time drug abuse counselor is now available on
campus. As of Nov. 2, ADAP will hold group counseling from noon
to 1 p.m. each Tuesday. ADAP encourages all students who may
have some interest in the subject of drug abuse and alcoholism,
either personally or through family connections, to participate in
these helpful counseling sessions.
On Nov. 17, ADAP will observe the Great American Smoke Out,
which will include several activitiessuch as a pledge table, free
literature and more .
For counseling service or more information come by UC 303 or
call: 381 -2260 .

Advertisement

Advertisement

Telephone Registration
Through Nov. 26
Telephone registration by appointment

Dec. 15

Payment due by 4:30 p.m.

Dec. 22-Jan. 4

Drop/add for students who telephone
register

Arena Registration

Jan. 11 -12

Arena registration by appointment
*$25 late registration fee

For more information contact the Office of Admissions & Records
Student Services Building, SS 108, or call: 381-2201.

Advertisement

Advertisement

\
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Luna juggles jobs, school and country music
Editor's Note: As promised, the
students in bands series continues. This week features Mtke
Luna, English sophomore, ofthe
band Lonesome Dove.

,.

If the opportunity (to
play music professionally) comes up to
do it seriously, I'll
take it.

►

Alvaro Rodriguez
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Playing guitar in a country and
western band named after a Larry
McMurtry novel has been the
most recent stint in the life of a
man who studied at a Los Angeles guitar institute, lived in a van
for four months, taught guitar at a
music store, served in the military, married, had a son and is
q.mently-enrolled in the university.
Mike Luna, English sophomore,
has done all this and more.
Refining his chops in local band
Lonesome Dove, Luna manages
to balance both his musical and
scholastic careers with dexterity.
"It keeps me busy," he said. "I
don't get much sleep. As far as
band and school, (doing both) is
all right because I go to school
only four days a week so (playing
in a band) really doesn't get in
the way."
Luna said he was drawn to
playing in a band when he was
di~satisfied with his job.
"I'd always wanted to try it," he
said. "I was always looking for
something different."
Luna was advised to look up a
dmmmer named David Elliot by
singer Bo Garza. Soon after, they
hooked up with singer Craig
Gillard and bassist Donald Presley
and they had a band.
"Things are semi-steady right
now," he said. "We play pretty
regularly and have a small
following. They're our support
group."
The band received a boost
when they won a radio-sponsored contest.

Mike Luna
guitarist, Lonesome Dove
Vaughan and B.B. King.
"Back then, listening to Rush,
(the music) was so complex," he
said. "I was into B.B. King and
the blues when I was 15. Everybody was into Randy Rhoads and
I was like, no, man, you've got to
listen to B.B. King."
Luna said he was impressed
with headway made in the local
scene.
"The tejano seene is just as big
or bigger than any other area," he
said, "but I think Holy_ Smoke has
opened doors for a lot of rock
ban~. They've broken down
those doors and they're a killer
band."
But Luna said it was still next to
impossible to be really successful
in the Valley.
"I don't care how good (a
band) is," he said. "They won't
make it in the Valley."
Luna said he wants to keep
playing with the band as long as
it's fun.
"I want to end up teaching,
though," he said. "I'd like to be
teaching by the time my son is 7
The Pan American/Adela Ayala
or 8 so I can have my summers
Guitarist Mike Luna said he was influenced by bands as diverse as Rush and B.B. King although the music he plays Is country.
and weekends off.
"If the opportunity (to play
"There was a contest (for
Thing Smoking came in third."
Luna said the band balanced
the legends of country music long
professionally)
comes up to do it
First prize was eight hours of
their set between "about 70
bands) put on by K-FROG that
before the days of Garth and Billy
seriouslY,, I'll take it," he said.
ran for seven weeks, every Friday recording time in an Austin
Ray.
peFCent modern country and 30
"But I'd really like to teach."
percent oldies, but with a lot of
at South Dallas," Luna said. "The
studio, a $5,000 value.
.
"Johnny Cash, Merle Haggard,
Merle Haggard. We're kind of a
"We're going to try to record
Roy Clark, all were part of getting
winners for each week met for a
Lonesome Dove will be pertwo. singles," Luna said. "We're in Merle freak band." 1
finals . We got first place, Steven
me interested in guitar," he said.
the process of writing songs right
May and Southern Knights got
After he began to play, Luna was forming this weekend at Hillbilly
Heaven in McAllen.
second and a band called Next
now."
. Luna said he was influenced by inspired by Rush, Stevie Ray
[,
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Season to Risk finds happy medium between layers of noise
Alvaro Rodriguez

'What the hell are we going to use?' So that's what we
ended up using.
"It's kind of an obvious name, just kind of about
Season to Risk are a rock band, kind of, that taking chances and jumping into it," he said.
sounds like they've found the happy medium beOne of the stellar tracks on the band's debut is
tween Megadeth and Ministry-bone-crunching "Snakes," a track which Tulipana said was inspired .
noise, semi-distorted vocals and a knack for by the Harry Crews novel, "A Feast of Snakes. "
·
Crews, a kind of hip, southsongwriting.
Currently on tour supYOU get to a point where it's
em writer whose works
porting their eponymous
like, words are one thing,
arecharacterizedbyagritty
sense of humor, has been
debut on Red Decibel/Cobut in a live situation you try
the inspiration for several
lumbia, the band has come
in contact with the upsides
to use the vocals as just
bands, including one with
and · downsides of being
another instrument and use
t~~i~'sLu;:
signed.
Singer Steve Tulipana
it as another texture.
Gordon called Harry
said the band's obscure
Crews.
name isn't really that ob"I had just read 'Feast of
Steve Tulipana
scure.
Snakes,"' Tulipana said. "It
vocalist
"The name of the band
was one of the first of his
kind of came from when
books I'd ever read. And
we first started;" he said. "We were in need of a name actually I had that Harry Crews album, just because
and ("Season to Risk';) was the name of one of our
songs. We had a show coming up and we were like,
see Season, p. 7

Arts and Entertainment Editor
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CHOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
THAT OFFERS SO MUCH MORE •••

* Luxurious 1,2 and 3 bedroom
* 2 swimming pools ·
* Tennis courts
* family and adult
* Bmtifully landscaped
* Close to sehools-Walk to U.T.P.A.
* CaLaiia with Bar-8-Q
* On-site management24-hour emergency maintenance

* Courtesy patrol

Director Fellini, actor Phoenix die
Alvaro Rodriguez
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Sunday marked the passing of
Italian filmmaker Federico Fellini,
acclaimed director of such films as
"La Strada" (1954), "La Dolce Vita"
(1959) and "Amarcord" (1973). He
was 73.
He is survived by his wife, the
actress Giulietta Masina, who starred
in many of his films, notably as the
fated circus performer in "La Strada."
Saturday was their 50th wedding
anniversary.
River Phoenix, star of such films
as "Stand By Me" and "Running on
Empty," died early Sunday morning
at the age of 23.
Phoenix collapsed outside a club
in Los Angeles and was not revived

by paramedics.
In his short career, Phoenix starred
in a large number of films beginning with the Joe Dante-helmed scifi adventure, "Explorers," an--'. ending with this year's "The Thing
Called Love."
In between, Phoenix was nominated for an Oscar for h is role as the
son of '60s radicals on the run in

Genesis Hair
Fashion
921 South Closner, Suite·E
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 381-8840
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday appointment only

"Runn ing on Empty," and had starred
as a narcoleptic gay street hustler in
Gus Van Sam's "My Own Private
Idaho."
Phoenix was scheduled to begin
shooting a film adaptation of Anne
Rice's "Interview with a Vampire,"
starring opposite Tom Cruise.
He is survived by his parents and
four siblings.

Haircuts are $5.
Includes free shampoo!
Shampoo & set
starting at only

$6.

Perms
starting at o nly

$15.

All types of hair styles.
We carry Redkin , Matrix
& Sebastian p roducts.

Eva Oyervides
OWner & Stylist

UTPA INTRAMURALS PRESENTS

-on•
ournamen
Entry Due: November 19
Games Begin: No~ember 23
Male & Female Divisions

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

Mandatory Team Captains' Meeting
November 19 • 2 p.m. • UC 320

EL BOSQUE
1609 West Schunior •Edinburg, Texas 78S39
I

210-383-8382

Entry Forms: UC 320
For information call: 381-3673
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Macias exhibit goes up tonight;
Mariachis strum Mexican folk music
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Elena Macias will feature an exhibit of her information, call 381-3471.
works beginning today in the CAS Gallery. A recepSenior recitals by Norma Munoz and Jolene
tion will be held at 7 p.m. tonight.
Westbrook will be held at 8 p.m. on Nov. 15 in the
The music department will present the lITPA recital hall of the fine arts complex.
Mariachi in a concert titled "An Evening of Mexican
Dr. Carl Seale conducts the Valley Symphony
Folk Music" at 8 p . m. Friday and Saturday in the Fine Orchestra in concert for "Suites from Around the
Arts Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for general admission
and $4 for students and seniors/ For more information
'
call 381-3471.
The lITPAJazz Band will perform a concert at 8
p.m. Tuesday in the Fine Arts Auditorium. For more

World" at 8 p.m. on Nov. 16 in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
"Our Country's Good," the second play of the UT
season, will run Nov. 15-21. For more information, call
381-3581.
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I was a big Sonic Youth fan, and that
kind of turned me on to it. But I
forgot about it because I could
never find his books anywhere,
they're really hard to find. A friend
of mine had 'Feast of Snakes' and
said, 'You gotta read this book.' I
read it and I flipped on it, and our
guitar player read it, and we were
like, 'Goddamn, man, we've gotta
come up with a song.' So the song
kirid of tells the story in the novel."
"Snakes" is just one of the album's
songs in which Tulipana uses a CB
radio to channel his vocals.

"When we were doing demos,
we'd always screwed around with
the vocals and effects," he said.
"People were always saying, 'Man,
I can't hear the vocals, turn up the
vocals,' in any live situation we
were playing in. You get to a point
where it's like, words are one thing,
but in a live situation you try to use
the vocals as just another instrument and use it as another texture.
"The CB came about when we
were using distortion pedals live,
and it just kept feeding back and
was nasty," he said. "The bass player

Frightful 'Nightmare'
a near-miss for Burton
Lydia Puente
Sta.ff
The dark knight himself, Tim Burton, has released
his latest twisted creation, "The Nightmare Before
Christmas," amidst much publicity and furor. Unfortunately for moviegoers, the film doesn't
live up to its hype.
THE NIGHTMARE
Directed
by
Henry selnick, the
BEFORE CHRISTMAS
film presents the
Directed by: Henry Selick
new and innovative Starring the voices of Danny

Tunnel of love

(Paul Malinowski) came up with
this one day. CBs have a natural,
tinny sound and if you really get on
top of them they break up really
well if you scream into them really
hard. So we ran it through a bass
amp to get more textured, white
noise sounds to get more emotion
out of the sounds instead of just the
words."
As their album provides solid Alvaro Rodriguez
evidence, Season to Risk are a band Arts and Entertainment Editor
full of emotion and raw sound.
Fudge Tunnel are a band obviThey'll be heading into the studio
ously
unafraid to espouse a scatosoon to record a follow-up.
logical reference as a name. Leaving themselves wide open (no pun
intended) for all kinds of attacks
("Fudge Tunnel: They're a crappy
band"), they probably don't care.
Currently, the English metal band
have taken their dirty noise on the
road in support of their second
album, "Creep Diets."
Drummer Adrian Parkin said being a British band touring in the
States hasn't been as weird as they
expected it to be.
"The audiences are really good,"
Parkin said. "The audiences are
actually better than they are in Europe, in general. They get into it

British _
noisemakers Fudge Tunnel
cross·Atlantic to plug 'Creep Diets'

Drummer Adrian Parkin (center) provides the Fudge Tunnel beat.

more and are a lot more enthusiastic. In Europe, the audiences tend to
be a lot cooler and less frenzied.
We've been getting good turnouts."
The Tunnel's first album, "Hate

Program, from 1

Elf man, Chris Sarandon,
Catherine O'Hara
Running time: 76 minutes
Rating:
(out of four)

st0P-mOtion animation. The film took
over three years to
make and the effect is breathtaking.
The movie also features 10 amusing songs by Danny Elfman. The story
however, is not as exciting.
Set in the make-believe holiday worlds, the story SallyandJackSkelllngton1indlovelnTlm Bunon's
see Nightmare, p. 8
animated "The Nightmare Before Christmas."

***

nio or Austin to pursue a doctoral,"
Trevino said.
Victor M. Ramos agreed.
"It's easier to finish my career
here," the Edinburg junior said. "I
would have to go to universities
where they have doctorates like
San Antonio."
Another student said the doctoral
will give the university more prestige.

Songs in E Minor," the chord described as the "Black Sabbath, lickmy-love-pump chord," garnered
comparisons to the rawness of
see Tunnel, p. 8

i

"We need (the doctoral)," Antonio Trad from McAllen said. "The
(program) will give the university
more prestige and recognition."
Also, w ith the NAFTA agreement
around the corner, a doctoral in
business will come in handy, Trad
said.
"I think the NAFTA agreement
will be signed and a doctoral will
help," he said.

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

s '"'" '" ••••• m•~ti•
t Thoea"oo"
Is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial

student for the position of campus rep.
s,: No sales involved. Place adVertislng on
~-: bulletin boards for companies such as

!_:_:_:_,

r,\_:,_·:,

•
j(:

~f,~if.t•!A~;;:\~1:::
campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
215 W. Harrison, Seattle, WA 98119
(800) 487-2434 Ext 4444

8
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RELOCATED!!!

Fofmt'~ 'Ba,dte.,t Skep

Mary O[ivares • Owner/Operator

RELOCATED!!!
RELOCATED!''
RELOCATED!f! ••

Joe • Bobby • Omar
Roffler Hairstyling

117A South 13th Street
Edinburg, Texas 78539

Vivian';;;;:;' Sho~ &
Roy's Appliance Repair Service

w, .. ~ ..I. ~ pu,tad&.

ff 383-2491

1116 S. Closner • Edinburg
383-0871 • 383-3116

501 E. Cano• Edinburg • 383-9012

Hours: 8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. {Sat)

Call for appointment • Walk-Ins Welcome

Bring this ad for a 10 % discount on any floral order of $20 or more. (exp1m 1V15193)

EARN
EXTRA MONEY
And Help Save Lives - Be a Plasma Donor

ALWAYS 2
3YistR001
:..:A1s+ PARTIES

$
On First Donatioo - New Donor

It's
Safe
& Easy

WEAR

Brin UTPA I.D. & receive $2 bonus.

Justin, Wrangler, Red Wing,
Roper, Stetson, Resistol

ALPHA
PLASMA CENTER
Sunday - Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
Call for information today! • Open 7 Days
102 S. 16th St. • McAllen •682-4150

FRIDAY FREE PARTY

21+ NO COVER TILL 10:00
18+ NO COVER TILL 9:45
BEER DRINKS, WINE, SCHNAPPS TILL 9:45

75¢

'
SU MO
WRESTLING

X-H I BIT

HOUSE Dr. TLCDre
PARTY
Boys II Men
ii.tl!!l'•Ma,y J. Bilge

Sh I
J~ecl

lceCube

Das•EFX

THE ARMY NURSINCi
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing
offers...professional
challenges.
Plus new study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

316 E. University Dr.
Edinburg• 383-5801

10 a.m.-8 p.m. • Monday- Saturday
1 - 6 p.m. • Sunday

NOW HIRING QUALIFIED
APPLICANTS
Luby's Cafeterias, Inc. operating in Texas. Oklahoma. New Me~ico,
Arkansas, Arizona. Florida, Missouri. Kansas, Tennessee and Lou1s1ana
is looking for people to enter its management training program .

You WIii Receive:

To Qualify, You Must:

*
*

*
*

Be at least 22 years old
Be willing to relocate

*
*

We Strongly Prefer
candidates Who:

*
*

Have little or no food service
management experience
Have a stable employment
history

*

*

$21 .600 first year earnings
Merit raises and
advancement
6 figure potential income
Company funded profit
sharing/retirement and stock
purchase plan
Group health. life and
disability l~surance_
Annual paid vacation

An Equal Opportunity Employer
NOW SCHEDULING CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
See your Office of Placement Testing & Cooperative Education for details
or contact

Luby's Management Training School
George H. Wenglein. Jr .. Management Recruiter

CALL COLLECT 210-692-7376

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

210/225-7720 - no collect cci~ please

LubyOs
Good food from good people.
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Pearl Jam tak~s on preconc~ptions
PearlJam
"Vs."

Epic Records

The demigods of the Seattle scene
have managed to survive the nearly
impossible sophomore slump. On
their latest album, "Vs.," Pearl Jam
doesn't take any new startling musical steps, but rather reaffirms their
own brand of grungy, soulful rock.
Following up a debut as smashing as "Ten" would be no easy task
for any band but Pearl Jam handles
it deftly. Leading off with the pleading "Go," Eddie Vedder sings passionately (as always) against frenzied guitar and bass interplay.
Vedder continues on his social tip
with the track "Glorified G." He
sings of the danger of "glorified
version of a pellet gun," backed up
the great pop hooks provided by
guitarists Mike McCready and Stone
Gossard.
On "WMA," against an ominous
background set by drummer Dave
Abbruzzese and bassist Jeff Ament,
Vedder sings the tale of police brutality and the victim, a black man
who "won the lottery by being
born."
While their new album is not a
complete departure from their debut, it is still definitely a significant
mark of achievement in the career
of this band.
"Ten" made the world take notice
of the band, "Vs." reminds us why
they got there. - Lydia Puente

000

Various Artists
"Blues Across the U.S.A."
Rounder
This blues compilation brings together 18 tracks of some of the best
blues on CD-some from known
artists like Omar and the Howlers,
Marcia Ball, and some not so known
artists as Charles Brown and Johnny
Adams. You don't have to be a
guitarist to appreciate these efforts.
There is some great guitar playing, as well as piano, horns, and
some really fine singing. Some tracks
hypnotize, including Otis Clay with
Little Jimmy King on "Don't Burn
the Bridge" from the CD "I'll Treat
You Right."
Fans of Albert King, Robert Cray
and Jeff Healey will also appreciate
this one. There's some great blowing, too, courtesy of The Memphis
Horns. Marcia Ball shines with "How
You Carry On" from "Gatorhythms."
Charles Brown's "Tell Me You'll
Wait For Me" off the CD "Someone
to Love;" has a great jazzy feel with
bebop flavored guitar lines.
Omar and the Howlers' fine "Do
it for Daddy" is off their CD "Courts
of Lulu," and is a great Bo Diddleystyle rocker. - Mike Luna

000
Luis Miguel
"Aries"
"Aries," titled after Luis Miguel's
zodiac symbol, is the latest project
by the 23-year-old Mexican per~
former. It is comprised of six bal-.
lads and four rhythmic tunes featuring various internationally-known

~·

"Ten" made the world take notice of Eddie Vedder & Pearl Jam, "Vs." reminds us why they got there.
composers, producers and just the right blend of acoustic guitar, violins and brass. The other
songwriters.
Miguel's music is known for its ballads include "Pensar en ti," "Has ta
contemporary, full orchestral ar- el Fin" and "Me Niego Estar Solo."
rangements that add a perfect blend These songs are also well-executed
of acoustic sounds to Miguel's rich in every way despite the fact that
vocal abilities. This theme is most They are more pop than acoustic.
notable in the ballads, "Hasta Que But it's a sophisticated pop not
commonly found in today's music.
Me Olvides" and "Ayer.''
These songs are executed beauThe CD also includes four enertifully. The melodies match per- getic rhythmic songs that combine
fectly with the words and contain jazzy rhythms with the rich sound

of brass ensemble and great percussion. It's rare that a new record has
so many good qualities. This terrific
album will be a success, not because Miguel's name and reputation will take it to the top, but
because it deserves to succeed. This
album stands on its own two feet.
Miguel fans shouldn't miss out on
this one. For first-time listeners, this
is a good chance to experience his
tremendous talent. - Adan Gomez

EACH
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

COMPACT DISCS

99
EACH

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

SONY.

LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES
• TURBO CIRCUIT FOR USE
WITH 'MEGA-BASS'
PRODUCTS

PERSONAL AUDIO

EARBUD HEADPHONES
• DIRECTIONAL BASS CAP FOR USE WITH 'MEGA-BASS' PRODUCTS

REG. $29.99

REG. $14.99

$2499

$1299

AM/FM STEREO WALKMAN
• ANTI-ROLLING MECHANISM FOR STABILITY
WHILE JOGGING
• METAl/NORMAL
TAPE SELECTOR

MDR-E525

DISCMAN PORTABLE CD PLAYER
• 'MEGA-BASS' SOUND SYSTEM
• COMES WITH RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY PACK
• 10 PLAYBACK MODES
REG. $159.99

$13999

AUTO-REVERSE SPORTS WALKMAN

/---(

s3299 ,~

• AM/FM STEREO TUNER
• WATER-RESISTANT DESIGN FOR ON-THE-GO USE
• METAi/NORMAL TAPE SELECTOR

t

\1,

W~IXF30

$6999

• 2017 S. 10th St. across from
La Plaza Mall, next to Colbert's
682-6373

Tunnel, from 7 ______
Nirvana's "Bleach." But Parkin said
the band's sound is closer to the
Melvins (another Seattle band that
highly influenced KurtKobain) than
Nirvana. The differences between
"Hate Songs" and "Creep Diets" are
apparent, Parkin said.
'"Creep Diets' was produced a lot
differently," he said. "We went for a
natural sound that would enhance
the songs, rather than the first album that was quite a big production job. We recorded this album a
lot cheaper because we wanted to,
and Lried to keep it as natural sounding as possible."
While they've been cradled by
American press (even finding airplay on both MTV's "Headbangers'
Ball" and "120. Minutes"r,••Parkin
said the support in their own country was practically nil.
"We never get in the British press,"
Parkin said. "They completely ignore us. We're totally unfashionable. We get in the metal press
sporadically. But we don't care.
We're used to it. We get enough
exposure on the band's own merits
without the help of the press, which
is quite gratifying, really."
The album features riff-heavy
tracks like the first single, "Grey,"
but Parkin said his favorite song to
plav live was "Grit "
"1t is the hardest one to pla) for
the drums, anyway," he said. "We
play it a lot faster live than on the
album so it's a bit of a thrash.
Personally, I find it very difficult to
play.
"'Grey' is still fairly enjoyable but
we've just played that and heard
that so many times, it's just wearing
thin."
"Creep Diets" has yet to wear
thin, however. The band continues
to tour the states, spreading their
aggressive, rock sound. With songs
like "Tipper Gore" and "Good Kicking," it's easy to see Fudge Tunnel
are a band with heart.

\

0-125

• DIGITAL AM/FM STEREO TUNER WITH 10 PRESETS
• AUTO-REVERSE
• (LOCK & ALARM BUILT IN
• METAl/NORMAL TAPE SELECTOR

OUR SECRET
McALLEN'S UPSCALE RESALE PLACE!

WM-FX 41

FALL
FASHIONS
FOR
CHILDREN &LADIES
THE COURTYARD
5401 N. 10th #115
McAllen • 686-5437
Monday-Thursday·IO a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

SALE PRICES GOOD NOVEMBER 3RD THROUGH 16TH. QUANTITIES LIMITED . BBM7786
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tells the tale of]ack Skellington, the
Pumpkin "King·of Halloweentown.
Poor Jack is tired of running the
same old show every year, and
finds new inspiration when he falls
into Christmastown.
Fascinated by the delights of the
holiday, Jack hits upon the idea of
creating Christmas himself. Unfortunately for Jack, all his good intentions go awry.
Leading the excellent cast of
"Nightmare" are Chris Sarandon and
Danny Elfman who provide the
speaking and singing voices for
Jack. The spectacular Catherine
O'Hara plays the lovely Sally, a rag
doll who is wary ofJack's plans but
cares for him nonetheless. Paul
Reubens, O'Hara and Elfman do the
duties for the nasty trio Lock, Shock
and Barrel, respectively.
The screenplay, written by
Caroline Thompson, is hilarious but
disjointed. While everyone can enjoy the music and great special
effects, the theme of discontent
might be too mature for younger
audiences to understand.
Unlike Burton's other films,y.,hich
catered more to adults, "Nightmare"
falls somewhere in the middle, trying to be dark while pleasing children at the same time, and the effect
is awkward. Ultimately, the film is
entertaining, but like Jack, it seems
Burton's good intentions have gone
a bit wrong.

DIGITAL-TUNING WALKMAN

REG. S89.99

I

Nightmare, from 7 _ _ __
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Artist meets challenges of dreams
Freshman designs for Hallmark, prepares for Special Olympics
Phyllis Crosswhite
Sta.ff

You are traveling full speed, 10
feet away from hurdling off a cliff.
You slam your foot on the brake
pedal and your three-wheel motorcycle begins to slide. You lose your
passenger somewhere during the
90-foot drop.
Three wheels hit the rocks ... you
hang on when it bounces ... you
land on your back. .. the threewheelerfollows ... bounces ...you lie
there.
A _little over three years ago,
Alfredo Barrera, fine arts freshman,
lost the use of his legs--but not his
hands.
An artist since childhood, Barrera
continues to sketch and paint wildlife scenes that even Hallmark Greeting Cards has taken note of.
Barrera won a one-year contract
with the company in 1991 when he
placed first in a national art contest
sponsored by Century 21 Real Estate.
"...They (Hallmark) liked my
work," Barrera said, so in 1992 he
signed another contract for five
years.
Each mo11th he submits three
pieces of art, Hallmark chooses
what it wants to print, then sends
him a copy of the finished card
with the selected verse or saying,
Barrera said.
"It's easy, it's publicity, and people
get to see my name all over," he
said.
Barrera plans to make a living as
an artist.

I am still doing as
much as I did before. Ijust don'twalk
or run.

·,a r

Alfredo Barrera
-

fine arts freshman
"If I don't make it, I'll become a
teacher," he said, adding he eventually wants to receive his doctorate degree at the Pratt Institute in
New York.
Besides his work with Hallmark,
Barrera regularly enters art contests in the Rio Grande Valley, San
Antonio and Austin. He is also
working with other artists at UTPA
to publish a comic book in Spring

'

1993.

In addition to his art, Barrera is
training for the 25K wheelchair
event of the 1996 Special Olympics
to be held in Atlanta, by lifting
weights, racing around the UTPA
track and entering Valley wheelchair racing events.Barrera placed
first in the Harlingen Expo in 1992.
"I try to make all the events to see
who is beating me, who is faster,
and how I can improve," Barrera
said.
However, Barrera has not always
been so adept in his wheelchair. At
first, everything got in his way and
it was hard not to run over people,
he said.
"I can handle it (the wheelchair)
pretty good now," Barrera said. "I
can go down stairs. I can go down
an entire floor, but I do not do that
often. When people are walking

The Pan American/Phyllis Crosswhite

Alfredo Barrera relaxes by improving his pool game In the UC, a pastime he recently resumed.
too slow, I go around them."
thing was wrong. It's probably see- from the edge. They went over and
"He does great tricks with his ing me walk all my life and I'm hit the ground 90 feet later.
wheelchair," said Judy Conde, unable to now. I still try and discuss
"There was no time to think,"
sophomore nursing major and of- my condition with them, but they Barrera said. "Everything went so
fice assistant at the men's dorms say nothing is wrong."
fast."
where Barrera stays. "He is always
The injury occured during a 1991
By the time they reached the
racing along, doing something."
visit to his grandparents in Los bottom, Guerra was lying unconAlthough Barrera gets around on Guerra, Mexico, when Barrera and scious 15 feet away, and Barrera
his own, his paralysis is still hard a friend, Arturo Guerra, took a ride threw pebbles at him to wake him
for his parents to deal with, he said. on a three-wheeler motorcycle.
up.
"The accident has been difficult
During the ride, the two ap"At first, I though he was dead,"
on my mother and father," Barrera proached a cliff. When Barrera Barrera said. "He did not move and
said. "They used to cry. Not in front stepped on the brakes, the three- I could not move."
of me--but I still noticed some- wheeler went into a skid, 10 feet
Guerra eventually awoke and

.

climbed out of the ravine, with a
leg broken in four places, to get
help.
"At approximately 5:30 p.m., they
came back and got me," Barrera
said. "I looked at my watch when
they returned. I do not know how
long it took for them to carry me
back up the cliff."
Barrera spent two and one-half
months in Monterrey Hospital, recovering from 27 broken bones,
before being transferred to a San
Antonio hospital.
Barrera is paralyzed from the
waist down and uses a wheelchair
to get around. Two metal rods run
along each side of his spinal cord
from between the shoulder blades
to the hips.
He attends physical therapy twice
a week at the Rehabilitation Hospital in McAllen, and travels twice a
year to San Antonio to see a spinal
cord doctor.
Barrera said he reads material
about back injuries, hoping to find
a breakthrough, although the doctor in San Antonio told him he will
never walk again.
The San Antonio doctor assured
Barrera that if there is ever a one
percent chance of a successful
operation, he should have it done,
Barrera said.
Although the prospects ofBarrera
walking again are bleak, he remains optimistic about his life.
"I do not think about my injury,
so I do not get depressed," Barrera
said. "I am still doing as much as I
did before," he said. "I just don't
walk or run."

Police, from p. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - said the campus police are hardly
seen except in the parking lots,
where students say the officers
can be seen handing out parking
citations.
"I never see them doing anything except giving tickets," said
Rina Pefia, business freshman. "I
don't really even see them on
campus."
Another student made similar
comments.

"When school started, the police
went around campus giving tickets to students even though they
knew that parking was a problem
for us. It was unfair," said Yvonne
Rivera, education sophomore.
Hopie Martinez, nursing freshman, agreed.
"They're (police) too strict because they give students tickets
very easily; like for parking outside the Student Services building,

they want to give you a ticket even
though the parking is terrible."
Martinez said that increased patrols around the parking lots might
prevent recently reported instances
of stolen license plate stickers.
Several students said that an
increase in patrols around the outer
areas of the parking lots, especially at night, would increase their
feeling of security while at school.
"T would feel safer if patrols

would be increased in the rural
parking lots," said Reyna Rivera,
psychology freshman, referring to
the lots on the extreme perimeters
ofcampus.
"More police patroling at night
would make our campus safer."
said Patty Cavazos, education freshman.
"Each lot should have a patrolman to prevent car thefts," said
Jose Valdez, engineering freshman.

Not all students were discontent
with the services provided by UTPA
police. One student blamed the
administration for some of the problems that students complain of
most, such as lack of parking, etc.
"T think that police officers have
a bad rap, and I don't feel that we
should focus on the negative, since
we depend on them for services
such as opening cars, etc.," said
Anna Hernandez, political science

senior. "For students who complain about tickets, if they read
their manuals and followed the
instructions on where you can and
can't park, they would avoid tickets.
"Instead of blaming the police
for tickets, students should recognize the fact that the administration
should provide more parking." she
added.

Reproductive
Services
hi _;
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In association with.Adoption Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health care

The University of Texas
Pelo American

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)

THINKING ABOUT A
TEACHING CAREER?

Morning After Treatment
Family J>lannfng,'Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

Begin in Fall 1994 with
Full Salary & Benefits!
The Alternative Certification Program at UTPA offers college
graduates (and prospective grads) an opportunity to become
classroom teachers in Valley school districts ranging from Mercedes
to Rio Grand City. Qualified applicants will complete from 12 to 18
credit hours in Summer 1994. An internship during the regular
school year provides supervision and mentoring.

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: ·1 -800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287

Licensed by the Texas Department ofHealth
Applications are now being accepted for vacancies in the
following Student Government Association Senate positions:

EtPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
....................

ONE BEEF PATO,
ONE CHALULPA

•····•··························
•
.
~

Rice, Beans, a Sm. Hot Sauce

HWHITE FLOUR

~i.. DA.TOS
r.

••L...-------TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

or Jalepeno & 16 oz. coke.

I.. __O_NL_Y_$2_.9_9_!!!____,
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
682-3176
687-8269
682•1576
383 25
-07
541-0241
585 45
-45

wesuci:i::::::: ... .. ........................ ...... 42
HARLINGEN ..... , · , · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

AND
for vacancies on the following Campus Committees:
- Institutional Assessment Committee
(assess academic programs)
- Student Service Fee Advisory Committee
(make recommendations of expenditures of student
service fees)
Application deadline is November 12, 1993
Apply at Student Govemment Association Office • U.C. 315
or Office of Student Development • U.C. 205
381-2517

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

McALLEN (Pecan) ................. ·· . . ·· · ···· ........
McALLEN (Bu•. 83) ........•.....•.. . ....•........•.•.
McALLEN (N. 10th) •••... . . . •.... · • · • • , · • • • ·, ·., • · , • , ,
EDINBURG •. · • · • • · • · • • • • • • • · • · · • · · • · · · · • · · • · · · · · • ·
BROWNSVILLE .......... ·,·,······················ ·,
MISSION
•••· · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· ··· · ·· ·

- Three positions in the School of Education
- Two positions in the College of Arts & Sciences
(Engineering, Math, Biology, English, History preferred)
- One At-Large position

969-1414
4
8-622

\.

II E 1\ J)1lll'I1 f) I( '11II E
S't1(Jl)EN'J1 \7f)J(;Jf f)N (;1\!II•tJS!!

Interns must meet strict entry standards:
1 ) a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or
university,
2) a minimum GPA of 2.5 on a 4.0 point scale,
3) enough courses in key fields (usually 18 to 24 hours) to
meet certification requirements,
4) College Algebra with a grade of
or better.

·c·

Certification areas Include:
+ Elementary Bilingual
+ Elementary
+ English as a Second Language
+ Special Education (2.75 minimum GPA required)
+ Secondary

DISCOVER TEACHING!
Prospective 1994-95 interns should contact the ACP Office to
register for the FREE orientation workshop beginning at 5:30
p.m. in the School of Education - Room 119 on

Friday, Nov. 19.
TO REGISTER or to receive more Info,
please call or drop by for a visit:
ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
The School of Education, Room 116
1201 West University Drive
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(210) 381-3486
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Accident causes fire, damages
I would rather pay
the $20,000 in damage than for the entire building. The
importantth ing was
thatnoonewashurt
and there was minimal damage.

Melissa Mata
Staff
A fire last week in the Liberal
Arts building set off a sprinkler

system, causing minimal water
damage to the ceilings and walls
of the second and third floor,
officials said.
A workstudy student was
attempting to change canisters on
a duplicating machine in
workroom 344 A, Albert Ochoa,
physical plant supervisor, said.
"Some of the fluid fell into the
electrical outlet strip causing it to
ignite," he said.
"As he (the student) opened the
old canister to replace the syphon
hose, some of the liquid spilled
over into a power surge protector."
Two sprinkler heads opened,
each releasing a maximum of 16
gallons of water, putting out the
fire, said• Mario Requenez Jr,
engineering freshman and
volunteer for the Edinburg Fire
Department.
"They were both on for
approximately 12 to 15 minutes,
until the fire was out," he said.
"Once the fire was out, we brought
in fans to carry out the accumulated
smoke and about eight vacuums
to pump out the water on the
second and third floor."
The smoke was caused by
burning duplicating fluid and
vapors, plastics, carbons, toners
and other combustible materials,
Ochoa said.
In addition, the second floor
received minimal water damage,

Albert Ochoa
Plant supervisor

The Pan American/laura Kay Kertesz

Several Edinburg Fire Department firefighters and volunteers
respond to a fire alann set off by burning fluids In the LA Building
last week, according to Albert Ochoa, physical plant supervisor.

Requenez said.
through the cracks, leaking onto
"Some of the water absorbed the second floor," he said.

Requenez, who has been a
volunteer fire fighter for five
months, said he was working at
Continuing Education and had his
scanner with him when he heard
the call. He asked ifhe could leave
work to get his gear from his
vehicle and help fight the fire.
"I was really glad that I could
help and participate in putting out
the fire," he said. "My adrenaline
was really pumping and it was
something that I'll never forget."
The damage, extending
approximately 50 to 100 square
feet, was worth about $20,000 in
equipment, labor, windows, etc.,
Ochoa said."It was a good thing
that the fire department showed
when they did and the system
worked perfectly," Ochoa said.
"Otherwise, the damage could
have been much worse.
"I would rather pay the $20,000
in damage than have to pay for the
entire building,• he said. "The
import;lp.t thing was that no one
got hurt and there was minimal
damage."

Conference enables students to earn hours
Alma Maldonado
Sta.ff
Professors from Europe, Canada
and Mexico are expected to join
American expens at an educational
psychology conference Nov. 26 and
27 at the Radisson Resort, South
Padre Island.
The conference is the first to be
held on the border, Dr. James F.
Magary, conference coordinator,
said.
"The event is open all students,"
he said.
Authors of updated psychology
tests and other imminent people
like Joseph Matarazzo, professor of

medical psychology at Oregon
Health Sciences University, president of the American Psychological
Association, and author of over 200
publications.
Guests will present special workshops on proper testing procedures.
Literature on the topic will also be
sold.
In addition, Magary, UTPA business professor, will coordinate the
International Interdisciplinary Annual Conference on the Cognitive
Assessment of Children in School
and Clinical Settings.
The event has been published in
well known publicatons such as
Journal of Special Education, Texas
Counseling Association (TCA)

Guidelines, and the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
"We are expecting about 500
people,• Magary said.
The event will begin with a film
festival of the best most recent videos and films of these topics, according to a memo from Magary.
The event will proceed after
lunch with Dr. Ralph Carlson, director for the school psychology program at lITPA, speaking on "Why
Measure?".
Saturday at lunch, Dr. Matarazzo
author of "Wechler Scales," will
speak on "Intelligence: Psychological Testing and Psychological Assessment are not Synonymous,"
according to the memo.

lITPA faculty and staff will gain
free admittance. Until Nov. 15, students pay $30; counselors, psychologists and other professionals pay
$70.
A $10 late fee will be requested
for those registering after this date.
Students attending both days will
earn one credit semester hour,
Magary said, but must make arrangements with secretary Rosie
Salinas at (210) 381-3466.
Conference guests staying at the
Radisson will pay half price for the
night, Magary said.
For more information call Rosie
Salinas at (210) 381-3466, or fax
questions to (210) 381 2184.

Loans available next week Business forum to discuss
Emergency tuition and fee loans Tuition and fees for those changes graduate programs
for the sprirtg semester will be pro- are due by Jan. 5.
cessed, beginning Nov. 18.
Loan applications are available in
AB 214. There is a $15 non-refundable application fee. Applications
will be accepted through Dec. 15 or
until funds are exhausted.
Telephone registration for the
spring semester ends Nov. 26, with
payment due Dec. 15.
Late phone registration/telephone
drop/add will be Dec. 21-Jan. 4.

organization," club president
Ruben Jimenez said. "It is open to
Managing Editor
heterosexuals and any supporters."
Posters with the words, "We all
The organization is also known
walk the same Earth,· adorn the as 'the family,' 'the refuge' or 'the
covered walkways, and a few stu- oasis,' Jimenez said. "We want to
dents stop to read the announce- provide a place where students
can come to and be free and not
ment that follows.
The Gay and Lesbian Student feel they are going to be perseAssociation meets every Thursday cuted or punished," he said.
during activity period, the poster
While other members have chodeclares. The students take note sen to remain anonymous.Jimenez
and continue their walk, wonder- said he hopes to shed light on his
ing what this club is all about.
organization and "bring the quilt
With a 45 student membership, down...so a Jot of people out there
this organization has existed on can know about the family," he
campus for two years and is open to said. "A lot of us walk alone and it's
all students.
pretty scary."
"No one is excluded from our
This relatively new association

Arminda Muiioz

Guitarist passes on his
musical style

Page7
Bazan takes UTPA
Golf Classic

Page6

Page3

Viewpoints
Arts and Entertainment
Sports
Classifieds

A forum explaining the new
Arena registration will be Jan. 11graduate
business programs at
12 in the Fieldhouse. No emerUTPA
will
be held at 7 p.m.
gency loans will be processed at
Wednesday,
Nov. 17, in BA 110.
arena registration.
The
Graduate
Studies Division is
Students who were eligible to
sponsoring
the
recruiting
forum to
register by telephone but did not do
provide
interested
persons
with
so must pay a $25 arena registration
information
on
pursuing
graduate
fee . Spring classes start Jan. 17.
For more information on emer- business studies, at both the masgency loans, call the Student Loan ter and doctoral level, now available at the university.
Collections Office at 381-2191.
Graduate business programs cur-

rently available are:
• Doctor of philosophy in business administration with emphasis
in international business;
• Master of business administration (evening programs);
• Weekend master of business
administration (weekend program,
tentative for the fall of 1994).
For more information, call the
Graduate Studies Division at 3813311.

Organization hopes to educate, gain supporters
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Phi Kappa's are back
after six years
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is still laying out its foundation.
"We're trying to build this foundation and we need all the support
we can get," Jimenez said.
One of the club's main goals is
education. AIDS awareness, homosexuality and homophobia are issues that need to be addressed on
campus, Jimenez said. However,
the GLSA is not a one-issue organization. GLSA hopes to bring several
speakers and activities to students
in conjunction with UPB, Jimenez
said. "We want to get together with
other organizations," Jimenez said.
"We don't want to be known as a
gay club. That's not all we are. A lot
of people don't see the individual.
Being recognized as human beings
is one of our great goals."

UPB stages
scavenger hunt,
olympics, food drive
line gets first prize, she said.
The first place team wins $250,
and second place, $100.
Participating organizations are invited to an end of the game barbecue with dejayed music.
Another competition is Bronc
Olympics, set for Nov. 19 from
2p.m. to 5p.m.
Teams should assemble at 1:30
p.m. at the Science Sqaud Circle to
begin games by 2 p.m.
Student organizations will compete with six other teams in zany
games, according to memo from
the diversions committee.
Registration deadline is Nov. 15 at
5 p.m. in UC 205. Competition is
limited to the first 15 teams of 6
members and 2 alternates.
First and second places win a
trophy.
"We encourage your organization to challenge our reigning
champs from last year, the Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity," the memo
states.
First place will take the title "Dare
To Become Lords of The Jungle,"
from last year's winners.
A special notice to organizations
particiapting in this year's Bronc-Olympics: the organizations which
donates the most canned foods on
the day of the event will earn an
additional point to their score, according to the memo.

Alma Maldonado
Staff

University Program Board is busy
arranging activities for November.
A food drive kicks off November
15-24. UPB will coordinate the event
with the Rio Grande Valley Food
Bank, setting a large can in the
entrance of the UC, LRC, LA, Business, Nursing, Students Services,
CAS and snack bar buildings.
"It is a way of showing the community that students care," Monica
Arispe, chair of the diversions committee, said.
UPB coorinators are requesting
the support from organizations, faculty, and staff to help by donating
canned foods or other non-perishable items to brighten the Thanksgiving holiday for hungry people of
the Valley, Arispe said.
The activities continue with the
Road Rally, a scavenger hunt, on
Nov. 13. The rally will take place in
McAllen and Edinburg area.
"All organizations are welcome to
participate," Arispe said.
The event will begin with an
obstacle course, and specific details
will be available the day of the
event.
"This is a good event for organizations to get acquainted," Arispe
said.
"It will be a lot of fun, and chalIf you have any questions visit
lenging."
UPB office at U.C. 116 or call Ext
The first team to reach the finish 2266.

T

elephone registration
appointments are by
classification and last
name. Lines are open on
Mondays, Thursdays andFrldays from 7 a.m. - 5 p.m., and
onTuesdays andWednesdays
from 7 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. Students may register on or after their assigned date. Free
days, which include Saturdays (Nov. 13-Nov. 20) from
9 a.m.-4 p.m., have been designated for those who need
to register or make changes
by phone. •Friday, Nov. 26ts
considered afree day.
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Racist attitudes: will they ever go away?

.

acism. The word means many
things to many people. To
some it brings to mind whitehooded marauders who come
in the night to terrorize minorities.
In other situations, the word brings to
mind the subtle glance or the stares that
tell people they are not wanted.
For me, as an African-American, the
word racism means all these things. I
have been both, the target of racism and
the instigator of racist actions (something
of which I am ashamed). There is a bit
of racism in most people.
Perhaps it comes from the fact that they
are proud of their race and cannot find
the line between pride and prejudice.
It is true that many racists use their
prejudices to give them some unknown
edge over other races.

R

.

. s

.
In 1954, when Brown versus The Board
S
k
.
that he should hate him.
ofEducationwasruledtounconstitutionalize
top, Loo and Listen
The German asked why.
segregation, a fire started, in a few years, it
David Hunter
The black answered that 1t was because
-"
· d 's last name was German. Th.JS
was an imerno.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ my fnen
Powerful people such as Martin Luther
implied that his forefathers had been the
King and Malcolm X stood up, in different ways. Black to white, Anglo to Hispanic, property of German landowners when
ways, against the discrimination and the Jew to Oriental, andthelistgoesonandon. slavery was legal.
racism.
As a member of a minority in America, I
Though this German had nothing to do
As a result Congress ratified the Civil used to think that I could only be op- with it and was a good friend to me, my
Rights Acts, and blacks and other minorities pressed and that there was a large force other friend felt that I should not get too
were able to enjoy a taste of the equality .t hat against me.
close to him.
they were searching for.
I still believe there is a
Another friend told me that I should
And so ends a beautiful story of the small
lot of what was around in never trust a white person and that he
rising up against the large and getting
the 60's with a new face, I didn't have any friends that were white,
now see that many mi- solely because he was black.
justice. Everyone lives happily ever after.
norities are developing a black cloud of
But the fact that these friends were black
Maybe not.
racism within themselves.
has no bearing on how much the word
One instance occurred when one of my racism can cover.
Racism is still prevalent and growing in friends, who happened to be black, told
The hatred and the anger at injustices
our society, and now it is spreading both another of my friends, who was German, that were done is understandable, but

while

. h tr d nd anger to fight hatred and
using a e a .
th.
anger will result m no . mg.
.
people will say that nothmg
ome
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rythi
.
and ld
at beve
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1·s wrong
f
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okay m the wor • ut a
e
problems that our pare?ts h~d to
face, whether they are black, Hisparuc or
white, are still there.
.
th
They may not affect us duectly, but ey
are still affecting people.
.
The pot is boiling, but the temperature is
just lower.
Answers?
There are no easy ones, but it will take
time and hard work and realization that the
problem is still there.
The riots in L.A. are just a sign of what is
still out there and we must ALL work
together if we are to avoid a reoccurrence.

Editorial

Soccer team boosts
campus life

T

he soccer team fmished its season at the conference tournament on
campus last week. A tournament that our campus can host again. Also,
it is an event that should have light bulbs going off in athletic director,
Gary Gallup's head.
With a little direction and support from the athletic department, the soccer
program can skyrocket and help bring a unifying sport to our student body.
It's a sport that can help cast off the yoke of a commuter campus. It's well
represented, with 14 out of 19 players from the Valley.
Let's take this program and use it to unify the student body in supporting a team
that will represent a school on the threshold of change.
We need to have some foresight when it comes to this program. A vision that
sees this program helping to pay for itself, and at the same time, bring about a
spirited campus life.
Spirit that could be seen in the small, but vocal crowd that watched the Broncs
play.
Spirit that other campuses have, and one that we now have the seeds for.

NAFIA decision.~ to
1
1.iiiify world relBtions '
....

I

n six days Congress is going to decide if the United States should enter into
NAFTA, a decision which will affect the whole of North and South America.
This decision must support NAFTA because we live in a changing world
wl)ere global markets are already competing against each other: Global
markets such as the ones in Europe and Asia. NAFTA must become the economic
equivalent of NATO.
NAFTA must be the thought-out reaction to a growing global economy such as
our doctoral program in international business is. This is not to say that the two are
the same, but both are a reaction to the dynamic world we are living in.
It is a world where we can be swept up by the flow of events or where we can
create avenues for us to travel by. Traditional roads and byways will not hold up to
what is happening in the world today. Our values have to be flexible enough to
allow us to grow. We must reach back to our revolutionary ideology and shape it to
deal with present circumstances.
Our ideology needs to encompass the understanding that our country is part of
North America, and is not just America. This understanding expresses•us as North
and South Americans. Us is what we need to move toward.
NAFTA brings US toward that understanding.
NAFTA is OUR reaction to competing global markets that will surely take our jobs
if we do not act now.
NAFTA is the beginning of this bridge between North and South American
countries.
This link must be made in order for US to progress.
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Letters to the Editor

Library sets
new hours
The opportunity to publicize upcoming
library changes and improvements in The
Pan American is appreciated.
There is one small correction to the
information that appeared in the Oct. 21
issues, page 3, that I would like to make.
It is that, effective with the spring semester, the library will be open until midnight,
Mondays through Thursdays, not Sundays
through Thursdays.
Presently, there are no plans to remain
open until midnight Sundays. This is due to
different levels of staffing available on
weekends, as compared to weekdays.
However, I will look into ways of expanding weekend hours.
Perhaps the new message board will
provide students an opportunity to make
suggestions for changes in hours.
Thank you for the opportunity for making this clarification.
EUnor F. Bridges
Library Director
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Vinson, dean of students; and Joyce Prock, adviser. Views presented are those of the
writers and do not necessarlly reflect those of the university administration. Subscrlp•
tlons are $6 per year or $3 per semester and can be made by contacting Student
Publications, University Center 322.

Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than one page, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Deadline for letters and guest columns will be
at 5 p.m. the Monday before that week's publication. Letters can be brought to University
Center Room 322 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, UC 322,
Edinburg, TX 78539.

t

Editor's note
·A correctton tn last week's tssue incorrectly stated that the LRC does not plan to
stay open ttll midnight.

Student backs
prof's actions
In the letter referring to professor Rollins,
I wish to state that the manner in which he
answered might have not been that of a
rude professor, but that of a real journalist.
For those of you who don't know, many
journalist are concise speakers, thanks to
newspaper space limitations.
Therefore, they develop a way of speaking similar to the way they write.
This is the conclusion that I have arrived
at after working with a variety of journalists.
In fact, Rollins has gone out of his way
to prepare me and others with skills required in the working field, that this university does not offer.
Moreover, he has done other things that
show his interest for the students.
The fact that he answered with a straight-

forward answer was not because he is a
rude professor, but a real journalist.
This is the type of professor that we
need in this university.
Professors that lead us into the real
world.
Professors that keep to the rules and
enforce them to teach us how to be
responsible and mature college students.
We are not in high school anymore.
However, the reason he suggested the
student change her major is exactly that: If
the student is not able to work around his/
her education and expects the education
to work around him/her, then that is a
major problem.
I say this, because I also have a hectic
schedule to achieve.
I also work more than 40 hours a week
in two jobs, have two children, a demanding husband, a personal business, and
manage attendance and homework for 13
college hours.
If education can work around one, then
it should work around me, as well.
However, how else can we achieve our
goal of obtaining something so precious
and valuable as education, if it is not
through sacrifice?
As the saying goes, "Good things don't
come easy."
What makes us think that we can accomplish everything by not sacrificing anything?
Maybe we can compromise to have an
education and part-time job or vice versa.
We have to set our priorities, right?
However, I'd also like to complement
the writer for taking the matter into her
own hands instead of ignoring it or depending on someone else to take action.
This implies that she knows how to
address an issue properly.
This is the type of student that we need
as journalism majors. Students that are
willing to take action to solve the problems as they are presented.
We need this type of student to represent the journalism program in UTPA and
support the communications staff in the
request for more staff and equipment for
the department.
I challenge the student to face Mr. Rollins
and have a journalist-to-journalist advise-

ment, because real journalists never give
up. We need people like this to unite and
address the need for better academic programs in this university.
Name wltbbellt by request

Prof teaches
geography
An article appearing in the October 28th
issue of The Pan American carries the
headline, "UTPA Hosts Two Scandinavian
Profs."
As the article relates to two visiting
Dutchmen, it incorrectly labels them Scandinavians, the Scandinavian countries being Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Iceland. However, as Bubba would say, "Geography ain't our thang."
Peter White
Engllsb Department

SGA senator
comments on
student union
In my own opinion, I have been in the
Valley on and off for . about four years.
There are two basic characteristics about
the Valley that stand out more than any~ng else, slowness and cheapness. How
will the student union turn out?
So far is slow and too expensive (why
el~ would the vote to raise funds keep
bemg put off in hopes that students will
want this?). I ask this: What do you want:
Do you want a first class student union
(with a nice European styled coffee shop,
beer garden, entertainment that YOU want,
et~.), or d~ you want a compromise (something th at is better than nothing: University
Center remodeling, etc.)?
I will go either way. I do not mind paying
whatever it takes. I came from far away to
atte nd this university, and like any other I
may have chosen, memories will last forever.
Roger Harder
Business sopbonwre
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Phi Kaps recharter, strive for service
Arminda Munoz
Managing Editor

"Give, expecting nothing thereof,"
is the motto of the new Phi Kappa
Theta fraternity organizing on campus.
Originally founded in 1969, this
organization had been active at
UTPA until 1987 when their chapter
was revoked.
Alex Perez, who had been a PKT
member in 1985, decided to start up
the fraternity after running into a
brother. PerezsawRonaldJackson,

a UT transfer, wearing a PKT shirt to
class one day and asked him about
the fraternity.
"It was just a coincidence," Jackson, vice president, said. "We were
both thinking about starting it. I
don't think we could have done it
alone."
Jackson belonged to the PKT
faternity in Austin which had been
staned by UTPA transfers.
Now, with a newly revised chapter, PKT is "looking for leaders,•
Perez said.
"Traditionally we look for people

who are committed to excellence,•
Perez, president, said. "And everyone is a leader in their own way."
More then 38 percent of the Valley leaders are from Phi Kappa
Theta, Perez said.
PKT alumni include District Attorney Rene Guerra, state representatives Jimmy Solis and Eddie De La
Garza, and Justice of the Peace
Rene Torres.
National PKT alumni include John
F. Kennedy, Bob Hope and Gene
Kelly.
Perez said this fraternity will not

compete with the other frats on
campus.
"We open our doors to any organization that wants to do activities
with us," he said.
Also, PKT is not only a social
fraternity, he said.
"We stress brotherhood, closeness, and it's family oriented," Perez
said.
Plans for PKT include the establishment of a file where students
will be able to choose professors on
the basis of student evaluations.

i,Que Pasa?
Typing Service: Research papers,

reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proofreading & editing. More than
lOyearsexperience. Call 585-2838.
Writing Services: E~ys, research papers and resumes. Composition, mechanics, grammar. Call
380-1563 rush jobs.
Pump up the Jam with Dan the

man. Sexy, exciting, fun, male
dancer. Call 630-9090.

Need help with research papers?
Es.says? Qualified tutor. B.S.,M.A.
630-3492.
Cruise ships now hiring -Earn
upto $2,000+/month+world travel.
Summer and career employment
available. No experience necessary. For more information call 12◊6-634-0468 ext. C5863.

kinko•s

Police Reports

November
11

Catholic Campus Ministry will
celebrate mass during activity period in the campus chapel. The
prayer will be led by Rev. Mike
Annunziata.
· • School Psychology Association will hold a bake sale offering
coffee and baked goods from 3:30
to 7:30: p.m. in the Education Building.
•
Solidarity, a student democratic socialist organization, will
meet during activity period in IA
121.
.

October

16

The Philosophy Club will
meet during activity period in LA
111. • Dr. Frankenberger will be
speaking on Environmental Ethics.

lR

13

A license plate validation
sticker was stolen in Lot F.
•
A snack machine was burglarized at the Education building.

15

Juventud Hispaiia will sell
A book, worth $32, was taken
brisket from 11 a.m. to 1 p .m. at the from the IA building.
UC Circle. The plate is $3.50 and
consists of brisket, rice, beans and
A faculty member reported
bread.
receiving a harassing phone call at
• The American Marketing As- the Nursing building.
sociation will sponsor a General
•
A faculty member reported
Foods USA Presentation during ac- receiving a harassing phone call at
tivity period in BA 110. Rene Farias, Southwick Hall.
senior accounts manager, will speak
•
The front glass of a snack
Center for International Stud- Refreshments will be provided for machine was broken at the Nursing
building.
ies will feature Diwali Night at those who attend.
7:30p.m. at the LRC Media Theater.
A Coke machine was broken
into at Southwick Hall.
tQue Pasa? is a weekly calendar of events available to Special Note: Pollc.c have en-

18

12

22

campus organizations. Submissions can be brought to couraged students to report any
suspicious adtivlty in parking
UC 322. Deadline is 4 p.m. Mondays.
lots or on campus.

the copy center
JZL[{en :J[ora[
!Mary O{ivares
Owner/Operator

. CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The nation's leader in college marketing
Is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
~ student for the position of campus rep.
« No sales Involved. Place advertising on
i bulletin -boards for companies such as
f American Express an d Microsoft.
~iE Great part•time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
x

6y 'Betty, Inc.

117A S. 13th St.
Edinburg

383-2491
8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m. • .12:30 p,m. (Sat)

1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

I.'__.,!

fi

~~ required. Call:

f

·.•:

J

Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
215W. Harrison, Seattl&•, WA981 19

i ....·. .•,

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

OUR SECRET
MoAUEN'S UPSCALE RESALE PLACE!

FALL
FASHIONS
FOR
CHILDREN &LADIES
THB COURTYARD
5401 N. 10th #115
McAllen • 686-5437
Monday-Thursday IO a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

... ~lbw..
... WJifalizl?41 flee 6Pmt.
••• a,uL ~ flee keMt.
Mariana Resendez
Jegillter,d Massage Therapist

383-7122
Caprice
816 S. Closner • Edinburg

* Luxurious 1,2 and 3 bedroom

VALLEY-WIDE

lils-n-liers
st-,,llntl Salon
Edinburg • 383-9035

.•• ~fbfaody

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
THAT OFFERS SO MUCH MORE •••

&tPATO
422 1/2 E. University

800 487·2434 Ext. 4444 - ~

MASSAGE•••

* 2 swimming pools

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

.....................
HWHITE FLOUR .

. .,,
.••.••....................

..HPATOS
_____
.._,

__.

TRV'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

* Tennis courts
* Family and adalt
* Beautifully landmped
* Close to schools-Walk to U.T.P.A.
* Cabana with Bar-8-Q
* On-site mmgement-

ONE BEEF PATO,
ONE CHALULPA
Rice, Beans, a Sm. Hot Sauce
or Jalepeno & 16 oz. coke.

ONLY $2.99.11!
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

*

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

FOR FASTER SERVICE .CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McALLEN (Bua. 83) • . • • . • . . • • • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • • . • • • . .
McALLEN (N. 1oth) ............... , • • • . • • . • • . . • • • . . . • •
EDINBURG •••.•••••••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.
BROWNSVILLE ••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• , ••••• , .•••
MISSION • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
· WESLACO •••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••
HARLINGEN •..•••.•.•.•.•••••••.•.••••.••••••..•••••

24-hour e111er9my maiatmm
Courtesy patrol

ELBOSQUE

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-0241

585-4545

1609 West Schunior •Edinburg, Texas 78S39

969-1414
428-6224

210-383-8382
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BUSY CORNER DELI

THE ARMY NURSING·
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing
.offers... professional
challenges.
Plus new study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

CALL COLLECT 210-692-7376

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

(dine-in, take-out or we deliver)

CLOSED OCT. 29, OPEN MONDAY NOV. 1

\1

~

,~c:,;

MEETINGS CATERED• DELI TRAYS• PRICES VARY c-'°"<.-41- >
OPEN MONDAY-FWDAY 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. ~
208 E. Cano• Edinburg PHONE: 380-1474
For Fast Delivery, call early. .

,f

ef!. DELTACD
Mexican Food

On Staff • by appointment only

l

44

LA CASA
Authentic

Certified

Massage Therapist

Co

~

SPECIAL PRICES
for Students & Faculty

4to 10 pm
show U.T.P.A. ID.

Monday : 2 Tacos Bistek, Rice & Beans
Tuesday: 2 Tacos (chicken fajitas), Rice & Beans
Wednesday:2 Tacos de Fajitas, Rice & Beans
Thursday: 2 Tacos (pork), Rice & Beans
Friday:
2 Tacos Bistek with cheese, Rice & Beans

$3.25
$3.25
$3,25
$3.2S
$3.50

321 W. University • Edinburg • 383-0521 • 383-7360

'

00-. .

The Nail Salon

Enjoy our delicious sandwiches for lunch!

Look for Our Weekly Specials

00

.....

OPEN: MNF-9 am-6pm • TT-9am-9pm
Saturday - 9 am -3 pm
Walk-Ins Welcome
10,, discount on fills W/UTPA I.D.

380 - 6588

2002 W. Universi , Ste. 2 • Edinbur

EARN
EXTRA MONEY
And Help Save Lives-Be a Plasma Donor

$
On First Donation • New Donor

It's
Safe
& Easy

Bring UTPA I.D. & receive $2 bonus.

ALPHA
PLASMA CENTER
Sunday - Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
Call for information today! • Open 7 Days
102 S. 16th St. • McAllen• 682-4150
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roncs
temperature down to around 60 degrees,
David Hunter
the day warmed up to a humid 84 degrees.
Players from the northern universities
Sports Edttor
sagged because of the drastic change in
The Bronc soccer team witnessed both climate.
There was also television coverage from
the agony of defeat and the thrill of victory
last week as they hosted, for the first time, Mexico's channel KHAB.
Two television towers rose to record the
the Sun Belt Conference Tournament.
Only days before a cold front blew the Broncs play.

The boisterous crowd constantly yelled
Spanish cheers and shouted rude comments
to the referee. Fights erupted and the
referees almost became a part of the fracas.
The crowd livened as the Broncs came
back from a 2-0 half time deficit to beat the
Dolphins on Friday.
The win gave the Broncs a fifth place

finish in the six-team field.
A frustrated Mario Ribera was ejected
from the game 37 minutes into regulation
after threatening the referee and disputing
a call. Shane Hurley was ejected at the
beginning of the second half after tackling
a Jacksonville player headed for the goal.
Three Dolphins were also ejected from
the game. Greg Kile and Ty Beasely received

'

red cards after a fight broke out in the
second half, and David TiTomasso was
ejected after receiving a second yellow
card.
The cold front arrived Saturday in time to
see South Alabama take the championship
with a 5-0 blitz over the University of
Arkansas-Little Rock.

Michael Cleveland of UALR chases South Alabama's Craig Peter. SA won the the tournament.

UALR's Rance Adams takes the ball In the face keeping It away from Bronc Victor Ramos. The Trojan
to tie the game and advanced on penalty kicks. UALR also tied the next game against North Texas-an
championship match against South Alabama.

Goalie Jonathan Mccurley falls to the ground In disappointment after Marlo Ribera misses the
third penalty shot for the Broncs giving UALR passage-way Into the next round.

If you're tired of wearing eye glassses or contact lenses,
let us introduce you to RK (Radial Keratotomy)I

UNIVERSITY EYE CENTER
Eye Center with Laser Facilities

Other services avaflable:cataract and Lens Implant Surgery • Glaucoma (chronic, acute)
Diabetes and other diseases of the retina (degenerations, detachments... )
Other di.5eases of the eye (medical. surgical. laser treatments...)

Applications are now being accepted for vacancies in the
following Student Government Association Senate positions:

UTPA Student, Staff & Faculty Discounts
Office Hours by Appointment

1400 W. UniversitY.
Edinburg• 318-1:.W0

IMI

~

30 N. Park Plaza

rliilillllil Brownsville 546-1501

GREASE
RELIEF.

!iI MONDAY · Check out the games on our big screen and other
1

- Three positions in the School of Education
- Two positions in the College of Arts & Sciences
(Engineering, Math, Biology, English, History preferred)
- One At-Large position

AND

JI

1

[!:!! J:

It

monitors. Enjoy FREE popcorn and $4.50 Pitchers all night.

TUISDAY - Ladies enjoy the coldest, cheapest beer and wine

I.

r-11J:}~'li'\!'M

618~!~i~1PJlan

:,_:,:,:
_I::,:
, :,_:,!_,_:
.

coolers around. $1.00 Beer and $2.00 Wine Coolers.

l!lll:I WED~DA Y · ~E BOTANA · We
)t can, Try it-you wont be sorry.

rix

it like nobody else :!j:::I~

\\:

for vacancies on the following Campus Committees:
- Institutional Assessment Committee
(assess academic programs)
- Student Service Fee Advisory Committee
(make recommendations of expenditures of student
service fees)

,, TBURS~"';Y: P~L TOURNAMENT• No entry fee to play.
·. Double ell1Dlllat10n, Wmners take home large trophies.

{} FRIDAY · Wind up the week with our special draft prices. $4.50

j)

Pitchers until 8 p.m, Munch on some of our FREE popcorn,

Application deadline is November 12, 1993
Apply at Student Govemment Association Office - U.C. 315
or Office of Student Development - U.C. 205

381-2517

:-:

.... SATUBDAY · BEAT THE HEAT· Enjoy a 12 oz. serving of :; 1!1}
our cold, cold, cold draft beer for only 50¢ until 6 p.m,

)t

(f:

SUNDAY · Watch all the games on our Big Screen TV and enjoy

Good-bye greasy kid stuff. Get a real meal at Subway.
Get a big, meaty 6" or foottong Subway sub made
fresh. one at a time with the free fixin 's you choose.
Who needs greasy burgers? Try a fresh Subway sub.
bi
·
102 S. 2nd st. • Edinburg

:/'::'
//

the_coldest and cheapest beer around at only $1.25 until 6 p,m.
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The Pan American/Meredith Markham

A rowdy crowd yells for the Broncs during the first game against UALR. About 250 people
fllled the stands to support the Broncs. Many people reported watching the game, which
was televised on KHAB channel 7, In the comfort of their homes.

Alector Cardenas soars high attempting to score as Jacksonvllle goalie
Zack Corn defends. Com was the victim of four Bronc goals. The Broncs
came back from a 2-0 deficit at halftime to squast, the Dolphins and take
fifth place In the Tournament.

The Pan American/Laura Kay Kertesz

Broncs Jesus Tavarez and Rafael Cardenas congratulate Marlo Ribera after his first
goal against UALR.

4

Center middle picture: A dlsgruntled Shane Hurley walks from
the Held after being ejected from
the game on a red card vlolatlon.

Juan Carlos Vasquez sets his sights
on the soccer ball as UALR's Mlchael
Cleveland gets ready to chase the
ball.

;aruMeredith Markham

:ame back twice
to the

need

The Pan American/Laura Kay Kertesz

UTPA INTRAMURALS PRESENTS

STARS

SAVE BIG
on Your
Food Budget!

1205 E. Closner • Edinburg
across from H.E.B

383-5388

..

···-

..

Entry Due: November 19
Game~ Begin: November 23

··:~'\..
-~

Male & Female Divisions
Mandatory Team Captains' Meeting
Novem.ber 19 • 2 p.m. • UC 320
Entry Forms: UC 320
For information call: 381-3673

BANANA
SPUT

LARGE
HAMBURGER

SPORTS
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Bronc Golf
Soccer snags fifth place spot in Sun Belt Tourney Bazan
nabs UTPA Golf Classic
David Hunter
Sports Editor
An agonizing loss in the first
game to Arkansas-Little Rock left
the Broncs in doubt, but a come
from behind 4-2 win over
Jacksonville secured UTPA's fifth
place spot in the Sun Belt
Conference soccer Tournament last
week.
South Alabama took the team
title over UALR 5-0. North Texas
defeated Western Kentucky for third
place.
Head coach Eloy Moran was
happy with the team's performance.
The Broncs were down 2-0 at the
half, but out scored Jacksonville 40 in the second half to steal the
win.
"I never have any doubt that we
can come back from a two or three
point deficit," Moran said. "Ifl have

a doubt, how can I convince the
team that tbey can do it"
"Things got physical early in the
game against Jacksonville, but then
both teams were coming off of
losses so both teams ~ad something
to prove," Moran added.
Papayaw Danso Ampofo scored
the first goal for the Dolphins in the
32nd minute of the game then Gareth
Mcguin scored again in the 47th
minute.
Juan Carlos Vasquez scored the
first Bronc goal early in the second
half then scored the final goal to
seal the victory in the final minutes.
Vasquez said the first goal opened
up the game for the Broncs.
"Se.ciously, before the first goal I
though we were going 'to lose,• he
said.
"When the first goal was scored I
thought that we could do it (win the
game). We just wore them down
and staned putting the ball on the

ground."
On the first day of the tournament,
the Broncs lost the lead to UALR
who came back in the closing
minutes of the game to tie the score

3-3.
The game ended in a tie and the
Trojans advanced in the winners
bracket on penalty kicks.
David Haud.rich zipped the ball
in to the UTPA goal after goalie
Jonathan McCurley block one shot
on goal.
Mario Ribera gave the Broncs the ·
lead with two consecutive goals,
one in the 49th minute on an Alector
Cardenas assist and then again in
the 62nd minute beating the
defender and hitting the corner of
the Trojan goal.
Boyna Bear ofLittle Rock tied the
score on a high chip shot following
a free kick to tie the score in the 75th
minute of play.
Juan Carlos Vasquez gave the

Broncs the lead once more in the
76th minute of the game. Ribera got
the assist.
Things looked good for the Broncs
but with 6 minutes to go in the game
Mark Maze fired a 25-yard shot into
the goal to tie the score which
remain tied throughout regulation.
Moran said that he felt that the
team could have scored in the final
minutes.
·we had some golden
opportunities,• Moran said.
The Trojans ended up advai:tcing
on penalty kicks.
Moran tried to inspire his team
after the game.
"When a team is this low I try to
tell them something personal,•
Moran said.
"I tried to make them understand
that it could have been worse. The
priority at this game is to play this
game."

Volleyball ends season on high note
Melissa Vasquez

was

Assistant Sports Editor
pus week marked the end of the
Lady Broncs volleyball action as
they ended their seas<?n with a
record of 3-4 in the Sun Belt
conference and 11-20 overall. The
women missed making post season
play by one game after losing against
New Orleans Lady Privateers, who
they were tied with for sixth place.
Their match against the Privateers
on Friday determined who made
the final six to the Sun Belt
Conference Tournament. The Lady
Broncs were defeated in three
straight games 15-5, 16-14 and 15-5.
"It was really tough, our girls
played exceptionally well," head
volleyball coach, Oscar Segovia said.

R E S E R V E

"They were very focused and they
weren't interrupted by any other
surrounding them
element that
as far as audiences are concerned.
"Actually New Orleans was a little
more experienced and unfonunately
they did.better than we did as far as
coming out with the win at the
end.,• he added.
This game proved to be an
emotional game for the Lady Broncs
he said..
"One of the things that I talked to
them about was that we had to
understand this was our first year
and we've only been together for
three months," he satd. "So there
have been some really exciting
things happen to us this whole year.
For the very first time we pulled out
10 victories, and we'd go into double
figures with five freshmen, junior

0 F F I C E R S'

college setter and a sophomore.•
Tara Gallagher had a total of 11
kills throughout the UNL game with
10 digs. Nicole Noble totaled 10
kills and nine digs.
On Saturday they traveled to
Mobile, Ala. where they played the
Lady Jaguars of South Alabama.
From the loss the day before, they
bounced back and defeated USA in
three games 15- 4, 15 - 10 and 15 -

4.
On Tuesday the Lady Broncs
hosted their final game of the season
as they played Texas A&M Kingsville. The ladies defeated the
Lady Javelinas in three straight sets
15-6, 15-11, 15-11.
"It's amazing how the intensity
and the aggressiveness was there
knowing that it was the last match,"
he said. "They were all pumped up

TR.!lJNING

and they were all flying high. It was
one of those great feelings to finish
with a big win at home and end our
season with a win. •
Next season he will try to get
more depth and height in the team.
"We need a couple of people to
come off the bench and pick up
where sometimes we leave offwhen
things go wrong offensively and
defensively. We need someone to
step in. That is why we need some
depth,• he said.
He says it has been a rewa£ding
and exciting season overall.
"I applaud them for their hard
work and dedication because they
are so disciplined. I can honestly
say I love each and every one of
these young ladies because they
have done everything they can
possibly do for the program.•

Melissa Vasquez
Assistant sports Editor
For the first time in three years the
men's Bronc golf team took first
place in their own tournament as
they hosted the UTPA Golf Classic
tournament at the Cimmarron
Country club in Mission this week.
"It was awesome! It was a really
good feeling," head golf coach John
Ga~cia said. "The guys played well
together."
Leading the men was senior Steven
Bazan, who carried· the team to
victory, as he totaled 215 points to
give him an individual first place
finish . This is Bazan's fourth
tournament victory in a year.
Overall the team tallied a total of
886 to put them at the top over the
University ofTexas-San Antonio and

Texas Lutheran College.
"I was expecting some fine playing
from our guys," Garcia said "After
the first round I realized we had a
chance. Our score was real close
with TIC and the UTSA."
TIC placed second with 895 and
UTSA came in third with a total of
899 points.
UTP A
freshmen
Charlie
Hernandez shot a 222 to put him in
fifth place and Inigo Del Val came
in with a 224 placing him seventh.
"I didn't realize they were going
to perform so well under the gun,•
Garcia said. "I think they were
playing so well because they wanted
to show the community they were
good."
The Broncs next tournament will
Nov. 24-27 at the Rice University
golf tournament

Mustangs recapture
1993 intramural flag
football championship
Christine Diaz
Sta.ff
The Mustangs regained the 1993
intramural flag football men's
championship title Monday, after
defeating Air Express 30-20. They
advance to the 15th annual National
Invitational
Flag
Football
Championship in New Orleans set
for Dec. 27- Jan. 1.
The Mustangs captured the
championship title from 1988--91,
but lost the title in 1992 to Air
Express.
"I was very surprised the Mustangs
won,• gi"·!JGl,Hlte assistant Art Cabrera

said. •Air Express was not mentally
in the game and they lost total
composure."
Before participating in New
Orleans, the Mustangs will face the
1993 flag football championship
team from Texas State Technical
College on Nov. 18 in the annual
Turkey Bowl at UTPA's intramural
field.
Cabrera said this year's
tournament was a b ig success, with
22 teams participating, the biggest
turnout in UTPA intramural history.
"Each year it's getting bigger and
bigger, but my goal is to have three
divisions next year, men's, women's,
and co-rec,• Cabrera said.
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PREREOUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words you're likely to see in
many course requirements. Then again, Army ROTC is unlike
any other elective. It's hands-on excitement.
Army ROTC will challenge you mentally and physically
through intense leadership training. Training that builds self. confidence,characterand decision-making skills.Again, words
other courses seldom use. But they're the credits you need to
succeed in life.
Army ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores without
obligation and requires about four hours per week. Register
this term for Army ROTC.
For more information, contact Major Lazo at the Military
Science Department, Room 204, Southwick Hall, 381-3600.

Men clutch title over TLC and UTSA

rot
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With Visa• you'll be accepted at more than IO million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TB.KE.
L _______________.....:.._________________________l ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,c,VisaU.S.A. lnc.1993

Visiting guitarist instructs master class
Lydia Puente
Sta.fl

Defeating life's challenges is hard
for anyone. For dassical guitarist
and teacher David Leisner, the
struggle was more difficult than
most, but he managed to overcome
his obstacles because of his patience and determination not to
give in.
Leisner, a teacher at the New
England Conservatory in Boston
who taught a master class at UTPA
Saturday, had to abandon his performing career in 1984 because of a
muscular condition in his right hand
that caused his ring and pinky finger to curl.
"There wasn't any pain involved,
I just couldn't use those fingers to
play,• Leisner said.
For seven years, Leisner tried and
failed to find treatments that could
help him.
Leisner said during those years he
grew frustrated and weary, but his
love for playing kept him going.
He eventually came upon the
idea to use his thumb and index
finger in place of the other fingers,

and he started developing new fingerings for musical pieces.
"It took a lot of patience to work
out the refingerings, • he said. "I can
play about 80 percent of my repertoire now."
Leisner, who made his comeback
in 1991, has played worldwide and
said he believes the current popularity of classical guitar is because of
present attitudes.
"The '80s were more abou~ excess and money, the '90s are more
down to earth and simpler and for
the public, and the guitar represents that,• he said.
Leisner, who composes as well,
said that while he likes some of the
contemporary pop music of today,
he doesn't find it is relevant to him
as a player.
"As a composer, though, I can't
deny that pop music is in my roots,
so I do incorporate some pop elements into my music,• he said.
For Leisner, playing music and
living life are almost the same because both involve emotions.
"I take a sort of humanist view
towards music, and I believe that
one cannot separate the human
The Pan American/Meredith Markham
quality from pure music."
Classical guitarist David Leisner (right) conducts a master class with UTPA guitar students.

Acting saves long 'Bone'
The second feature from writer/
director Steve Kloves ("The Fabulous Bak~r Boys") is a satisfying
though slow dramatic thriller about
a nomadic Texas vending machine
operator named Arliss (Dennis
Quaid) who befriends a down- ·

hill country exploring the roots ofevil. Arliss runs away from life's
complexities and tries to keep things
as routine as possible. Kay is a wild
cardandbrings adventureintoArliss'
life, but there's always Daddy, lurking in the shadows, waiting to spring
the big surprise.
Audiences lured in to "Flesh and

I A

Comedian Ed Marques wlll
perform at noon today In the UC.

Arts Briefs
Dlwali, India's "Festival of
Lights," will be celebrated with
a talent show, a fashion show
and music at 7 p .m. Friday in the
LRC theater. Student and faculty
admission is $3.
Dr. Carl Seale conducts the
Valley Symphony Orchestra
in concert for "Suites from
Around the World" at 8 p.m .
Tuesday in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

1beartworkofElenaMacias

Mood music

will continue to be displayed in
the CAS Gallery through November.

Sergeants soothe; Maniacs unplug nicely

Senior recitals by Norma
MuiiozandJoleneWestbrook
will be held at 8 p.m. on Nov. 24

Bone" should be warned that while
the opening scene is one of the
chillingest in recent memory, the
film doesn't maintain edge-of-yourseat antics throughout. Instead, Coffee Sergeants
Kloves gives us four characters (the "Moonlight Towers"
principals and one fantastic perfor- DejadJsc
Here's an Austin band that sounds
as if the rumored relationship between Michael Stipe of REM and
Morrisey actually bore fruit.
Coffee Sergeants frontman Carey
Bowman's melodic, transcendent
voice carries coolly over the band's
pop-psychedelia riffs. "Moonlight
Towers," the band's first major release apart from local cassettes (induding the serene "Minaret"), is
mood music of a kind-a blend of
Eastern influence~ and a Byrds/
iegoers. That a-side, "Flesh and Bone" Buffalo Springfield folk-rock:
contains some of Ryan's best acting
Lyrically, Bowman is at his best at
in ages and Quaid's best acting "It's Not Me," "This Little Corner of
ever. Caan is just right as the ne'er- the World" and "The New Crustado-well, scenery-eating Pa, and cean,• a song which features the
Paltrow is a talent to watch.
most beautiful pop feedback riff
This is a film for those willing to since REM's "Country Feedback."
chance a character-driven, suspense- Musically, there's a Ravi Shankarful drama. - Alvaro Rodriguez
induced Zeppelin quality to the
intro to "Some Fair Day," the REM
glaze of "It All Comes Down to
You" and the marriage of feedback
and "Kashmir"-strings on "Blue
Moon at Dawn."

L L I

Coffee Sergeants are definitely a
band of influences, although the
spirit with which they to perform
seems to dissipate any sense of
cliche. Don't let's call them the
white Lenny Kravitz, but hear the
introspective, interpretive creativity
they bring to dreamy, smart pop. Alvaro Rodriguez
Ifyou can'tfind "Moonlight Towers" at your local record store, write
to Dejadisc, 53 7 Lindsey St., San
Marcos, TX, 78666.
10,000 Maniacs
"MlV Unplugged"

Elektra
Natalie Merchant's crowning
achievement to date has been "In
Our Tribe," a near-perfect album of
late '80s folk-pop that fit smartly
between the music of Suzanne Vega
and an emerging Tracy Chapman.
But above either artist, Merchant
brought a frantic, Mediterranean
beat to the medium, infecting the
music with a dance sensibility.
It seems only fitting that Merchant
and the rest of the Maniacs should
take that raw, cultural sound to

M1V's acoustic forum.
The result is the appropriately
titled "M1VUnplugged,"whichtakes
equal parts of "In My Tribe" and
their recent "Our Time in Eden" as
well as choice cuts from "Blind
Man's Zoo." As a live album, it's
largely satisfying with only a few
stylistic, interpretational missteps.
Getting it on with a terrific single,
"These Are Days," Merchant shows
she's in top form. "Eat for Two,•
however, seems awkward in its
slower tempo presentation.
Other highlights include "Candy
Everybody Wants,• "Hey Jack
Kerouac," "-What's the Matter Here?"
and "Trouble Me." An interesting
inclusion (and the album's first
single) is an amazingly straightforward rendition of the Bruce
Springsteen/Patti Smith collaboration "Because the Night." It's a startlingly good choice for the strangebut-effectively voiced Merchant.
Maniac fans will undoubtedly rejoice over this album's acoustic renditions of their favorites, but this
gem has enough power to draw in
new fans as well. -Alvaro Rodriguez

in the recital hall of the fine arts
complex.
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"Our Country's Good," the
second play of the ur season,
will run Monday through November 21. For more information, call 381-3581.

North 10th & La Vista • McAllen • 631-0666

Complete
A Course
This Week
95
For Just $4 •

ALWAYS 2
3Yistfloor
::.i:A1s+ PARTIES

T

FRIDAY FREE PARTY

ake a mental break for some comfort food. Enjoy
a spaghetti dinner with our classic tomato sauce
for just $4.95.
Or, savor one
of our 30 other
delicious Italian
dinner entrees
priced from
$5.95 to $8.95.
All meals include generous portions, a tossed salad, and
all the fresh Italian bread you can eat!

8:30 to
10:00
21+ NO COVER TILL 10:00
18+ NO COVER TILL 9:45
BEER, DRINKS, WINE, SCHNAPPS TILL 9:45

75¢

FALL FASHION SHOW ~~~~cl
WIN $250, $100 OR $50
GIit Certlllcate from The Go-Round

Ice Cube
Boys II Man

HOUSE
PARTY

Dr.~,;

Das-Efl(
Mary J. Blige

(l

With this coupon, buy any dinner entre & receive

One Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce Dinner FREE!

15 S(·saml· l>rin· West • I larlingen, TX 78550

In association with Adoption Affiliates

INTERNATIONAL TUESDAYS
LUIS MIGUEL • LOCO MIA • YURI • MANA • GARIBALDI • CALO
AZUCAR MORENO • CHRISTIAN • RICKY MARTIN • JUAN LUIS GUERRA
MAGNETO • ALEJANDRA GUZMAN • MALDITA VENCINIDAD • EMANUEL

25¢ DRINKS, 25¢ BEERS, 25¢ WINE TILL 10

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Reproductive
Services

NOV. 16TH•LOCO MIA DANCE SHOW

Providing choices in Reproductive Health care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
FOR INFORMATION CALL:

......... .

,

"Where eating is believing..."

North 10th & La Vista• McAllen• 631-0666

&pua 11/.ltm.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: ·1 -800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department ofHealth
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Student union team
reviews committee
suggestions
Arminda Munoz
Managing Editor
1be transition team reviewed subcommittee suggestions concerning
the student union in a meeting last
week.
"This (meeting was) to update
each other," Elvie Davis, assistant
dean, said.
The budget, programming and
space assignment subcommittees
presented progress reports to the
team, discussing various aspects of
the proposed student union.
The budget committee is responsible for programming, bond payments, operation and maintenance,
Davis said.
This committee will budget "every dollar that will be spent before
and after the (student union) building is built,• she said.
The space assignment committee headed by Tom Grabowski,
faculty member, presented a preliminary floor plan for a two level
60,000 sq. ft. student union building. Grabowski's plan estimated
the recreational and office space
that will be available in the proposed building.
"The ground floor (will be) the
public areas, (and on the second
floor) will be the quieter office.
area/!,• he said.
The programming committee proposed a $60,979 budget for the
student union activities board. The
programmingbudgetwouldindude
the following: speaker series,
bands, tournaments, events and
awareness issues. This committee
is also researching the difference
between UPB and student union
programming and the need for two

Bronc-O-lympics,
computerized game
to dazzle students
Alma Maldonado

A student union provides activites that
keeps the students
busywhilethey're_at
the student union.

Stt«f
Virtual reality is here, or at
least it will be tomorrow when
students experience the latest
in computer waves, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Science
Quad.
Virtual reality involves a 3-D
interactive experience with a
computer game, involving computer-generated animation and
interaction with computer
equipment and special head
gear.
The game will be available
to students for a $2 fee.
Also that afternoon at 2 p.m.,
organizations will vie for the
title of "Lord of the Jungle" in a
series of grueling, wacky
games, otherwise known as
the annual Bronc-0-lympics,
in the Science Squad.

Sandy Rodriguez
Team member
different budgets.
"UPB sponsors large scale events
like concerts and performing arts,•
Sandy Rodriguez, coordinator of
student activities and team member, said. "A student union provides activities that keeps the students busy while they're at the
student union.•
The student union becomes a
second home, she said.
While the student union provides an arena for students, faculty and staff to come together,
UPB encompasses the outside
community, Rodriguez said.
The Pan American/laura Kay Kertesz
"(Also) UPB looks to make a
Jayshrl Patel, a recent UTPA graduate and her sister, Mlnu
profit and the student union will
perfonn during Diwan Night, India"s Festival of Lights Celebramake money through the services
tlon last week. Both modeled the tradltlonal IndIan costume. The
it offers, like the pool tables,• she
celebration was hosted by the International Students Assoc lasaid.
tlon and co-sponsored by The Center for International Studies.
The transition team will meet ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
again at 2 p.m. Nov. 2 at UC 306.
The team also plans to meet
with President Miguel Nevarez and
James R. Langabeer, vice presiA guide to scholarships for the based, while others are based
dent for business affairs, when
academic year 1994-95 is now primarily on academic achievement.
more information has been gathavailable at the Financial Aid Office. Some require particular majors or
ered, Davis said.
The application deadline for most other specific criteria.
Davis, Grabowski, Nancy
Application forms are available in
scholarships is Jan. 14, 1994.
Fitzgerald, Michelle Martinez,
Scholarship amounts range from the Financial Aid Office, Student
James Lozano,Henry Oh and
Services room 186. For more
$250 to $7,500 per year.
Manuel Arredondo attended the
Some scholarships are need- information, call 381-2501.
meeting.

Monies now available to students

"The event is full of exciting
games, but we cannot give out too
much information,• said Humberto
Garza, publicity chair. "So far nine
student organizations have registered."
Some of those organizations pretasted competition in the Road Rally
last Saturday.
Winners were: Pre-Med/Bio-Med,
first place, $250; and Music Educators National Conference, $100, second place.
In other efforts, UPB is taking
donations of nonperishable food
items for its Thanksgiving food drive,
co-sponsored by the Rio Grande
Food Bank. Those wishing to donate can do so through Monday
"This is a good way to show that
we are interested in helping the
community, said Monica Arispe,
diversions committee chair.
Today UPB's D.J., Phantom, will
entertain students during activity
period in the UC Circle.

Campus police alter
traffic flow, close lanes
As UTPA continues to grow
and expand, students, staff and
faculty will have to accustom to
changes regarding campus traffie, said the university police
chief.
One of the changes is that no
left turns to Hwy. 107 will be
allowed from the Student Services main entrance. Students
trying to make left turns there
create bottle-neck traffic, which
is a safety hazard, University

Police Chief Howard A Miller said.
"We want to do things slowly,"
said Miller, according to how the
change at the Student Services building works and then something similar will be done at other problem
areas-University Center and the Fine
Arts entrances--to divert traffic to
4th Street and Sugar Road, he said.
Depending on negotiations between the state, city, and university

See Lanes p. 3

Campus to observe World AIDS Day
Arminda Munoz
Managing Editor
(See related stories on p. 11)
Two student organizations join
forces to promote awareness and
provide information as WorldAIDS
Day approaches next month.
The University Program Board in
conjunction with the Gay and
Lesbian Student Association will
host various activities Nov. 29
through Dec. 3.

GLSA kicks off AIDS awareness
week Monday, Nov. 29 with a
distribution of red ribbons.
Also, Planned Parenthood will
host a seminar from 3-4 p.m. at the
Health Science Auditorium.
During activity period Tuesday,
a rock-n-roll band will provide
musical entertainment while GLSA
distributes lollipop condoms._Also,
students will be able to write in their
names or a friend's names on
squares displayed on poster boards
throughout campus. The boards will

be used to create a "quilt.•
"Each piece of the quilt represents
an individual with HIV or who has
died ofAIDS,• Ruben Jimenez, GLSA
member, said.
GLSA will place bulletin boards
throughout campus where students
will place their sqaures, he said.
The 'quilt' will be displayed
Wednesday, the official WorldAIDS
Day.
The week culminates that day
when Planned Parenthood, Valley
AIDS Council and Student Health

Services pass out pamphlets, red
balloons and ribbons from lla.m.2 p.m.
Later,
another
Planned
Parenthood seminar will be held
from 5-6 p.m. at the Physical Plant
Conference Room.
During Thurday's activity period
the band "Tequila Mockingbird" will
play rock-n-roll tunes. A skit "AIDS:
It can't happen to me," about AIDS
victims, wrinen by Gil Guevara, will
be performed in the grassy area
next to the ballroom at that time.

International theme surrounds Christmas contests
The LRC will celebrate Christmas
with an international flair this year,
through a decorating contest for
campus organizations andindividuals.
"Christmas Around the World"
will give interested parties the opportunity to put their creative skills
to work and vie for cash and other

INDEX

prizes in two categories, Christmas
tree decorating and window painting.
Entries are due Nov. 22 in the LRC
administration office on the second
floor and is open to all campus
groups, students and faculty. The
number of entrants is limited to 15.
Prizes include: first place, $100;

and consolations, $75 gift certificate
from Crafts, Etc., $25 cash, and gift
certificates to Subway.
For the Christmas tree contest,
trees are available upon request
and must be decorated to represent
a country, according to a flyer for
the event. Entries must be completed by Dec. 1 and taken to the

LRC lobby for display.
For the window contest, nine
windows are available. The Center
for International Studies, International Association and the LRC will
provide paint and materials needed
for creating the Christmas scenes,

See Christmas p. 3

New facilities help challenged students
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Stt«f
Physically and mentally challenged students can take advantage
of a new facility that offers rehabilitative, vocational training and can
help them .find competitive employment in the job market.
Goodwill Industries is a national
non-profit organization that helps
mentally and physically challenged
people acquire skills to _obtain employment in the community. This
facility also provides vocational training and rehabilitation programs that

cater to the special needs of disabled individuals.
"One of the main purposes of
Goodwill is to find employment
integrated within the community
and find sheltered employment for
those who are in need of that type
of work,• said Fina Buentello, facility director in Pharr.
It also offers an opportunity for
people who want to volunteer their
services. Students who are majoring in business can help with the
store and gain valuable experience
in their major, Buentello said.
Students who are involved w ith
the rehabilitative program may also

gain experience and some practicum
hours, she said.
Goodwill provides work adjustment training, vocational evaluation, employment preparation, and
job development.
Some of the other services offer
personal training programs such as
personal adjustment training, case
management, supported employment, and data processing.
"There are many misconceptions
about people who have disabilities
and, basically, these people can be

See Goodw/11 p. 3
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The Holidays: A Test of Our Patience and Humor

I

t's that time of the year again
when family members gather to
share the festive holidays. Decked
in their Sunday best, everyone
gathers around the dinner table, prepared to savor every succulent bite of the
traditional holiday turkey.
Unfortunately, as the holidays grow
nearer and nearer, people's thoughts tend
to wander in different directions.
Some are thinking about the different
things they desire for Christmas, while
others contemplate how much they are
going to spend on everyone else, especially on that special someone, making
sure the cost is not too extravagant or too
conservative.
Evidently, there is something in the air
during the holidays making people go
insane throughout the malls, charging up

a storm on their credit cards, not being the
least worried about their credit limit.
When it comes to shopping for the holidays, the mall is definitely one scary place
to be. Shoppers become obsessed with blue
light specials, 50 percent off sales; and yes,
of course, even better, an additional 20 to
30 percent off of the half-priced items.
Those happy and energetic cashiers, or at
least acting as if they are happy, think to
themselves, "Will this terror ever end? Will
these people ever go away?"
Not only do people become obsessed
shopping for Christmas gifts, we cannot
forget about the ever popular food court.
No matter where you go throughout the
mall, some sort of edible product is in sight.
People are attracted to food bootbs like
magnets, thinking to themselves, "Is this
what I really want to eat or would I rather

Straight from the Country
Melissa Mata
have pizza, or Chinese food?" until they
are so overpowered by their hunger, they
eat the first thing within their reach.
owever, not everyone heads
toward the mall during the
holidays. Others prefer to stay
in their nice and cozy homes,
becoming the laziest bums on earth, or at
least until the traditional holiday football
game airs.
Those people, the majority being of the
male gender, tend to stay home without
the slightest worry in the world except for
maybe one thing: "Is there enough beer
and food to last me through the pregame

H

show, the actual game and the post game
show?" But, hey, boys will be boys, right?
Well, the family has been fed, the shopping has been done, the boys have been
stocked with their supplies, and now comes
the best excitement of all... dealing with
annoying family members.
A person can only take so much of
crying babies who drool all over you no
matter what. Your holidays aren't complete until those annoying little nephews,
nieces and cousins of yours, who at one
time you adored so much, sneak into your
room, go through your personal belongings making you want to kill them at least
20 different ways, but you can't, because
then you'll be the one who winds up
getting yelled at just because you wanted
those little brats out of your room.
Once you've dealt with that crazy family

of yours you know your holidays are
complete.

W

ell, the holidays are getting
closer, and just like every
other person, I too am beginning to wonder: How
much am I going to put myself into debt?
Will it all be worth it?
Each year we go through the trouble of
having to deal with a bunch of insane
people all wanting ~e same thing, and
happy cashiers who wish the season would
never come.
Looking for that perfect gift for that
special someone sometimes. make~ you
wonder, is it all really worth 1t? Having to
face all of those insane people each and
every year?
Yeah, it's worth it, or at least until I get
bills in the mail.

Editorial

I

ucate
World AIDS Day aims
to spread truth Dec. 1
ec. 1 is considered
world AIDS day by the
American Association
for World Health. Several awareness activities will be
taking place on campus starting
Nov. 29 through Dec. 1. (See related stories on p. 1 and p. 11)
The association recommends
that community proclama~tions be made to increase AIDS aware- ~
ness. Since The Pan. ~
American will~-., /

D

Whereas the American Association for World Health is encouraging
a better understanding of the challenge of HIV and AIDS nationally, as
it recognizes that the number of
people diagnosed with HN andAIDS
in the United States continues to
increase, with an estimated one to
1. 5 million Americans currently
~ HIV positive and over
U~ft 315,000 AIDS cases reQ ~ ported (as of June
'V 1993); and,
, '?, Whereas World

s

Af.

~f~e~ ~sili: ~~~ ~ t t{

'Jl'J !Te~ a~~ipb~=
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per has chosen to
\1fi
nity to focus on
make this its AIDS
~
~
HIV infection and
awareness issue • ~ ~.
~ • AIDS, caring for
and make its proc~\....
people with HN inlamation.
~ --::_..,..
fection and AIDS,
Whereas the glo- /
- o/ ,
~., ~ learning about AIDS;
balspreadofthelUV
D
~ v and,
infectionandAIDSne£ C E t-,1\
WhereasWorldAIDSDay
cessitates a worldwide ef1993, "Time to ACn'' will focus
fort to increased communication, on taking action and expressing the
education and preventive action urgent need for all communities and
to stop the transmission of HIV individuals to realize that is time to
and the spread of AIDS· and
face the challenge of HIV and AIDS;
WhereastheWorldHe~lthOrgaNow, therefore, ThePanAmerican
nization has designated Decem- does hereby declare December 1,
ber 1 of each year as World AIDS 1993 as World AIDS Day and urges
Day, a day to expand and all citizens to take par:: in activi~es
strengthen the worldwide effort to and observances designed to mstop AIDS; and,
crease awareness and understandWhereas the World Health Orga- ing of AIDS ~s a global ch~llenge? t?
nization now estimates that 14 take part in AIDS prevention acuv1million people are currently in- ties and programs, and to join the
fected with HIV and that over 2.5 global effort to prevent transmission
million of them have gone on to of HIV and the further spread of
develop AIDS; and
AIDS.
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The New Comics Revolution

.
A

revolution is ocairing in comics
that has many vendors finally
realizing that it takes more to
sell a comic to the average
college comic connoisseur than a good
storyline about caped idiots going around
beating each other up. We want grit, we
want wit, we want.. ...real life !?!
Few can relate to those golden heros of
the halcion days of yore. No, we need
heros that get in trouble when they do
something they're not supposed to. Creators like Peter Bagge, of "Hate,• and
Daniel Clowes, of "Eightball" (both published by Fantagraphics from Seattle),
seem to have the right idea.
In "Hate," Peter Bagge brings us the
exploits of Buddy Bradley, a college dropout and twenty-something slacker who
can barely hold down a job, much less his
lunch, after a night of partying with his best
friend (pest') Stinky.
In "Hate,• we are brought closer to the
truths of life in an entertaining and enjoyable way.
The authors are more than just cartoonists, they are scribes of our generation,
inscribing the life lessons in a media that is
of late becoming more of a respected form
of printed literature.
In "Understanding Comics," Scott
McCloud (Fantagraphics, again) traces the
roots of comics back to the heiroglyphics
of ancient Eygpt and the pictograms of the
early Aztecs.
So comics are more than a throw-away
media, they are a sequential art.
They tell a story in a play-by-play form
that communicates an idea in a way that is
more understandable than other methods.
Sequential art has so many possibilities
that have not been explored yet. It can be

Scraping up the
Roadkill
Cayetano "Cat" Garza Jr.
used to de-sensitize painful issues to make
readers really think about them.
The truth can be ugly but it must be
faced. People see comics as "just for kids.•
By using such ideologies as a basis, we can
make the information more accessable
without making it sound like the evening
news.
Maybe I'm getting too existential here,
but bear with me. Okay, sure, the X-Men
are fun, and I love a good slug-fest as
much as the next guy, but I'd love to see
a comic book that deals with abortion,
AIDS, the trouble in the Middle East, and
the fact that our world leaders are screwing us over.
"But...aren't comics supposed to be
escapist literature? A way to forget about
reality for a while?"
ure, but plenty of people have that
part covered. What we need now
is a few good artists that have a few
frustrations to vent in a way that
makes it entertaining and thought provoking for readers.
There are plenty of comics out there that
deal with real life already: "American Splendor" by Harvey Pekar, "Love and Rockets"
by the brothers Hernandez, and many
others (also Fantagraphics), but these talented renditions of stark reality are few
and far between.
A group of talented artists from Austin
have decided to get together and explore
the comics media further in a fresh way.
The artists of Adhesive Comics in Austin

.s

are all renegades from the pages of The
Daily Texan, UT's daily college paper, who
took a risk and rallied local support in an
effort to come up with a more "downhome" approach to comics production.
ith Funny Papers, the Austin comics monopoly, in
their corner, Adhesive has
managed to receive national
attention, as well as a Harvey Awards
nomination for Shannon Wheeler for his
"Too Much Coffee Man" strip.
;
Adhesive is currently running about sue
different titles with their distribution ~
panding nation-wide. However, we nee~
more of the young talent of today's undeiground comics taking these kinds of risks.
Next time you go into a comics store, ask
the guy behind the counter what kind of
local or alternative comics he/she carries. If
they look at you in a puzzled way, pester
them to order. Buy whatever mini-comics
you come across. They usually run about a
buck or so and you might find a few
suprises.
There are a lot of great artists out there
who just need the luck that the Austin guys
have had. The future of comics is in the
hands of these enlightened few....not in the
slick poly-bagged, foil-covered, enhanced,
mass produced comics that the Big Two
(Marvel and DC) run.
It's like buying an assembly line guitar or
a hand-made guitar. It's the difference
between a slick, plastic thing that was
produced on a dead-line which leaves little
room for innovation or imagination and a
~omic book that took the sweat, blood and
time of some poor thrift-shop-clothed college student who can barely afford rent,
~uch less printing costs. Don't settle for
JUStanything

W

Letters to the Editor
Advertisement
enrages student
I was disgusted after hearing the Weslaco
Chamber of Commerce's latest radio ad on
KVLY 107.9 FM. This ad, which is an

attempt to attract shoppers to Weslaco, has
four or five individuals speak of their
positive experiences doing business in
Weslaco.
In the middle of this ad, a female with a
very bad Mexican-American "accent" comes
on the air talking about her experience
Her "accent" comes on the air talkin~
about her experience. Her "accent" was

Ii.

obviously fake, and extremely insulting to
an Mexican-Americans with or without
accents.
It was extremely disrespectful on the part

See Letters p. 3
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i,Que Pasa?

SGA, UPB to bring Adopt-anAngel program on campus Dec. 4

November
• International Student Association, Center ofInternational Studies and the LRC have "Asia on
Exhibit" in the LRC until Nov. 30.
• Through Dec. 2, International
Student Association, Center of International Studies and the LRC are
sponsoring a Christmas tree decorating and window painting contest
called "Christmas Around the
World." Sign up at the LRC office
administration office on the second
floor.
Juventud Hispana will sell
brisket from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
UC Circle. The plate, which consists of brisket, rice, beans and
bread, costs $3.50.
• The American Marketing Association will sponsor a General
Foods USA Presentation during activity period in BA 110. Rene Farias,
senior accounts manager, will speak.
Refreshments will be provided.
• CatholicCampusMinistrywill
celebrate mass during activity period in the campus chapel. Rev. Pat
Doherty will officiate.
• ACTS will sell bag lunches
from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in CAS,
first floor.
• Young Democratics will educate students about the Democratic
party candidates during activity period in LA 101. Party candidates will
speak on "platform presentation."

18

• Students in Free Enterprise
will meet from 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
in BA 110.
• University Program Board will
meet from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
the Science Quad.
• CSO will elect officers at 4
p.m. in the UC Bronc Room.
• International students will
meet from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in the UC
Bronc Room. Santiago Villanueva
Jr., will speak on practical training.

19

UPB will sponsor BroncO-Lympics from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Science Quad. Campus organizations will battle each other over a
series of wacky games.
• Juventud Hispana (Spanish
Club) will meet at 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in the Science Circle. Complimentary chicharrones will be served in
honor of La Revolucion Mexicana.
• Alpha Kappa Psi (Fall 1993
Pledge Class) will have a bake sale
from 7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the BA
hallway.

21

Phi Kappa Theta will meet
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in UC 306/307.
• Tau Kappa Epsilon, Kappa
Beta Chapter, will meet from 7 to 9
p.m. in UC 306/3o6a.
• Delta Zeta Sorority will meet
from 7 to 10:30 p.m. in UC 307/

307a.

Melissa Mata

22

Juventud Hispana (Spanish
Club) will sell lunch bags, baked
goods and soft drinks from 7:45
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the LRC entrance,
the snack bar walkway, and the
CAS lobby.
Student Government Association will discuss student issues
during activity period in UC 307/
307a.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will meet during activity period in BA 111.
• Association for Computing
Machinery, student chapter, will
discuss club business during activity period in Math 101.
• Pre-Law Society will inform
students about law school during
activity period in LA 207.
• United Methodist Campus
Ministry will meet for Bible study,
led by David Moreno, during activity period in LA 110.
• Beavis and Butthead T-Shirt
Giveaway/Moronathon will be held
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in UC 319. It is
sponsored by the University Program Board.
• Catholic Campus Ministry
will hold a Hunger Banquet at
noon in the Catholic Center. Donations will be used to feed the
hungry.

S"«f

Correction: We Inadvertently left out
lntematlonal Students Anoe. •• the
aponSOl'II fol' Dlwell Night on laat WNka

of the Chamber to allow such an
idiotic ad to be aired. If this trash is
the Chamber's idea of comedy, the
people of the Valley should really
think twice before spending money
in Weslaco. I ask people of Weslaco,
and the Valley, to avoid doing business in Weslaco until the Chamber
publicly apologizes (through TV,
newspaper and radio) for their insulting stupidity.
I would also like to mention a
similar ad aired by Kent Biel Motors
of McAllen. Your "Fiesta Sale" ad
was just as insulting as the Weslaco

23

t.OuePau?.

,Due PasaP is _a weekly line is 4 p.m.. Tuesdays.
Due to the Thanksgiving
calendar of events available to campus organba- holidays, we will not have
tions. Submissions can be an issue Nov. 25.
Dec. 2, will be the final
brought to UC 322. Dead-

issue for the semester.
Organizations having activities during the winter
break may submit them
for the final Issue.

Advertise with
The Pan American

EtPATO

Come bj' UC 322 or
call381-2541.

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

The Adopt-an-Angel program,
sponsored by Student Government
Association, University Programming
Board and community businesses,
will host two parties Dec. 4, for the
children of the Nueva Vista Development Center.
"The program (adopt-an-angel)
was designed to provide the children of the Nueva Vista with a good
Christmas and make them feel
wanted,• Ismael Garza, SGA community committee chair, said.
"We're going out to community
businesses asking for donations to
help provide these kids with what
they need,• Garza added. "Burger
King and Dairy Queen have both
agreed to set up Christmas trees
inside their stores to help raise money
for the kids.•
Joe Brraza, behavioral program
director for Nueva Vista East, which
houses 28 boys, said the holidays
are not always good for these kids.
"The holidays are really bad times
for them (the kids) because many of
them don't get to go home and be
with their families, while some don't
have families,• Brraza said. "It's re-

Letters p.

ally heartwarming when you see
them get gifts. You get a great
feeling."
JP. Trevino, assistant administrator for Nueva Vista, West, which
houses 26 girls, agrees with Brraza
about the holidays.
"It's really thrilling to see them
receive gifts because it shows them
that people really do care about
them,• Trevino said. "It's also nice
to see the community become invalved as well.•
The program will include gifts for
the children, between the ages of 8
and 18, as well as a party so the kids
can enjoy themselves, Garza said.
The center, being the only one in
South Texas, offers children places
to stay, where they receive clinical
and psychiatric help regarding behavioralproblemsfromtrainedstaff
members, professional psychologists and therapists on the premises. The center also offers individual and group therapy.
"We're proud of all of our kids
becauseeveryoneofthemisgood,"
Brraza said. "Most of them just want
to have a sense of being wanted
and needed.•
Organizations who are interested
in participating in the program can
contact Ismael Garza at 381-2517.

?-----------------ad. Mr. "low overhead" appears to
be low of something IN his head.
Let us teach them a lesson about
respect.
An idea for your next ad: Get
someone with one of those ignorant hillbilly accents to promote
your products. I am sure the Weslaco
Chamber of Commerce can provide
one of their own. Eighteen newspapers throughout the Valley, San
Antonio, Laredo and Corpus Christi
received similar letters.
Daftlel Flores
Police atlmlnlstratton senior

VALLEY-WIDE

Reproductive
Services

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

....::::::::::··:··:··:::.:..::·
HWHITE FLOUR .
HPATOS
..
··---------J
TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

ONE BEEF PATO,

ONE CHALULPA

(l

Rice, Beans, a Sm. Hot Sauce

or Jalepeiio & 16 oz. coke.

ONLY s2.99!!!

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

·~t------------------------t
NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
,

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-<>241

MISSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585-4545

WESLACO ••••.••..••..••.••..•••••••••••••••.•..••. 969-1414
HARLINGEN ..••..••...•.•••.••...•..••.......•...... 428-6224

Novembe~
l

r>'

15 S<:samc.· l>rin· \\'c.·sl • I larlingc.·n. TX 78550

In association with.Adoption Affiliates

McALLEN iPecan) .•••..•..••..••..••.•....••..••..••.
McALLEN Bua. 83) ...................................
McALLEN N. 10th)...................................
EDINBURG •..••..••.•.•.•••.••...••.••..••..•.•.•••.
BROWNSVILLE ••..••..•.......•...•....•.......•....

Police Reports

2

A license plate validation
sticker was taken from a vehicle
parked in Lot E.

3

The passenger window of a
truck was broken in Lot G.

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs e Adoption Services

Goodw/11 p. 1 - - - - placed in a competitive job market,· Buentello said.
Donations from the community
provide the resources for Goodwill
Industries to continue to help people
with disabilities. These donations
go directly to the retail store and
provide employment for trainees
(under work adjustment training)
who may have never worked before. The store also provides trainees the chance to be acquainted
with the demands of employment.
Donations can be offered in cash
and gifts and by law can be taxdeductible.
"Half of our revenue is through
donations, and that is the financial
backbone of our organization,• said
Celena Rodrigu~z, ~rsonnel director in Corpus Christi.
•·
Bus·
s -bf' peop'fo >who want.
to give donations or volunteer their
services may call Goodwill Industries at (210) 702-4404 or fax questions to (210) 702-4406.
Goodwill Industries is located in
Pharr, 101 E. Expressway 83.

Lanes p. 1 - - - - - - A student at Troxel Hall re- a traffic light may be erected at the
ported that he is being harassed by crosswalk on 107. This area is a
unknown person(s).
"target zone," said Dale Asmussen,
physical plant director. "Something
A wallwasdamagedatTroxel needs to be done about it It is a
Hall by unknown person(s).
very dangerous crossing and safety
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
• A license plate validation is a concern. We should have a nice
sticker was taken from a vehicle safe crossing.•
(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
parked in Lot A, behind the Com"We are trying to make it a lot
Valley: -1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
puter Center.
safer
for pedestrians and vehicles to
Licensed by the Texas Department ofHealth
cross," he said.
Other changes on campus include the attempted barricade of
the CAS circle. The entrance to the
circle was blocked since there had
been some near misses between
pedestrians and vehcicles, but the
barricades have been moved. A
more permanent barricade has not
been put up since the area needs to
be assessible- to the handicapped.
The big one's only 12 hours away. You
The
circle is not an area for thru
could have paid more attention in
traffic, but for service vehicles. In
class, but tonight you've gotta
the future, a permanent type of
cram. First, you better keep
barricade such as chain, cable or
those eyes from dosing.
structure may be erected, he said
"This will take some getting used
Revive with Vivarin.
to
since students try to get as close
Safe as coffee, it
to
the door (of their class) as poshelps keep you
sible. They have to realize that in
awake and mentally
most universities one doesn't get
alert for hours.
within a block of a door,• Miller
So when your most
said
The main concern is pedestrian
difficult problem to
traffic
safety,he said.
solve is how to

4
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stay awake ... make it
a Vivarin night!
Typing Service: Research papers,
reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proofreading & editing. More than
lOyears experience. Call 585-2838.

Writing Services: Essays, research papers and resumes. Composition, mechanics, grammar. Call
380-1563 rush jobs.

Pump up the Jams with Dan the
Man. Sexy, exciting, fun, male
dancer. Call 630--9090.

Revive with VIVARIN~
UN only • dlrac:18d. Contains caffeine equtvalent to 2 cups of -

I..,

.

Q 1993 SmlthKllne Beeclwn.

Need help with research papers?
Es.5ays? Qualified tutor. B.S., M.A.
630-3492.
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Men's basketball

Broncs fired up for explosive season
together when I took over," Adams
said. "Most of the talented players
were taken. We signed our players
with an agreement that it was a one
year deal and after the season we
would reevaluate. This year we
tried to get as many experienced
players as possible.•
Lost to the team are last year's
starters Aaron Brickerson, Romeo
De La Garza and Eugene Larry. The
trio combined for 17.1 points per
game and 9.9 rebounds.
Of the newcomers Bobby Allen
and Jon Gaston are expected to
play a big role at the guard position.
Big man Chris Jones, expected to
be back after the Christmas break, is
very questionable due to medical
problems.
If Jones is unable to play there
will be a gap in the center position.
"We don't have a small team,•
Adams said. "We just don't have a
center. Our strength will be our
guards."
Adams went on to say that the
main weakness for the Broncs will
be in rebounding and lack of size.
"To offset that we will have to
pick up the tempo and press more
on defense,• Adams said.
To make up for the absence of a
big man 6-7 Brazilian Forward
Nelson Oliveira will be expected to
pull the slack.
"We've been real pleased with
Nelson," Adams said.
"He's a good defender. He'll be
our big man."

David Hunter
Sports Editor

For the basketball team, last year
was a season shadowed by NCM
violations of the previous
administration and hampered by a
2-20 record.
Scoring champion Greg Guy was
one of the only bright spots in a
dark and dismal year. This year
head coach Mark Adams and the
Broncs coaching staff have put
together an offensive firecracker
that could burn some teams in the

We're not going to
worry as much about
them (Monterrey Tech)
as much as we're going
to
worry
about
ourselves. This is a
good game since we
need some outside
competition. The team
is tired of playing each
·other.
Mark Adams
Men's basketball coach
conference and elsewhere.
The Broncs will have the first
chance to show their stuff in an
exhibition game against Monteuey
Tech this Saturday at 7 p .m. at the
Fieldhouse.
Adams said that plans to let the
Broncs loose and really play.
"We're not going to worry as
much about them (Monterrey Tech)
as much as we are about ourselves,•
Adams said. "This game is good
.,.. S:i,?-ce we need some outside
'c;om_petition. The tea.en is tired of
playing each other." ·
"
Adams said little was known about
the type of team that was going to
be sent from Monterrey.
"They could be a national team or
they could be an intramural type of
team,• Adams said. "We don't know
what to expect.•
Because of the increase in
offensive talent, Guy may not score
quite as much as last year, but the
overall performance of the team
should improve.

Also new to the team will be
guards Greg Black and Terrance
Rone and forwards Charles Williams,
Bryan Stoney and Reggie Scott.
Adams said that the coaching
staff has high expectations and that
they want their guys to reach their
full potential.
Adams said that in the conference
the University of New Orleans, last
year's champion and Western
Kentucky should be favorites for
the title.
The Pan American/ Laura Kay Kertesz
"The good news is that UNO and
Junlorguard Terrance Rone dunks the ball during Midnight Madness on OCt. 29 at the Fleld house. WKU finished in the top 20 of the
On Saturday at 7:30 p.m. the Broncs play their first exhibition game against Monterrey Tech.
college poll last year," Adams said.
"I think this will be a great year for
The only other returning team 1992-93 season and served as partAlong with Guy, the team will
the
conference to make headway in
have Chris Clay returning to the member from last season is Kyle time starter and defensive specialist,
the
NCAA."
many times battling opponents
starting roster. Clay was second in Voreis.
"Kyle plays with reckless bigger than he was.
scoring for the Broncs with 12. 7 per
The Broncs have lost three starters
game starting in 17 of 22 games. abandon," Adams said.
"He's been through one season but there is an ample amount of
Clay scored in double figures in the
newcomers to fill the gaps.
last eight games and led the team in and knows what to expect."
"We basically had to throw a team
Voreis was a utility man in the
field goal percentage with .470.

'Jtaiu~~

ALWAYS 2
3lfistRoor
~A1s+ PARTIES

The Nall Salon

Specializing In Nailbiters

Call In NOW for

David Hunter
Sports Editor

Sometimes in disappointment we
find what is necessary to push on to
the next level. The learning and
growing process is usually a tough
one. Last week at the District VI
Cross Country Championship the
Bronc and Lady Bronc runners
received a good lesson as the women
grabbed 10th and the men finished
13th.
Sun Belt All-Conference member
Elizabeth Ortega ran among the top
five runners in the first half of the
race, but finished 25th in 18minutes,
50 seconds.
Head Coach Reid Harter attributed
the problems on the course to the
teams' lack of hill training.
"I felt that I didn't do a very good
job mentally and physically to
prepare the team for the meet,"
Harter said. "Usually I take the team
up to Rio Grande City and have
them run hills. This year the
conference meet was over a flat
course so we concentrated more on

speed."
"This course had a hill in the
middle of each lap,• Harter said.
"When we got to the hill we just
broke down."
Arkansas took the team titles in
both divisions. The men breezed
away with the crown with 25 points;
the women annihilated the
competition with 24 points.
Other finishers for the Lady Broncs
were: Gracie Salinas, 65th in 19:47;
Amy Sanchez, 71st, 20:08; Jessica
Garcia, 73rd, 20:10; Valerie Morales,
90th, 21:31; Christine Diaz, 22:33;
and Llnda Moncivais, 96th, 22:54.
For the men the top finisher was
Willie Carriaga who came in 65 in
34:26. Other finishers for the Broncs
were: Joe Robles, 79th, 35:01; Eddie
Calderon, 93rd, 36:11; Michael
Hernandez, 97th, 36:44; Eric
Cisneros, 102nd, 37:53; and Peter
Trevino, 105th, 38:38.
"The important thing is that the
better teams respond to adversity,•
Hartersaid. "There's nothingwrong
with failure as long as you learn
from it I think we learned something
from this meet."

The University of Texas
Pan American

THINKING ABOUT A
TEACHING CAREER?

Holiday Appointments
OPEN: WF - 9 am-6 pm • TT - 9 am - 9 pm
Saturday - 9 am -3 pm • Closed Monday
Walk~ns Welcome
1~ discount on nns w/UTPA I.D.

women finish 10th,
men take 13th
at District VI meet

380 • 6588

Begin in Fall 1994 with
Full Salary & Benefits!

2002 W. Universi , Ste. 2 • Edinbur

The Alternative Certific3t_ion Program at UTPA offers college
graduates (and prospective grads) an opportunity to become
classroom teachers in Valley school districts ranging from Mercedes
to Rio Grand City. Qualified applicants will complete from 12 to 18
credit hours in Summer 1994. An internship during the regular
school year provides supervision and mentoring.

Order your

Party Trays for Holiday

____-.- -----------------,
office and home parties

.; . _

.. . .·

... ..

SANDWICHES

Customer's Choice - Choo;e from fr~h roast beef, ham or turkey on white
or wheat with American or Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise.
Includes chips and pickle. Roast Bee" ~.50
Ham or Turkey- $3.25
Submarines - A delicious combinatrc.m of roast beef, turkey, ham, cotto
salami, "special dressing", tomato, lettuce,onion,American and Swiss cheese.
Includes chips, pepperocini and pickle. $3.95

Barrister - Sauteed ham, turkey, cotto salami and roast beef on a kaiser
roll with melted Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion, mayonnaise and
mu5tard. lnclude5 chip5, pepperocini and pickle. $3.95
Chicken Sandwich - Boneless chicken breast sandwich with melted Swiss
Cheese, tomato, lettuce, onion. Includes chips and pickle. $4.00

1/2 Sandwich w/Soup - $3.25

SOQPS & SAlAIJS
CHEF - Fresh salad topped with roast beef, ham, turkey, and two chees~.
Choice of dre55ing, plue; crackers. $3.75
TOSSED - Fresh garden e;alad w/crackere;, $2.25
SOUP OF THE DAY - 5mall cup. $1.50 / large cup. $2.50
DRINKS - Coke. Diet Coke, Sprite or Iced Tea. 554
DESSERf - Cookie5. 604
Try our c:ldlckxr.l party tr•~ for 'jOUr next gathering! Ma.lo to your or<ler.

Dine In - Take Out or Deliver)' • Mon.-Frl. 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
For faster delivel',' service call in order early!

201 E. Cano

(210) JIIJ-1414

. FRIDAY FREE PARTY
21+ NO COVER TILL 10:00
18+ NO COVER TILL 9:45

75¢
BEER, DRINKS, WINE, SCHNAPPS TILL 9:45
NO COVER a DRINK SPECIALS NOT VAUD DURING DANCERS PERFORMANCE

Interns must meet strict entry standards:
1 ) a ~ac~laureate degree from an accredited college or
university,
2 ) a minimum GPA of 2.5 on a 4 .0 point scale
3 ) enough courses in key fields (usually 18 to' 24 hours) to
meet certification requirements,
4) College Algebra with a grade of
or better.

·c·

Certification areas include:
+ Elementary Bilingual
+ Elementary
+ English as o. Second Language
+ Special Education (2.75 minimum GPA required)
+ Secondary

DISCOVER TEACHING•
Pr~spective 1994-95 int~rns s~ould contact the ACP Office to
register for the FREE orientation workshop b . .
· h s
eginning at 5 :30
p.m . 1n t e chool of Education_ Room 119
on
.

Fnday, Nov. 19.

TO REGISTER or to receive more Info
please call or drop by for a visit: ,
ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
The School Education, Room 116
1201 y.est University Drive
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(210) 381-3486

?'
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Moneyfor
student
athletics
well used

Women's Basketball Preview

Lady Broncs seek

to shine in Sun Belt
Melissa Vasquez

I think the expectations

Asststant Sports Editor

1bis 1994 basketball season the
Lady Broncs main goal is to try to
finish in the top of the Sun Belt
conference.
"I think the expectations we have
as staff and as a team is that we want
to finish in a higher position in the
conference than we did last year,"
head women's basketball coach,
Tracie Garner said. "We want to
build on the foundation we
established last year."
Last year the ladies were 6-21
overall.
The team began practices on
October 31 and since have been
doing a lot of game preparation for
this coming season.
"We are trying to get the young
people acclimated to my system
and philosophy and get them
meshed with the people from last
year," she said.
Three seniors, one junior, one
sophomore and three freshmen
make up the team this year with
Dawn Beachler, a 5 ft. 11 in. senior
from Oklahoma, leading the team.
"She has had a lot of play
experience,• she said. "She is the
key holding us together this year.•
Other seniors are Betty Flores
and Araceli Rios. She says with
these seniors the team is experienced
and confident
"One person is not going to carry

we have as a staff and
as a team is that we
want to finish in a
higher position in the
conference than we did
last year. We want to
build on the foundation
we established last
year.
Tracie Garner
Women's basketball coach
the team,• she said. "We are going
to have to work together."
Coach Garner admits the team is
young, but that does not dampen
their performance.
"Overall we have a young team
and they are very hard workers and
they are all eager to learn,• she said.
"We won't use it (being young) as
an excuse."
1bis Saturday the Lady Broncs
will be holding an International
exhibition as they scrimmage with
Monterey Tech at 5 p.m.in the Field
House.

as

The girls first opener is Nov. 26
they travel to Tulsa, Oklahoma to
play Oral Roberts University. Their
first home game is on Dec. 8 as they
host Texas Southern University..

When the Cheering Stops
Carrie Sanguinetti
1n an argument last week I was
informed that some students don't
, agree with the amount of money
earmarked for athletics.
The required amount is exactly
half of the revenue generated each
semester by student service fees, an
amount which many trrPA students
feel is ridiculous.
The Pan American/ Meredth Markham
The money
the athletic
With the help of the 'Fab Five' (left to right); Gracie Sallnas, Jessica Garcia, Linda Moncivais, Valerie department receives from the
Morales and Arny Sanchez, helped the Lady Broncs to a third place finish at the Sun Beh Conference student body is only a portion of
Championships two weeks ago.
the money they actually need to

Freshman runners adjust to college life

Withfivefreshman,ajunior,and
a senior on any athletic team, many
would expect inexperience and
would think a year of rebuilding the
program would be necessary. But
not so with this years UTPA's
womens cross country team who
finished third in the Sun Belt
Conference.
Amy Sanchez, Valerie Morales,
Jessica Garcia, Linda Moncivais, and
Gracie Salinas, could be the
future'Fab Five' of UTPA, but right
now all them said the important
thing is learning to adjust to the
college atmosphere, as both an
athlete and student.
"At first, I was not sure I was

going to like being on the team, but
after getting to know everyone I felt
more comfortable," Garcia said.
"After we came together, we could
work together."
Garcia finished 12th at
conference, behind Salinas (11th),
and both were surprised at their
performances.
•1 was not expecting to do so
well," Salinas said. "But I now know
that I can run with girls in the Sun
Belt conference, and I am not scared
of them anymore.•
·
Sanchez, a graduate from
Robstown, said she is satisfied with
the third place finish at conference
and feels the experience will come
into play in the future.
"We are happy we finished as
one of the top three teams with
such a young team and in a hard
conference,• Sanchez said.

Morales, a native from El Paso,
enjoys being part of a young team
and now knows what it is going to
take to win at the college level.
"Next year I know how much
harderiamgoingtohavetowork,"
she said.
"In college, it is much more
reading and studying to prepare for
classes,• Moncivais said. "It is not
bad being a student-athlete, but
time management is important to
have.•
Learning to adjust to college, as
well as, learning to adjust to a much
harder level of running competition
hasbeenachallengefortheseyoung
five ladies.
so far they are off to a good start
and as croM country season has
ended, they look forward to new
and better things next semester
during track season.

Texas-Pan American ends its
women's golf schedule for the fall
semester by playing Arkansas-Little
Rock in dual matches here Thursday.
and Friday.
The first season ever for the Lady
Bronc golf program did not provide
any championships either individual
or team but for the young group of
swingers and putters the year was

one of growing and learning.
"They are all playing better,• said
Coach Cindi Padgett of the first ever
UTPA women's golf team, which
competed in two tournaments
earlier.
Gloria Arismendi of Corpus Christi
has led the Lady Broncs so far.
Arishmendi finished 30th at the
first tournament of the year for the

Lady Broncs, the Cardinal
Invitational in Beaumont.
Her teammates are Rebecca
Moreno, Pharr; Shari Munson,
Yoakum; Brittany Wills, Houston;
and Zelinda Yanez, Weslaco.
The Golf team is off until next
year when they will gear up again
with a year of experience under
their belt.

Christine Diaz
Sta.ff

Lad y 'S go If host L•1ttI8 Rock here tod ay, 1omorrrow

LA CASA
Authentic

,f

eff.CEL TACO
Mexican Food

;.sow__
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SPECIAL PRICES
for Students & Faculty

4to 10pm

North 10th & La Vista• McAllen• 631-0666

show U.T.P.A. ID.

Monday : 2 Tacos Bistek, Rice & Beans
Tuesday: 2 Tacos (chicken fajitas), Rice & Beans
Wednesday:2 Tacos de Fajitas, Rice & Beans
Thursday: 2 Tacos (pork), Rice & Beans
Friday:
2 Tacos Bistek with cheese, Rice & Beans

~

Complete
ACourse
This Week
For Just s49s.

$3.25
$3,25
$3,25
$3.25
$3.S0

321 W. University • Edinburg • 383-0521 • 383-7360
~

The Pan American/ Laura Kay l<er19sz

Senior guard Araceli Rios dribbles the ball during the Midnight
Madness game on Oct. 29 at the Bronc Field house. Last season
the Lady Broncs ended the season 6-21 overall. On Saturday at 5
p.m. the women play an exhibition game against Monterrey Tech.

Sam Saldivar
Insurance Agency

IM MONDAY ·

2108 South Hwy. 281 • Edinburg, Texas 78539
(210) 383-1242 • 383-4312 • Home 383-4328
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Home Offices: Blooning, Dllnol1

ITAU PAia

A

UISUHNC\,

"Liu a good ,uighbor, Stott Fann Is thtre."

EARN
EXTRA MONEY
And Help Save Lives - Be a Plasma Donor

$
OnFintDonation - NewDonor

It's
Safe
& Easy

Brin UTPA LD. & receive $2 bonus.

ALPHA
PLASMA CENTER
Sunday - Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
Call for information today!• Open 7 Days
102 S. 16th St. • McAllen , 682•4150

i::f::

Check out the games on our big screen and other
monitors, Enjoy FREE popcorn and $4.50 Pitchers all night.

ff
!I;!!

i:;:: '11l18DAY -

Vi}

Ladies enjoy the coldest, cheapest beer and wine ][!!?
coolers around. $1.00 Beer and $2.00 Wine Coolers.
••••·•

~
'(J[': ~DAY • FREE BOTANi\ • We fix it like nobody else

I::~:,,"~=~-•

No enuy r.. ro pl,y.

[} Double elimination. Winners take home large trophies.

l:;l[il~

mmAY · Wind up the week with our special draft prices. $4.50

tt

SATIJBDAY • BEAT THE BEAT·

I

:i~i

£)
}}:

i1ij: Pitchers until 8 p.m. Munch on aome of our FREE popcorn.

t:iillj:

::'.::=::

!if?

Enjoy a 12 oz, serving of
our cold, cold, cold draft beer for only 50¢ until 6 p.m.

]jI

IM

1!iiji SUNDAY • Watch all the games on our Big Screen TV and enjoy i:1:1::/
{C:: the coldest and cheapest beer around at only $1.25 until 6 p.m.
{]
::::;=:::;

jjtjJ!i'' ::::: ❖:❖:

•• • • ,..

:~;e~~- c~~~

-~~-~~~:c1·-'-· ..:

:::;::::::

,::::::::::,:::::i::;::iii

.,:.;Clean, Cold, Smokele~ Atmosphere
+·
/ Best Serl'iee Anywhere • Best Music Seleetlon Around \:i
1
i:!I!::
We Do It mgbt-We Guarantee It?
=; ;!i!'

-

:~tyg:!;~~:e~:r:e;~i:~
their fields and courts.
1bis fee, about $10 per semester
credit hour, supports intramural and
intercollegiate athletics, The Pan
American, Rio magazine, University
Program Board, Student Health
Services, student
accident
insurance,_ drama, dance ~oups,_
Student Government Association,
the University Center, student
orientation, and various other
student services.
These are services that everyone
on campus has the right to take
advantage of.
The argument was, however, over
the ~mount athletics receive, so
thinkaboutitthisway... thereare 13
athletic teams on our campus, each
with 10-30 members.
The athletes affected by the
income of service fees number
roughly about the same, if not more,
as all the rest of the organizations
put together. Not to mention the
money they bring into the program
on their own through ticket sales
and refreshments. (Which, by the
way, if you have been to a Bronc
athletic event, you may have
noticed that students do not have to
pay to get in.)
I don't see how half of our fees
is too much to ask for a department
which gives so much to our
university.

T

ake a mental break for some comfort food. Enjoy
a spaghetti dinner with our classic tomato sauce
for just $4.95.
Or, savor one
of our 30 other
delicious Italian
dinner entrees
priced from
$5.95 to $8.95.
All meals include generous portions, a tossed salad, and
all the fresh Italian bread you can eat!

~·····································
With this coupon, buy any dinner entre & receive
One Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce Dinner FREE!

"Where eating is believing..."

•.....................................
North 10th & La Vista• McAllen• 631-0666

Expi,u t1/Jl/'J3.

~

'Good' play
'Our Country' delves into
sharp, critical drama
Lydia Puente
Sta.ff

"Our Country's Good," the latest
production by the University Theatre, offers not only memorable
dialogue, but also showcases fine
performances from its top notch
cast.
A moving and poignant work,
"Our Country's Good," written by
Timberlake Wertenbaker, is set in
Australia and tells the tale ofEnglish
convicts and their jailers. One of
the jailers, Lt Clark, is bored with
Australian life and hits upon the
idea of presenting a play featuring
the convicts with the purpose of
giving them a little culture.
The governor of the colony, Captain Philip, supports the idea but he
has bigger dreams. He is an idealistic soul who hopes the play will
help humanize the convicts and
help bring the jailers and convicts
closer together.
They run into opposition from
Major Ross, portrayed by Morton
Seymore. Ross doesn't even think
Special to The Pan American/James Hawley of the convicts as humans and beBob Wakefield and Diane Salter read from "The Recruiting Officer," the play-within-a-play In the production of "Our Country's Good." lieves the play will only bring chaos

Disney's
'Musketeers'
hits the mark

While "Our Country's
Good" deals with serious issues, It often
handles them In a humorous way.
to the colony.
With the approval of the governor, Lt. Clark holds auditions for the
play and hopes for the best The
convicts themselves are not too
eager about being actors. Timid at
first, Mary Brenham, delicately
played by Diane Salter, reluctantly
takes the lead in the play. Mary's
best friend, Dabby Bryant, is hilariously played by Pam Caldwell.
Sandy Pollock sassily plays Liz
Morden, one of the most hated
convicts, who finds strength and
courage during the rehearsals for
the play. Another one of the convicts, Robert Sideway, played to the
hilt by Kirk Davidson, has enough
energy for everyone. Both show
terrific comic timing in a rehearsal

see Country, p. 7

Hot New Releases

Meredith Markham
Sta.ff

Disney has done it again. Taking
an old idea and adding new talent,
Dl.'1rf:ley has produced a new classic
~ fias it all: Romance, action,
adventure, drama, comedy, they're
all in there.
In this new version of Alexandre
Dumas' "The Three Musketeers,"
several big-name actors take the
film to the top. Kiefer Sutherland,
who portraysAthos, a count-turnedmusketeer, is the most dramatic of
the three. He helps connect the
story to Rebecca de Mornay's character, Milady Dewinter, who is a
murderess under the control of Tim
Curry's Cardinal Richelieu.
Curry exudes evil as the Cardinal.
Soiling the reputation of the Musketeers is only part of his dastardly
plan.
Charlie Sheen, playing Aramis,
works off Oliver Platt, portraying
Porthos, for comedic relief. Platt is
the true comedian of the three,
advising D'Artagnan, played by Chris
O'Donnell, on the fine arts ofwenching.
O'Donnell is cast as the main
character, a young man whose only
dream is to join the king's musketeers. Failing to join, O'Donnell
manages to get into duels with all
three in one day.
"The Three Musketeers" is superb
family entertainment in the Walt
Disney style. Realistic scenery and
sword play create the illusion of
France during the Renaissance. The
movie is definitely a Disney
collector's piece.

C****)

NOW ON SALE
cassettes

compact
discs

DARYLHAll
Soul Alone EPIC
featuring: Stop Loving Me, Stop Loving YINI

KIRSTY MACCOLL

Come On Feel AllANTIC

Just Another Band From Easl L.A.

featuring: Great Comedy From Kinison

featuring: Into Your Arms

featuring: La Bamba

featuring: Cm't Stop

PAUL RODGERS
The Hendrix Sef \llCTORY
featuring: Purple Haze

SPIN DOCTORS

URGE OVERKILL

ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER

VARIOUS

VARIOUS

Saturation GEFFEN

Eolian Minstrel SBK

The Best Of SilverWave Vol. 2SILVER WAVE

Hitsville USA Vol. 2 (Boxed Set) MOTOWN

featuring: Sister Havana

featuring: Eolian Minstrel

featuring: Various Silver Wove Artists

featuring: "Easy" by the Commodores

SAMKINISON

LEMON HEADS

Live From Hell PRIORITY

Pocket Full Of Kryptonite

EPIC

featuring: Jimmy Olson's Blues

DICIITAL

CLASSICAL

117A S. 13th St.
Edinburg

383-2491
8:30 a.m.• 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m. • 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

9

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

BODEANS
Go Slow Down llAIH
featuring: Feed The Fire

,~SER[GHTI
Mary O(ivares
owner/Operator

$

GREAT CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

AT A BUDGET PRICE

LOS LOBOS

SIASH

ritanic Days IRS

~~9

ABBA Gold POLYDOR .................................... ......................featuring "Take A Chance On Me" .................................~:9
AFGHAN WHIGS Gentlemen ELEKTRA ............. ......................featuring "Debonair" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••7.99 ::: 12:99

BIG HEAD TODD AND THE MONSTERS Sister Sweetly GIANT ...featuring "Bitter Sweet" ..............................................7.99 ••• 12.99
CRY OF LOVE Brother COLUMBIA ..........................................featuring "Bad Thing" ...............................................7.99 ••• 12 99
FUNKADELIC One Nation Under A Groove PRIORITY •••••••••••••••••••.featuring "One Nation Under A Groove" ........................7.99 ••• l 99
DAVE KOZ Lucky Man CAPITOL ............................................featuring "You Make Me Smile" ................................... 7.99 •• 12.99
RAY LYNCH Nothing Above My Shoulders But The Evening WINDHAM HILL••••••.featuring "Over Easy" ............................................... 7.99 •12•99
MINT CONDITION From The Mint Factory PERSPECTIVE ................featuring "Nobody Does It Better" ................................ 7.99 ... l l •99
POOR RIGHTEOUS TEACHERS Black Business PROFILE .............featuring "Nobody Move" ............................................7.99 ··· 12•99
DIANA ROSS Forever (Boxed Set) MOTOWN •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••.featuring "Where Did Our love Go" ............................3S.99 •••48•
99
SMASHING PUMPKINS Siamese Dream VIRGIN ......................featuring "Cherub Rock"...............................................7.99 •·• 12•
SOUL ASYLUM Grave Dancers Union COLUMBIA • •••••••••••••••••••••.featuring "Without A Trace".....................
7 99 ·•• 1 •99
2 99
• ""Oh Caro1·ina" ,:·•·······························•············7.
•••••••••••••••••••• •99 ••• 12.
SOU NDTRACK St·,ver VIRGIN •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••f eatur!ng
99
MATTHEW SWEET Altered Beast zoo ENTERTAINMENT••••••••••••••••••••featunng Time Capsule .................................
7 99 ••• •
VIDEO CASSEffE
............. · ··· 12· 9 9
ABBA GoldPOLYGRAMVIDEO ...................................................featuring "Take A Chance On Me"......
V HS
•••••••••••••••••••·•••·••••••••••••• 16.95

£

MOM'S PARTY HOUSE
BALLOONS
Gifts • Decorations
Pinatas • Party Favors

2017 S. 10th St. across from la Plaza Mall,
next to Colbert's 682-6373

Gift
Certificates '
Available

WI WILL a

OPEN
lHANKSGMNG

NOON•9P.M.

810 S. Closner • Edinburg

380-4373

j_

Sale Prices Effective November 17 · 30, 1993. Quantities Limited. BBM7790. Music Videos Not Available At All Locations.
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Country, from 6
scene between the convicts.
Carter Robinson plays the former
jailer Harry Brewer who struggles
with his guilt over his dead prisoners. His lover, Duckling Smith, is
playe d by Maricela Perez who, despite her manipulative ways, still
has a heart During the rehearsals
for the play, the convicts develop a
sense of esteem that they did not
have before. Lt. Clark in tum realizes that his prisoners aren't the
savages that he thought.
Directed by Dr. Marian Manta,
the play examines how humans
treat each other and how that affects our attitude about ourselves.
While "Our Country's Good" does
deal with serious issues, it often
handles them in a humorous way.
However, it is disturbing to watch
at times, especially during a scene
where Major Ross humiliates the
convicts.
The majority of the cast has to
portray two characters in the play
and most do well shifting from one
role to the next Seymore overkills
on his role of Major Ross, yet plays
the reluctant hangman Ketch Freeman with subtlety.
Other than the usual opening
night bugs, the play is well done
despite the spoken word introductions to each scene which distract
the audience.
"Our Country's Good" is will run
November 18-20 at 8 p.m. and on
November 21 at 2 p .m. at the University Theatre. Tickets are $8 and
can be purchased in the University
Box Office.

DePalma's 'Way?'
Director borrows heavily but chooses well

Co.\viY'\ ...
1, j l.l S-r

dor.\-Know

Alvaro Rodriguez

w\-\o.t to
do ...

Arts and Efftertalnmefft Editor

Okay, so Brian de Palma still has it. "It" is the ability to build
tension, and yes, even though he borrows heavily from Alfred
Hitchcock, he knows what works. At least he knows whom to
borrow from. That's part of what makes "Carlita's Way" work.
Al Pacino stars as Carlita, a recently-acquitted criminal (after
spending five years in various correctional facilities) determined
to go straight and stay off the 1975 streets of New York. Dave
Kleinfeld is his rat-like attorney (Sean Penn in a wonderfully
played role and not to mention the freakiest hair since he played
Spiccoli in "Fast Times at Ridgemont High") who is Carlita's
confidant, friend and occasional dependant.
Once a drugrunner of repute, Carlita returns to a world he doesn't
recognize and finds it hard to shake the past that follows him. The story
in itself is simple, the straight-going ex-con who feels the pull of the old
life, and in some ways mirrors Matt Dillon's character Bob in "Drugstore
Cowboy" (de Palma even uses some of the same shots and conventions
in telling Carlita's story that Gus Van Sant used in telling Bob's).
But the audiences collected to see "Carlita's Way" aren't so much
interested in the complexities of a plot, they want some suspense, and De
Palma delivers. There are at least two edge-of-your-seat scenes in the film
in which De Palma builds up some unbelievable suspense and climaxes
with a tremendous payoff.
Where De Palma fails is in the development of the female lead, Gale
(played by Penelope Ann Miller). Gale is as unconvincing, undeveloped
and uninteresting as a character can be. The trouble is, Miller pours her
guts out in the role, but the part is unworthy of her attentions.
It is the character of Gale that keeps "Carlita's Way" from being stellar
entertainment, which offers support for the theory that men in Hollywood
can't write good parts for women in the movies. Even the minor and
secondary characters are better drawn, including Viggo Mortensen as a
wheelchair-bound stoolpigeon and John Leguizamo as a hotshot, up-andcoming dealer.
The finale of "Carlita's Way" is, again, borrowed but effective (how
many John Woo movies did De Palma see?) and is as well-executed as the
baby carriage scene in "The Untouchables.•
"Carlito's Way" will make a splash, but it's not flawless.

(***)

Making an artistic statement
Local artist Elena Macias displays her wares in CAS exhibit
Lydia Puente

I don't put titles on my work ·

Staff

because I want the audience to
interpret the pieces ... without
any influence.

With the snip of scissors, it was done. Surrounded by
her family and friends, local artist Elena Macias opened
her art exhibit in the CAS Gallery.
In an opening ceremony, two of Macias' friends,
including a Mexican consulate, spoke about the importance of art, then cut a ribbon leading into the
gallery to allow visitors in.
Macias said this type of ceremony is usually done in
Mexico galleries during the opening of an exhibit.
"It makes the opening a little bit more formal and I
wanted to bring some of that to my opening,• she said.
Macias, a 1989 graduate of UTPA, currently works
at the McAllen International Museum.
She has presented a collection of mixed medias, oils
and monoprints for this exhibit, and said there isn't a
specific theme to her show, other than her artist's
statement.

Elena Macias
artist
In her work she confronts the obstacles that obscure
hope and freedom, she said. She leaves her pieces
untitled for a purpose.
"I don't put titles on my work because I want the
audience to interpret the pieces .. . without any influence,• she said.
Originally from Reynosa, Macias said she came to
the Valley because of her husband, who is a Valley
native.
She wanted to learn new techniques for her art and
began taking courses at UTPA, she said.
"There is a great atmosphere at
the art department,• she said. •1 had
great support from my professors."
In an interview last spring, Macias
said she doesn't think of herself as
a Chicano or female artist.
"It's much more of a spiritual
thing, creating art,• she said.
Concerning the local art scene,
Macias said she feels artists don't
receive enough exposure.
"It is unfortunate, the struggle the
artists go through to get their work
shown,• she said.
Macias hopes to change that wit.a ,
a new council that she has helped
arrange, Centro Cultural Mexica.
Along with artists from Mexico,
the council hopes to promote modern Hispanic-influenced arts.
"We plan to expose not only fine
art, but poetry and drama as well,•
she said.
As for as her own career, Macias
said she would like to continue
painting but also do more sculpture
pieces.
She said she would also like to
come back to the university scene
and continue taking classes.
"It's wonderful, being around the
other artists in such a great setting,"
she said.
Macias' show will be on display
until Nov. 26 .

Hot New Releases
NOW ON SALE

$

99
cassettes

compact
discs

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

ABBA

99
AFGHAN WHIGS
Gentlemen ELEKTRA

f,o/d POI.YOOP.

featuring: Take A Chance On Me

BIG HEAD TODD AND nu MONSTERS

Sister Sweetly GIANT

featuring: Bitter Sweet

feoturing: Debonair

CRY OF LOVE
BrothercowMBIA

featuring: Bad Tliing

One Nation Under AGroove

RAY LYNCH
~Nx,ve My 9n& But Too Everi'q 'MNDHAM Hill
feoturing: O'fer Easy

DAVE KOZ

FUNKADELIC

PRIORllY

featuring: One Nation Ullder A Groove

Lucky Man CAPITOL

featuring: You Make Me Smile

.:••••••••••••••••••
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POOR RIGHTEOUS TEACHERS

Black Business

PiOFILE

featuring: Nohody Move

DIANA ROSS

SMASHING PUMPKINS

SOUL ASYLUM

Forever (Boxed Set} MOTOWN

Siamese Dream

Grave Dancers Union COWMBIA

featuring: Where Did Our Love Go

feoturing: Cherub Rock

VIRGIN

•

SLIVER

Soundtrack

■

VIRGIN

■
■

feoturing: Oh Carolina

featuring: Without A Trace

■

MATTHEW SWEET
Alteml Beaitzoo oomAIIMNI
featuring: Time Capsule

CD
BOD EANS Go Slow Down SLASH ...........................................featuring "Feed The Fire" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1.99 •••12.99
DARYL HALL Soul Alone EPIC .............................................featuring "Stop Loving Me, Stop Loving You" •••••••••••••••• 7.99 ••• 12.99
SAM KINI SON Live from Hell PRIORITY ..................................featuring Great Comedy from Sam Kinison •••••••••••••••••••• 7.99 •.• 11.99
LEMONHEADS Come On Feel ATLANTIC •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••featuring "Into Your Arms" ..........................................1.99 ••• 12.99
LOS LOBOS Just Another Band From East L.A. SLASH ••••••••••••••••••featuring "La Bamba" ............................................. 14.99 ••• 19.99
KIRSTY MACCOLL Titanic Days IRS .....................................featuring "Can't Stop" ...............................................7.99 ••• 11.99
MINT CONDITION From The Mint Fadory PERSPECTIVE ................featuring "Nobody Does It Better" .•••.•••••••••.•.••.••.•.•..••.• 7.99 •.. 11.99
PAUL RODGERS The Hendrix Setv1CTORY ..............................featuring "Purple Haze" ...............................................5.99 •••••8.99
SPIN DOCTORS Pocket Full Of Kryptonite EPIC • ......................featuring "Jimmy Olson's Blues" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 7.99 ••• 13.99
URGE OVERKILL Saturation GEFFEN ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••featuring "Sister Havana" ............................................7.99 ••• 11.99
ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER Eolian Minstrelm .....................featuring "Eolian Minstrel" ........................................... 7.99 ••• 13.99
VARIOUS The Best Of Silver Wave Volume 2 SILVER WAVE .............featuring Various Silver Wave Artists •••.••.••••••••••••••••••••6.99 ••• 11.99
VARIOUS Hitsville USA Vol. 2 Boxed Set - Various Artists MOTOWN ••featuring "Easy" by the Commodores ..........................29.99 •••44. 99
LASERLIGHT CLASSICAL CD SERIES ................................featuring Great Classical Recordings (CD Only) ................ .3 for 10.00
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2o17 s. 10th St. across from lo Plaza Mall,
next to Colbert's 682-6373

Gift
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Available

Sale Prices Effective November 17 • 30, 1993. Quantities Umited. BBM7790. Music Videos Not Available At All Locations.
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Los Lobos compile collection; PJ Harvey ships 'Demos'
LhPbair
"Exile in Guyville"
Matador
Liz Phair's excellent "Exile in
Guyville" isn't exactly what you'd
call a new album, but it's definitely
a discovery. I'm not sure how long
it's been on the racks, probably a
few months, but it certainly qualifies as one of the most original,
evocative alternative rock albums
of the year.
Phair might be described as a
female Lou Reed with a slightly
deadpan monotone delivery, but
that would leave too much unsaid
about her. Phair writes songs from
the heart as well as the gut, and her
18-song double album showcases
both a rocking side and a moody,
ballad side.
The album opens with a pair of
quickie rockers before diving deep
into one of the saddest, shortest
moments on record with "Glory," a
perfect minute-and-a-half of acoustic euphoria.
Perhaps Phair is at her best when
she's at her rawest (a side of her that
she shows off a bit on the album)
and these songs will likely catch the
casual listener unaware. But above
a sublime power to shock the listener, smiling all the time, Phair
makes some striking observations
about relationships and their shortcomings so that it's almost as if
Woody Allen had stuck a knife in
his heart and turned to songwriting.
• Beyond the terrific lyrics is hearty
rock which proves an unbeatable

may be an indication of the band's
new adventure.
Through all these musical wanderings, though, Los Lobos never
forgets to infuse its music with
emotion. They never, never forget
the voices of people, nor the themes
that are important to them, such as
love, death, violence, religion, peace
and loneliness.
Los Lobos never forgets that music evolved from poetry. And that is
what this collection is, poetry. Trinidad Gonzales

•••
captured exqulshely on "Just Another Band From East L.A.: A
COllectlon," Los Lobos prove what poetic musicians they are.
combination. The amazing thing
about "Exile in Guyville" is that out
of 18 songs, there's so very little
filler. Be assured that with her next
album, Phair will be a name on
every tongue. - Alvaro Rodriguez

•••
Los Lobos

"Just Another Band From East
L.A.: A Collection"

Slash
For those of you who know Los
Lobos music and those who don't,
"Just Another Band From East L.A.:

A Collection" allows listeners to
journey down the various musical
trails the band has pursued.
Trails that begin with traditional
Mexican music, such as "Volver,
Volver," then meander to rhythm
and blues like "Shakin' Shakin'
Shakes," then take a side path to
soul with a rendition of Marvin
Gaye's "What Goin' On," and then
on to a mambo with "Bella Maria De
Mi Alma" from the sound track "The
Mambo Kings."
Also there such originals as "Kiko
and The Lavender Moon" and the
new release "New Zandu" which

Adam Sandler
"They're All GonnaLaughatYou"
Warner Bros.
The thing about comedy albums
is that for the most part they have no
staying power. You've heard the
joke four or five times and it ceases
to be funny. Saturday Night Live's
Adam Sandler ("Operaman") gets a
little help from his SNL friends and
others on his comedy album which,
like most comedy albums, lasts for
a brief shining moment until the
jokes become old hat.
On the record, Sandler can be a
lot more, shall we say, graphic than
the network would normally allow.
While there are some shining bits of
comedy gleaned from high school
days ("The Cheerleader" and "Right
Field"), there's a lot of blue, scatological humor that's aimed directly
at the teenager for whom this record
carries an explicit lyrics sticker.

even rawer? Release the demo tapes
as a separate, special value.
"4-Track Demos" is just that, 14
songs in total at a special value
price (about $10 on CD) including
eight demos of "Rid of Me" songs
and 6 unreleased tracks (including
the blistering "Reeling" which contains the line: "I wanna bathe in
milk/Eat grapes/Robert de Niro/Sit
on my face"). ·
There's a basic sense to Harvey's
musical style, even on the "real"
album, that, whenpareddowneven
further, fits her like Saran Wrap. On
the demo record, it's basically just
PJ and her guitar (with occasional
extra vocals).
It's pretty neat that the demo
record seems so spontaneous and
doesn't feel repetitive, as if we're
treading familiar ground. Harvey
keeps it fresh.
The few missteps on the record
include the unlistenable demo of
"50 Ft Queenie" which comes together so much better on "Rid of
Me." But for the most part, this is
bleak rock that snaps back. AlternaPJHarvey
tive or primitive rock fans should
"4-Track Demos"
seek it out as well as the superb
Island
After "Dry," an underground hit, "Dry" and "Rid of Me." - Alvaro
and "Rid of Me," the album that Rodriguez
pushed PJ Harvey into the public
eye enough so that people knew
the name. "Rid of Me" was both
praised and damned for its erratic
volume changes (orchestrated by
the album's producer Steve Albini)
and its.rawness. How do you make
one of the year's most raw albums

With a character called The Buffoon, a cross between Cheech Marin
and Al Pacino in "Scarface," Sandler
unleashes a torrent of foul observations, all of which are too blue to
repeat here. But he does come up
with some funny situations for the
Buffoon, meeting the dean of admissions at a prestigious university
and going on a date with the high
school valedictorian.
The album also features four
songs, including the silly "Thanksgiving Song" that's good for a laugh,
the Bon Jovi jab "At a Medium
Pace," the rock parody worthy of
Weird Al "Food Innuendo Guy,"
and the hilarious "Lunch Lady Land."
If that sounds like a positive review, it is, although prospective
buyers must be warned that the
album is what used to be called
nasty. But nasty can be preuy funny.
Listen to it with your neighbor's
kids. - Alvaro Rodriguez

•••

to advertise,
call 381-2541
Af{en !{Cora{

by r.Betty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

MASSAGE•••
••• ~ flee 6odg
•... ,~lbw.
... flevilolizN lb apmt.

••• Clfl4 ~ lb ~Marlana Resendez
ReglsteNd Manage therapist

383-7122
Caprice
818 S. Closner • Edinburg

LENNY KRAVITZ
ARE YOU GONNA GO MYWAY?
feom,g 'k There Alrf lDve In Yox Heart?'
VIRGIN

JHE NIGHTMAREBEFORECHRISTMAS
SOUNDl'IIA(I( leohring "Miat's Th~r
WAIT DISNEY RECORDS

OUR
SECRET
NeAUEN'SUPSCALERESALE PlACEI

COMPACT DISCS

CASSEffES

FALL
FASHIONS
FOR
~
CHILDREN &LADIES
DRS

GANGS1A U AN leoturing •Gangs1a

lea.

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

THE COURTYARD
5401 N. 10th #115
McAllen • 686-5437

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

n

Monday-Thursday 10 Lm.-7 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 10 Lm.-5 p.m.

(APITOl

~

The Creative Crcifters

;,;~::;..-:;;~,;,(•

4-~~:·r~

~;.-x>, ;.',,'>.~

:.i:~·~,j.)'~c«'-'

A •Mini Craft Mall' and
·soutlque· featuring handmade
Items. wearable art, homemade
candy and much more.

t..i.y,~J'(.l.'.-f
1':t"'-Y''-><•'$

~;~:.QYv:

:~/:..;;~.~~~~~t~~~

~ Affordable, unique
~ Christmas gifts.
TRIBUTl 10 JIMI HENDRIX
STO~ltu~i~~;!e free" performed by £lie Oopton
a

FEM 2 FEM

INTRO

INTRO lea1urill!I 'Come llllide'

WOMAN TO WOMAN featuring ' Obsession"

ATlAHTIC

CRITIQUE

RE HISE

'OHN TESH

A ROMANTIC CHRISTMAs
Grs

Booths available
& Consignments welcome.

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

1005 W. Vine
(W. of Kllnks on N. 10th)
McAllen • 682-4431

kinko•s

the copy center
SADE

.

LOVE DELUXE leoturiAg 'Cherish The Day
[Pl (

ALADDIN

SOUNDTRACK feo1urir1,1 "Friend Like Me"
WAIT DISNEY RECORDS

GEORGE CLINTON

HEY MAN.- SMELL MY FINGER
feoturing ·rain! The Whtte House Black"
PAISLEY PARK

MICHAEL CRAWF

ZAPP & ROGER
All THE GREATEST ffffl fea1Uring 'Slow & Easy"

Af:uc"-:'
h MUSIC IN TIIE~~T
unng ii YOtJr Hand Upon My Heort"

REPRISE

ATLANTIC

• 2017 S. 10th St. across from lo Plaza Moll,
next to Colbert's 682-6373

WE WILL BE

OPEN

Gift
Certificates
Available

THANKSGIVING
NOON· 9 P.M.
Sole prices good November 17th through 30th. Music videos not available at all locations. Quantities limited. BBM7789
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Scientifically minded?
Engineering internships, fellowships available for summer

DATE

EVENT

TIME

PLACE

11/1S-l4

Food Drive
Look for the blue bin5 located at
several buildings across campu5.
All donations will be given to
the Rio Grande Food Bank .

All Day

Campu5·Wlde

11/19

Virtuality
Come experience a stereoocoplc.
3-D, 360 walk-through visit

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Science Building

2 -4 p.m.

Science Quad

to Cyberspace - charge -$2.00.
11/19

Bronc Olympics & Live Band
Come see student organlzatlon5
participate In wacky game5! Who
will dethrone the 1992 Bronc
Olympic Champs - Tau Kappa Ep5ilon?

12/10

Pool, Ping Pong & Dart Toumament
Entry forms available starting
12/1 at UC 205

12 noon - 6 p.m.

UC Recreational Room

11/29

• A person with AIDS will give a
testimony on the dl5ea5e and what
it Is like to live with AIDS.

11:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m. UC Ballroom

11/30

•"AIDS In the Workplace"
Planned Parenthood presents
information aimed at healthcare
prof~slonals & faculty on the
hazards of AIDS In the workplace.

3-4 p.m.

Health Sciences
Building Auditorium

• "Sexually Transmitted Dlseaoos"
Planned Parenthood will present a
graphic slide pr~tatlon on STD's
& their effect on those infected.

12 noon - 1 p.m.

UC Ballroom

I
I

I

•

1
I

'

.. •.

I

12/1

..
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.,.'•.
;

1,

•,
•:•
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'

1,

~t,

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
•"AIDS Fair"
Various organizations will be brought
together to distribute information
on AIDS. They include: The Valley AIDS

12/2

• "Students Against AIDS"
The UPB will sponsor a short skit on

tory, Savannah River Technology
Center, and Savannah River Archaeological Research Program,
Aiken, S.C.; and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Duke University, Durham, N.C.
Certain travel expenses are reimbursed, and stipends of $250 per
week for seniors, $225 per week
for juniors, and $200 per week for
sophomores will be paid to participants, according to the release.
The application deadline is Jan.
18. For application materials or additional information, please contact
PatPressleyat(615) 576-1083 or the
Student Research Participation Program, Science/Engineering Education Division, Oak Ridge Institute
for Science and Education, P.O.
Box 117, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 378310117.
ORISE carries out national and
international programs in science
and engineering education, training and management systems, energy and environment systems, and
medical sciences.

Students interested in pursuing a career in the field
of nuclear power regulation and continuing their
education can look to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for a helpful hand
Administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science
and Education, the NRC Fellowship Program provides
funds for students interested in pursuing master's
degrees in areas such as health physics, nuclear
engineering, and specialty engineering disciplines,
with emphasis in instrumentation and control systems,
materials science, materials engineering, metallurgy,
and artificial intelligence and expert systems for use in
human factors.
Fellows must work at the NRC for a minimum of nine
months prior to commencing graduate school, according to an ORISE newsrelease.
During this period fellows will be hired at a GG-7
level and receive an annual salary ranging from
$33,000 to $35,000 plus full government benefits.
Fellows must also agree to work for the NRC for four
years following satisfactory completion of a two year
master's program, the release states.
At the beginning of this service obligation, fellows
will be generally classified as a GG-9 and receive a
starting salary within the range of $38,000 to $40,000,
according to the release.

The NRC Fellowship program provides full payment
of tuition, fees and books, as well as monthly stipends
of $1,800 and a $5,000 year cost of education allowance paid to the academic program in which the
fellow is enrolled, the release states.
Eligible students must be U.S. citizens, have received
a bachelor's degree by June 1994, and have completed
the Graduate Records Examination. At the time of
application, applicants may not have completed more
than one year ofgraduate education in a discipline that
the NRC Fellowship Program supports.
Selection is based on academic performance, academic and professional references, a statement of
career goals, and as appropriate, interviews with the
applicants.
Fellowship applications are being taken through
Jan. 21, 1994, and awards will be announced in April
1994.
For applications or additional information, contact
Rose Etta Cox at (615) 576-9279 or Tom Richmond at
(615) 576-2194 or write to NRC Fellowship Program,
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, Science/Engineering Education Division, P.O. Box 11/,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., 37831-0117.
To request program materials only, call
7749.

l-800-1'9-

UC Qrcle

Custom Polycarbonate Lenses

The

Council, Planned Parenthood, UPB,
Region One, Live Vision, UTPA Student
Health Servic~. etc. We encourage
all students, faculty & staff to attend.

'•
!:

participants receive is designed to
provide them with a keen perception of energy production, use, conservation, and societal implication,
the news release states. The assignments afford students an opportunity to apply and practice theories
and methods learned in the classroom.
Students are selected by the DOE
facility staff on the basis of academic record, aptitude, research
interest, and the recommendation
of instructors. Participants must have
the potential for graduate study and
scientific careers.
Participating DOE facilities include
the atmospheric turbulence and diffusion division, Oak Ridge Institute
for Science and Education, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, and
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.,
Oak Ridge, Tenn.; continuous electron beam accelerator facility, Newport News, Va.; Pittsburgh Energy
Technology Center, the U.S. Bureau of Mines, and Pittsburgh Research Center, Pittsburgh, Penn.;
Savannah River Ecology Labora-

Nuclear science interships up for grabs

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK

.....

The U.S. Department of Energy's
Student Research Participation Program (SRP) is offering undergraduate students the chance to spend 10
weeks next summer collaborating
with federal scientists on the cutting
edge of research and development.
Only one of several programs
offered through DOE's University/
Laboratory Cooperative Program,
and managed by the Oak Ridge
Institute for Science and Education,
the SRP is for sophomores, juniors,
and seniors majoring in engineering, physical and life sciences,
mathematics, computer science, or
social sciences, according to an
ORISE news release.
With direction from researchers
at major DOE facilities, students
conduct hands-on research using
state-of-the-art equipment not usually found in most campus laboratories, the release states. Projects
relate to individual academic majors, career goals, and the ongoing
' research and development of the
facility.
The instruction and training SRP

12 noon - 1p.m.

UC Circle

5 - 6 p.m.

Physical Plant
Conference Room

Safest Lens Your Child Could Wear

AIDS, written, produced & directed by
UTrA students. A live band will also
be on hand.
•"AIDS in the Workplace"
Planned Parenthood presents
information aimed at the cu5todiai
& Janitorial staff on the hazard of
AIDS in the workplace.

Sponoored by :
The Unlven;ity Program Board, UiPA Student Health Service5,
Planned Parenthood & The Valley AIDS Council

• Exceeds FDA impact resistant requirements by 40 times.
• Fashion-thin lenses, this means polycarbonate lenses will be
thinner and lighter than glass or standard plastic lenses.
• Your concern should then turn to making sure your child's
precious eyes have maximum protection as they wear eyeglasses.
• Polycarbonate lenses available at Dr. Beardsley's Super Clinics.

Times & Locations subject to change.

ONE HOUR SERVICE!

~~· Beardsl~y:s
◄
Super Chn1c
317 S. Broadway
• Downtown McAllen

686-7435

700 S. 10th • McAllen
• Across from Pep Boys

CiEj 1!1 IE [ii

682-3126
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Moochers beware:
and are turned in to Judy Vinson, dean of
students, to handle, Longoria said.
Stqff
"In the past we let them eat it (the food)
and we approached them to pay,• Longoria
That carrot stick you eat on your way to said. "I have not called the police. I have
the pay station at the snack bar, or that only given a verbal warning.
"Students have the money to pay for the
unauthorized refill of soda, could get you
arrested for shoplifting or charged with a food. I have never stopped anyone that
civil judgment, according to officials.
could not pay for the food. I have only
"The message the students should real- caught males in their late teens and early
ize is if you steal a donut and get caught, 20s and I have never caught the same
it is the same as if you stole $1,000, one person twice.•
million or one billion dollars," Rene Guerra,
Javier Quintero, hot wok chef, said he
Hidalgo district attorney, said. "You are has also witnessed thefts.
still a thief. If you steal a donut, you are
"Just today (Nov. 6), I caught two guys.
capable of stealing anything."
I think it is like a challenge,• he said.
Shoplifting increased two years ago when "These guys do it constantly.·
the snackbar changed the pricing policy,
The University Book Store also has probfrom all-you-can-eat to a charge per item, lems with shoplifters and hopes to have
Clarinda Longoria, university snack bar some type of surveillance installed by Fall
assistant food director, said. The all-you- 1994 to stop the thefts, Henry Oh, auxiliary
can-eat policy is now allowed only during services director, said. Approximately
summer sessions.
$1,000 to $3,000 was lost in 1992, he said.
"Shoplifting is a problem to us because
Thefts have increased in recent years,
we are not able to catch them (thieves), Oh said. Therefore, bookstore employees
Longoria said. "They are sneaky about it keep an eye on shoppers who are acting
They stuff their face with the entire piece suspiciously, and students are required to
of pizza, and with two bites a donut is leave large bags, backpacks and notegone.R
books on a shelf before entering the main
When students are picked up for eating part of the store.
the food before reaching the pay counter,
"Most of the time there is one person
the students are required to pay for the doing the shoplifting," and they are usufood they eat, hand over their student ID, ally males in their early 20s, he said

If you steal a donut, you

Phyllis Crosswhite

are capable of stealing
anything.

Rene Guerra
Hidalgo District Attorney

"The people (who are caught) do not
have the money on them to pay for the
merchandise," Oh said. "They are not all
students, but they are prior students.•
Alfredo Castaneda Jr, text book manager, attributed some of the increase in
theft to the new policy that was implemented about three years ago when the
store began buying back books yearround.
"People steal a new book and tum
around and resell it (to the bookstore),
Castaneda said. "I really do not have the
evidence to say it is so, but I feel it may
play into their minds to steal...We will
prosecute and it is posted.•
When a person is caught shoplifting,
"we call the police, and the police arrests
them," Ho said. Whether police are contacted is up to the manager, said Howard
Miller, chief of University Police. In 1992,
police arrested less than 10 people for
shoplifting, he said.
"1bere is no certain age group.. .it is
from 10 all the way up," Miller said.
In 1992, $1,542 in state property was

stolen from UTPA, ranging from screw- receive the complaint, we investigate the
drivers to books, and $613 of it recovered, charges, and discuss the matter with the
student," Vinson said.
Miller said.
Any disciplinary action is "set by prece•charges depend on the value of merchandise taken,• Delma Lopez, UTPA po- dent, previous cases and severity of the
case,• Vinson said. "Most likely they pay
lice officer, said.
For instance, $750 or less is considered restitution, do community service, and are
a misdemeanor, and over $759 is a felony, on probation for a period of time.•
In the 16 years she has been here, "not
according to the 1991-92 Texas Criminal
much shoplifting (has been) referred to
Laws.
"If the owner wants to file charges, and us," Vinson said.
In the community, "shoplifting is worst
if there is enough evidence to file the case
.
now
than before,• said Lieutenant Peter
with a judge, we will prepare the case and
De
la
Garza of the Edinburg Police Departpresent it to a judge,• Lopez said.
ment.
"I have seen the crime go up beThe police also refer students to Vinson
cause
of
poverty and unsupervised chilfor disciplinary action, she said.
dren.
The
target areas are clothing and
"For theft, there is usually some type of
expulsion with probation,• Miller said. "It grocery stores.•
For items worth less than $20, it is up to
depends on the behavior of the student
the
officer to arrest on the spot for obvious
and what was stolen.•
The UTPA Student Guide states that evidence or cite the person(s) for theft and
students may be subject to suspension and order the person(s) to appear in court, said
expulsion, as well as punishment by state Guadalupe Garces, Justice of the Peace.
If the person pleads guilty, he or she can
or federal authorities.
"If the police refer a (shoplifting) case, be fined up to $500, plus court costs. If the
the investigation is complete and we take plea is not guilty, a trial date is set
"My word of advice: Would you risk
action from there." Vinson said.
Any incident referred to the dean by a thousands of dollars in expenses in your
party other than police is investigated by education by stealing a book from the
Elvie Davis and Santiago Villanueva, assis- bookstore? Think about it before you do it.
tant deans ofstudents, and Sandra Rosales, Stealing is bad judgment, lack of discipline,• Guerra said.
student development coordinator.
"If someone breaks the law and we

Spring 1994 Class Schedule Addendum
COURSE CHANGE

04133
04131
03993
04039

ART -3382-01
ART -4311-02
COMD-4340-01
COMD-4490-01

PERC AND EXP IN ART II
ADV DRAWING-TOPICS
NEUROANATOMY PHYS SLH
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES

ROBERTS,SENORIN
BROWNE,NORMAN A

CAREER ASPECT VISUAL ART
LABORATORY
LABORATORY
BIOLOGY SEMINAR
PROB IN TEACHING READ
NETWORK THEORY I
MICROCOMPTR PROGRAMMING
COMPOSITION
COMPOSITION
BASIC WRITING
<
FINANCIAL ADMIN
BEGINNING FRENCH
INTRO TO CLINICAL NUTR
SPANISH DANCE I
MODERN JAZZ DANCE
MEX FOLKLORIC DANCE
BALLET I
DANCE IN SECONDARY SCH
DANCE - ELEMENTARY SCH
MANUFAC PROCESSES I
LABORATORY
BASIC MATHEMATICS
BUSINESS ALGEBRA
MUSIC LITERATURE
GENERAL PHYSICS
INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
CRIMINOLOGY

JONES,REBECCA S
WEDIG,CINDY MAR
WEDIG,CINDY MAR
SIDES,SAMMIE L
MEDRANO,HILDA

M

TBA
MW
MW

RM-21

0710PM-0955PM BLDG-FIAB
TBA
BLDG0230PM-0350PM BLDG-COAS
1245PM-0200PM BLDG-COAS

RM-17
RM-17

0710PM-0955PM
1245PM-0335PM
0110PM-0350PM
0245PM-0335PM
0430PM-0700PM
1045AM-1135AM
0945AM-1035AM
1245PM-0135PM
0600PM-0900PM
~OA5i.,M-l).35AM
0840PM-0955PM
0845AM-0935AM
0400PM-0515PM
1035AM-1150AM
0845AM-0935AM
0945AM-1035AM
1045AM-1135AM
0745AM-0835AM
0110PM-0225PM
0545PM-0700PM
0710PM-0955PM
0600PM-0900PM
1035AM-1150AM
0600PM-0900PM
0945AM-1035AM
1045AM-1135AM
0430PM-0700PM
0430PM-0700PM

RM-21
RM-22
RM-22
RM-11
RM-21
RM-12
RM-12
RM-25
RM-1
RM-24
RM-11
RM-34
RM-1.
RM-13
RM-13
RM-13
RM-13
RM-13
RM-13
RM-12
RMRM-1
RM-11
RM-1
RM-12
RM-12
RM-12
RM-24

RM-

CANCELLED CLASSES

00903
00645
00647
00715
01739
03425
04035
00973
04023
0118~
00035
03327
02449
01667
01673
01677
01679
01531
01533
03187
03189
03925
03561
03915
02181
02203
02047
02135

ART -4383-01
BIOL-2403-A
BIOL-2403-B
BIOL-4100-01
ED -6323-01
ELEE-2420-01
ELEE-3335-01
ENG -1301-20
ENG -1301-81
ENG -~32070?
FINA-6340-01
FR -1322-02
HRP -2351-02
KIN -2223-01
KIN -2230-01
KIN -2235-01
KIN -2236-01
KIN -3312-01
KIN -3313-01
MANE-2430-01
MANE-2430-A
MATH-1300-80
MATH-1321-06
MUS -1301-80
PHYS-1402-01
PHYS-2302-01
PSY -1323-01
SOC -3313-02

HUDSON JR.,FRED

M

w
R

w
M

MWF
MWF
MWF

T
MWF

MABERLY,EDWIN D

MW

SANCHEZ,MARY S .

TR
TR

MWF

MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF

BOSE,SUBHASH C.
BOSE,SUBHASH C.

TR
TR
TR

w
JABS,DAVID ROBE
BURANDT,NORMAN
GIUOCO,SAMUEL E
KENDRICK,SHERRI
SANDERS,Z DELOR

TR
TBA
MWF
MWF

M
R

BLDG-FIAB
BLDG-SCCC
BLDG-SCCC
BLDG-SCCC
BLDG-EDCC
BLDG-PHYS
BLDG-PHYS
BLDG-COAS
BLDG-LSHS
BLDG-COAS
BLDG-BUSA
BLDG-COAS
BLDG-HEAS
BLDG-HPE2
BLDG-HPE2
BLDG-HPE2
BLDG-HPE2
BLDG-HPE2
BLDG-HPE2
BLDG-PHYS
BLDGBLDG-LSHS
BLDG-MATH
BLDG-RGCH
BLDG-PHYS
BLDG-PHYS
BLDG-LIBA
BLDG-LIBA

Snackbar, bookstore
beef up surveillance

.::;.:.;

"""(

Lookine for a
way to vent your
frustrations? If
You ·re abuddine
cartoonist. have
any experience
in -sequential art
and have a·witty
sense of humor. why not
submit vourdisl!ustinl! Panel
creations for an upcoming
full-Paee of comics in ••••

The Pan American I

NEW COURSES

04087
04079
04181
04083
04085
04113
04195
04127
04183
04135
04117
04103
04109
04149
04129
04155
04165
04163
04197
04167
04199
04159

ART -3321-02
ART -4383-02
BIOL-1402-06
BIOL-2403-I
BIOL-2403-J
BIOL-4100-02
CHEM-3403-B
COMM-4326-A
ED -6304-02
ED -6323-02
ED -6380-01
EDAC-4342-02
ELEE-2420-02
ELEE-3335-02
ENG -1301-57
ENG -1301-58
ENG -1302-50
ENG -1302-51
ENG -1302-52
ENG -2300-12
ENG -2300-13
ENG -2303-14

PAINTING
CAREER ASPECT VISUAL ART
GENERAL BIOLOGY
LABORATORY
LABORATORY
BIOLOGY SEMINAR
LABORATORY
LABORATORY
HUMAN GROWTH & DEVELOPMT
PROB IN TEACHING READ
PRAC SECNDARY TEACHERS
INTRO TO EARLY CHILD ED
NETWORK THEORY I
MICROCOMPTR PROGRAMMING
COMPOSITION
COMPOSITION
RHET & COMP
RHET & COMP
RHET & COMP
INTRO TO LITERATURE
INTRO TO LITERATURE
RDNGS AMER LITERATURE

04161
04157
04151
04115
04173
04177
04191
04193
04081
04095
04099
04097
04089
04091
04179
04187
04185
04077
04111
04105
04107
04137
04101
04153
04119
04125
04121

ENG -2303-15
ENG -3313-05
ENG -3320-02
ENG -4308-01
ENG -4325-03
ENG -63 52-01
ENGR-3101-01
ENGR-3101-02
FINA-6340-02
KIN -2230-02
KIN -2235-02
KIN -2236-02
KIN -3312-02
KIN -3313-02
MANA-4369-05
MATH-2307-05
MATH-3314-02
MUS -2307-80
NURS-4601-D
PHYS-1402-03
PHYS-2302-02
POLS-3185-01
PSY -1323-07
soc -3324-01
soc -4383-01
soc -4388-01
soc -5313-01

RDNGS AMER LITERATURE
SURVEY OF AM LIT
ADV TOPICS-ENGLISH
HIST OF ENG LANGUAGE
COMPOSITION TECHNIQUES
PRACTICUM IN ESL
ENGR PROJECTS LAB I I
ENGR PROJECTS LAB I I
FINANCIAL ADMIN
MODERN JAZZ DANCE
MEX FOLKLORIC DANCE
BALLET I
DANCE IN SECONDARY SCH
DANCE - ELEMENTARY SCH
BUSINESS POLICY
FOUNDATIONS OF MATH I I
FOUND EUCLIDEAN GEO
MUSIC APPRECIATION
LABORATORY
GENERAL PHYSICS
INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS
INTERNSHIP
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH
INDEPENDENT STUDIES
SPEC SOCIO CULT ISSUES
AMERICAN MINORITIES

BROWNE,NORMAN A
JONES,REBECCA S

TR
M

TR

AHMAD,HASSAN
WAKEFIELD,ROBER

M
T
M
R

TBA
TBA
T
TBA
M

TR
TR
FRANKENBERGER,E
SCHMIDT,DOROTHY
BURFORD,EDITH S
BURFORD,EDITH S
DEBRISCOE,JULIE
FRANKENBERGER,E
FRANKENBERGER,E
SCHMIDT,DOROTHY
SCHMIDT,DOROTHY

MWF

TR
MWF

MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF

w
TR
TR
T

TR
TR
MWF

MABERLY,EDWIN D

TR
MWF

MWF
MWF

TORRES,JOSE REN
BRAZIER,GERALD

TR
TR
TR
TR
TR

BURANDT,NORMAN
GIUOCO,SAMUEL E

T
T
MWF
MWF

KENDRICK,SHERRI

w

TORRES,CRUZ

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

TBA

0910AM-1150AM BLDG-FIACB RM-22
0430PM-0700PM BLDG-FIJ\B RM-21
0545PM-0700PM BLDG-SCCA RM-2
1245PM-0335PM BLDG-SCCC RM-10
0745AM-1025AM BLDG-SCCC RM-10
0245PM-0335PM BLDG-SCCC RM-11
0110PM-0350PM BLDG-SCCC RM-20
TBA
BLDGRMTBA
BLDGRM0430PM-0700PM BLDG-EDCC RM-21
BLDGRMTBA
0430PM-0700PM BLDG-EDCC RM-21
0910AM-1025AM BLDG-PHYS ' RM-12
0545PM-0700PM BLDG-PHYS RM-11
1045AM-1135AM BLDG-COAS RM-24
RM1035AM-1150AM BLDG1245PM-0 135PM BLDG-COAS RM-24
0145PM-0235PM BLDG-COAS RM-24
1245PM-0135PM BLDG-COAS RM-25
0245PM-0335PM BLDG-COAS RM-25
0145PM-0235PM BLDG-COAS RM-25
1245PM-0135PM BLDG-COAS RM-25
1245PM-0135PM BLDG-COAS RM-25
0430PM-0700PM BLDG-COAS RM-24
0235PM-0350PM BLDG-COAS RM-24
0110PM-0225PM BLDG-COAS RM-24
0430PM-0700PM BLDG-HEAS RM-2.
0235PM-0350PM BLDG-COAS RM-17
0910AM-1025AM BLDG-ENGL RM-2
0145PM-0235PM BLDG-ENGL RM-2
0545PM-0700PM BLDG-BUSA RM-11
0745AM-0835AM BLDGRM1045AM-1135AM BLDG-HPE2 RM-13
0945AM-1035AM BLDG-HPE2 RM-13
0745AM-0900AM BLDG-HPE2 RM-13
RM1035AM-1150AM BLDG0545PM-0700PM BLDG-BUSA RM-22
1035AM-1150AM BLDG-MATH RM-10
1035AM-1150AM BLDG-MATH RM-11
0600PM-0900PM BLDG-RGCH RM-1
0700AM-0400PM BLDGRM1045AM-1135AM BLDG-PHYS RM-12
0945AM-1035AM BLDG-PHYS RM-12
TBA
BLDGRM0710PM-0955 PM BLDG-LIBA RM-12
TBA
RMBLDGRMTBA
BLDGTBA
RMBLDGTBA
RMBLDG-

s

OfJtJn1cr ~eautp OfJhtJp
Student Cut $5

Open Monday-Saturday • 8:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

380-2239

WEAR

Justin, Wrangler, Red Wing,
Roper, Stetson, Resistol
316 E. University Dr.
Edinburg • 383-5801

!

Regular Cut $7

10 a.m.-8 p.m. • Monday- Saturday
1 - 6 p.m. • Sunday
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World AIDS day approaching in two weeks
Transmission through heterosexual contact increases _
American Aaaocatlon
for World Health

What is AIDS?
Acquired-to come to have·
Immune Deficiency--lack ;f the
ability to resist infection·
Syndrome-set ofsigns ;ndsymptoms that together indicate the presence of a disease or abnormal
condition.
AIDS is a disease which results in
a severe deficiency in the body's
defense mechanisms. AIDS is the
most serious form and final stage
ofHN (human immune-deficiency
virus) infection:
HIV targets T4 lymphocytes CTHelper cells), types of white blood
cells which conduct the immune
system. HIV enters and replicates
within these cells and eventually
kills them. The destruction of these
white blood cells causes a deficiency in a person's immune responses.
This leaves a person open to
opportunistic infections caused by
organisms which might not make a
person with a healthy immune
system ill. These organisms take
the "opportunityn to invade the
tissues and cause disease.
Examples'of the life-threatening
opportunistic infections prevalent

Projections for an AIDS
increase in this decade

among AIDS patients are
Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia
(PCP) and tuberculosis. Kaposi's
sarcoma, usually a rare cancer, is a
disease often seen in AIDS patients.
In addition to affecting the T4
lymphocytes, HIV may also disrupt
the function of brain cells, causing
AIDS-dementia complex. Public
health officials estimate that approximately one-third of AIDS patients develop AIDS-dementia complex.
Persons infected with HIV do not
progress to AIDS immediately and
often remain apparently healthy
for a long period of time. The
average time period between HIV
infection and progression to clinical AIDS is 10 years.
Because they look and feel
healthy, most people with HIV infection don't know they are infected until they have an HIV test.
However, HIV is in their bodies
and they can infect other people.
Persons with AIDS usually die
within one to three years, but a few
individuals have lived longer.
The case definition of AIDS continues to evolve as scientists and
researchers learn new information.
The definition has changed considerably since the early definition in

1981. The 1987 case definition of persons with documented HIV and
any of the following conditions:
AIDS was:
•
T-lymphocyte count of less
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) is a disabling or life- than 14%
threatening illness caused by hu•
Pulmonary tuberculosis
man immunodeficiency ' virus (TB)
(HIV), characterized by HIV
•
Recurrent pneumonia or
encephalopathy, HIV wasting syn•
Invasive cervical cancer
drome, or certain diseases due to
It must be understood that a
immunodeficiency in a person with person with HIV infection does not
laboratory evidence for HIV infec- necessarily have AIDS. They must
tion or without certain other causes have the symptoms or abnormal
of immunodeficiency.
blood results as noted in the JanuAs of January 1, 1993, the CDC ary 1, 1993 case definition to estabexpanded this definition. The cur- lish a diagnosis of AIDS.
rent definition of AIDS includes all

Information resources

Epidemic continues
to ·spread
In the U.S., HIV first spread disease through heterosexual conprimarily among homosexual or tact.
The cities of New York, Miami,
bisexual men and injecting drug
Newark,
San Francisco,Los Angeusers.
and
Houston
have the highest
les,
However, over the past decade,
rates
of
AIDS
cases.
it has been increasingly transmitDuring 1992, incidence rates
ted through heterosexual inter(numberof
cases per 100,000 P2PUcourse
latlon)
were
highest in th Difinct
Among exposure categories, the
of
Columbia,
New York, Puerto
greatest percentage of increase of
and New
Rico,
Florida,
California
AIDS cases reported last year ocJersey.
curred in people exposed to the

Texas
Casey Blass Dir HIV Div Dept of Health
Tommy Fleming Tex.. Ed. Angency

(512) 45~7209
(512) 463-9501

Difficulty exists in determining
future projections of HIV/AIDS
cases, mainly because HIV infection goes largely unnoticed. In
addition, AIDS cases are seriously
underestimated in some countries
because of inadequate diagnostic
facilities and poor reporting mechanisms. ·
Therefore World Health Organization draws upon many sources,
including studies of HIV prevalence and incidents in specific
population groups and areas, the
estimated size of such groups,
prevalence in neighboring areas,
and trends over time, to estimate
the global magnitude of HIV.
During this decade, WHO
projects that 10-15 million new
HIV infections may be expected in
adults, mostly in developing countries. In addition, WHO projects
that as many as 5-10 million children will be HIV-infected at birth
or through breast feeding, the majority of them in sub-Saharan Africa. Because their infected mothers are likely to die of AIDS within
five to 10 years of their birth, the

World Health Organization

number of orphans will continue
to increase as a result of the death
of those parents infected with HIV
in the 1990s.
By the year 2000, WHO projects
that the cumulative total of HIV
infections in men, women and children will range between 30 and 40
million, of which more than 90
percent will be in the developing
countries. The projected cumulative total of adult AIDS cases is
close to 10 million.

Al DS to increase
in the United States

The number of people diagnosed
with AIDS in the United States
Hotllnes
continues to increase.
As of June 30, 1993, 315,390
CDC National AIDS Hotline
1- 800-342-AIDS
people in the United States had
CDC Spanish AIDS Hotline
1-800- 344-7432 (SIDA)
reportedly been diagnosed with
CDC Hearing Impaired AIDS Hotline
1-800-243-7889 AIDS; and the number of known
Texas Hotline ~
·
'~
}:;!800299-AIDS deaths since January 1981•rtotaled
194,747 according to COO.Tl
Recorded
from the',r ot •.,,n-.
Currently, it is estimated that
1-404-332-4570
AIDS statistical info line
around 1 million Americans are
1-404-332-4565
Fax info. service line
infected with HIV or one in every
1-404-332-4555
General info. including info. HIV/AIDS

iilfo:

HOW HIV IS TRANSMITTED

During this decade,
WHO projects that
10-15 million new
HIV infections may
be expected In
adults, mostly in
developing countries.

250 people.
The number infected represents
only a small fraction of the number of people who will be affected
by the virus--family members'
friends, and loved ones of the
infected individuals.
i p

"('

-- ,...,

Bf'lli8 ~ir 2000, it U eMimated··
that most people will know someone personally who has died of
AIDS or is HIV positive.

Estimated Global Distribution of Cumulative HIV lnfectiQn
by Continent or Region, Mid - 1993

WHERE IS HIV FOUND?
HIV is found in : Semen (and pre-ejaculate fluid)

Blood

Vaginal secretions

Breast milk

HOW DO YOU GET THE VIRUS?
HIV is a very weak virus and can only survive inside the body. Therefore, it can only be .contracted
through intimate contact between an infected individual and an uninfected individual HIV is passed
on to another person only when blood, semen, baginal secretions or breast milk that contain HIV
are introduced into that person's body.

Examples of intimate contact and ways of contracting the virus:
✓
✓
✓

Having sex (vaginal, oral, or anal) with someone infected with HIV.
Injection drug use - Using a needle and/or syringe previously used by an infected
individual.
Vertical transmission - From an infected mother to her newborn during pregnancy or
delivery, either from infected blood or from breast milk.

YOU CAN NOT GET HIV THROUGH CASUAL CONTACT

Latin America &
the Caribbean
1.5 Million

..

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
THAT OFFERS SO MUCH MORE •••
* Luxurious 1,2 and 3 bedroom
* 2 swi1n1nln9 pools
* Tenais courts
* family and adult

* Bmtifully landmped

* Close to schools-Walk to U.T.P.A.

*Cabana with Bar-8-Q

* On-site 111m9ement24-hour emer5my maintenme
* Courtesy patrol

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

EL BOSQUE
1609 West Sohunior •Edinburg, Texas 78Si9

210-383-8382

GREASE
RELIEF.

Advertise with

The
Pan
American
for more
information call
381-2541 or come
by UC 322

THESE

,Ar5 rov NU, ALL THE HEU rov <AN 6£.T.
THAt'5 WHY WE OFFU A lt.,ooo <~E,tT LINE.

AN, NO ANNCIAL FU.. THU[., THAT
OCl6f1T TO IN(K.f.A5E.

rov~ <A5H FLOW.

If YOU ~0>-1.,T 60T IT.,
6E.T IT~"

